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ABSTRACT

Many people are interested in online user documentation for supercomputers and the continuing problems
that plague us: problems of delivering online information in a heterogeneous computing environment that
includes supercomputers and workstations, and lack of vendor solutions that work in diverse computing
environments for diverse types of documentation. These problems have made it difficult to develop
online documentation systems that have proved to be broadly effective.

With changing technology and supercomputing environments, we believe the time is right to make
substantial progress in this field. It was in this context that the National Center for Atmospheric Research
and Los Alamos National Laboratory organized the Workshop on Online Documentation in the
Supercomputing Environment in Colorado Springs, April 3-6, 1990.

Twenty-eight participants came from leading supercomputing sites, including the national laboratories,
National Institute of Standards and Technology, the National Science Foundation supercomputing
centers, university and regional supercomputing centers, and Cray Research and IBM.

As a group representing twelve diverse supercomputing centers, participants in the workshop saw a need
for a common online documentation system that could serve a heterogeneous distributed computing
environment. We also desired the efficiency to be gained of sharing documentation in machine-readable
form among hardware and software vendors as well as between supercomputing centers. We did not see
any currently existing software products meeting all of these needs. We thus believed we needed to
establish a forum to advocate the development or evolution of a suitable online documentation system.

The Workshop on Online Documentation in the Supercomputing Environment was effective in bringing
together people from the supercomputing sites and developing new insights into the problems and
possible solutions. A steering committee composed of a representative from each supercomputing site
was formed to continue the efforts of advocating the development or evolution of a suitable online
documentation system in the supercomputing environment and to enhance opportunities for collaboration
among the many interested sites.

We hope that this workshop has resulted in increased understanding and will have served as another step
toward the development of online documentation for supercomputer users.
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1. Workshop Overview

Many people are interested in online user documentation for supercomputers. It has been discussed at
several forums, including the 1988 Super! meeting at Cornell, the 1988 Online Documentation Working
Meeting at San Diego, the 1984-1989 DOE Forums on Computer Systems for Documentation, and the
Supercomputing '88 and Supercomputing '89 conferences.

These discussions have highlighted the continuing problems that plague us: problems of delivering online
information in a heterogeneous computing environment that includes supercomputers and workstations,
and lack of vendor solutions that work in diverse computing environments for diverse types of
documentation. These problems have made it difficult to develop online documentation systems that
have proved to be broadly
effective. While there have
been some excellent exceptions
to this condition, the majority of
supercomputing users do not
have viable online information.

With changing technology and
supercomputing environments,
we believe the time is right to
make substantial progress in this
field. With the growth in user-
friendly workstations and the
entry of the video generation
into supercomputing, user
expectations for online
documentation are rising.
Supercomputer vendors
recognize that their products are
being compared with those of
workstation vendors. And with
the growing availability of
UNIX-based systems on
computers of all sizes, hopes of
widely available online
documentation systems and of
fruitful collaborations are
raised, as well as possibilities of
hardware independence and
questions of the role of system
independence.

It was in this context that the
National Center for Atmos-
pheric Research and Los
Alamos National Laboratory
organized the Workshop on
Online Documentation in the
Supercomputing Environment
in Colorado Springs, April 3-6,
1990.
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DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM

The question has been asked, "Why do the supercomputing centers need to be concerned with the online
documentation problem? Isn't this a distributed computing problem?" Indeed, it is a distributed
computing problem; however, neither hardware nor software vendors are addressing this problem in its
entirety. Typically, hardware vendors, including supercomputing, mainframe, and minicomputer
vendors, are only providing an online documentation solution that runs on their hardware. And software
vendors have not yet shown an interest in providing an online documentation system that will run on a
variety of hardware platforms including supercomputers. Because of the small number of
supercomputers in the field, they may overlook this market entirely. It is also critical that an online
documentation system run on either the supercomputer or a documentation server. Some supercomputer
centers prefer that the documentation system run on the supercomputer for ease of use, while others insist
that it run on a documentation server to conserve precious CPU cycles.

It is also important for the supercomputer vendors to use the same online documentation system as that
used by the supercomputing center for their other documentation, so that vendor reference manuals can be
provided through the same online system as local documentation. In addition, efficiencies can be gained
by agreement with companies that provide large amounts of software to supercomputing centers to use
this common system for their online documentation.

As a group representing twelve diverse supercomputing centers, we saw a need for a common online
documentation system that could serve a heterogeneous distributed computing environment. We also
desired the efficiency to be gained of sharing documentation in machine-readable form among hardware
and software vendors as well as between supercomputing centers. We did not see any currently existing
software products meeting all of these needs. We thus believed we needed to establish a forum to
advocate, promote, influence and guide the development or evolution of a suitable online documentation
system.

WORKSHOP APPROACH AND PHILOSOPHY

Interested people were invited to join together in this endeavor: to participate in working sessions, chair
sessions, and participate in lively discussion. We sought about 30 participants, including technical
writers, system researchers and designers, user consultants, system implementors, instructional designers,
software librarians and traditional librarians, screen layout designers, user interface designers, managers,
scientific programmers, and scientists and engineers.

This workshop was a working meeting with emphasis on information exchange and tangible results. The
expected outcome was a better understanding of online documentation and future systems and a working
paper developed by workshop participants. Participants were asked to draft materials before the
workshop and assist with final revision and editing of the working paper after the workshop.

PRELIMINARY AGENDA

The following preliminary agenda was sent to possible participants at supercomputing sites in January
1990. As a result of the January solicitation and follow-up contacts, twenty-eight participants registered.
This preliminary agenda outlined the vision for the workshop.

(1) What is the purpose of this workshop, and what do we hope to accomplish?

Briefly define the subject of interest: Online Documentation in the Supercomputing Environment.
Discuss why we need better online documentation. Briefly review selected site strategies for online
user documentation to introduce some approaches towards dealing with the problems of online
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documentation in the supercomputing environment.

(2) Briefly review and establish terminology. This will give us a common vocabulary for
communication.

(3) Review selected existing systems and systems under development to understand their areas of
applicability and their strengths and weaknesses. These demonstrations will give everyone insight
into where we are today in online documentation.

(4) Briefly summarize the issues that need to be addressed and the problems that we don't understand
how to solve. Identify and collect data regarding the current world that would help us understand
current user behaviors.

(5) Develop some visions of the future. What might systems for providing online user documentation
for supercomputers look like?

This will be accomplished through discussion and development within several breakout groups.
Each group will collaborate on its own vision. These visions will be examined by the whole group
to understand their strengths and weaknesses. Breakout groups will then have an opportunity to
create hybrid visions that combine the ideas from other groups.

(6) Assess the results of this workshop, and discuss action items. The working paper that compiles the
results of this workshop will be finalized by electronic mail during the four weeks following the
workshop.

CHARACTERISTICS OF ONLINE DOCUMENTATION

In order to establish common terminology so that we could make progress with the subject at hand and to
provide some education to help everyone understand the breadth of the subject matter, we defined 16
characteristics of online documentation systems. The characteristics were divided into those relevant to
users and those relevant to system implementers, authors, and technical writers.

All participants were assigned to working groups of three or four people; each participant was assigned to
about two groups. Participants spent the two weeks preceding the workshop elaborating on these
characteristics to outline the concepts and terminology associated with the characteristic.

Participants presented this homework in the form of a poster session during the evening reception
preceding the workshop, and each participant received a handout of this information for future reference.

This interaction before the workshop was very useful in increasing the amount of progress that could be
made during the workshop.

Unanticipated benefits were that participants were immersed in the subject before they arrived, they were
involved in technical discussions with about seven other participants, and so they were ready to make
great strides in progress during the workshop.

During the poster session and subsequently, each working group refined and enhanced their work, and the
result is redistributed to everyone through this working paper (see the section on "Characteristics of
Online Documentation").

We believe that this analysis of characteristics of online documentation systems in the supercomputing
environment will be very helpful to people as we continue to understand and define such systems.
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SITE STRATEGIES

In order to educate everyone about each other's site and especially about each other's site strategies
regarding online documentation in the supercomputing environment, each participant was asked to supply
information about their site. These are included in this working paper (see the appendix on "Site
Summaries"). From this information we were able to identify existing systems that should be
demonstrated to everyone during the workshop and site strategies which were especially interesting --
either typical or unusual -- that should be presented during the workshop.

EXISTING SYSTEMS

Before we can make recommendations about what these systems must look like, we must understand the
strengths and weaknesses of existing systems, both production systems that we are using and research
systems that we should know about.

In order to educate everyone about existing production and research systems, we selected representative
or unusual systems at participants' sites for demonstration at the workshop (see the section on "Synopsis
of Online Documentation Systems"), a working group assembled information about other systems that we
should be exposed to (see the appendix on "Online Documentation Systems"), and a second working
group assembled an annotated bibliography of selected references that everyone should be aware of (see
the appendix on "Bibliography").

While some significant systems may have been omitted, the information that participants received was
most helpful in understanding the state of the art.

ISSUES OF ONLINE DOCUMENTATION

During the workshop, we identified issues that must be resolved as we move forward with a vision of
online documentation system in the supercomputing environment. They are stated in the section on
"Issues of Online Documentation". We expect that these issues will be addressed and resolved during the
process of defining a vision.

VISIONS OF THE FUTURE

The overall purpose of the workshop was to develop a joint vision of an online documentation system in
the supercomputing environment. Participants were divided into four working groups to brainstorm.
Each group was selected to have a diversity of background and representation, including programming,
technical writing, vendor. One participant was designated to chair each group. After analysis and idea
development, each group presented its thoughts to the whole group.

Group dynamics and interplay were critical to the results attained. One group dealt with the
supercomputing environment and defined the assumptions regarding that environment and technology
and user trends. Another group dealt with the reality of multiple online documentation systems and how
can we get from here to a vision. Two groups approached the vision from the user perspective: what sort
of capabilities and functionality will the users require?

The intention of the workshop was to iterate on these visions and to come up with a hybrid vision that
would incorporate the four aspects into one common vision. However, there was insufficient time during
the workshop to proceed to this step. This work is being undertaken subsequent to the workshop, and the
first draft is included in this working paper (see the section on "Visions of the Future").
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WRAP-UP

At the end of the workshop, participants assessed the results of the workshop and identified action items.
This future work is described in the section on "Future Work". A steering committee composed of a
representative from each supercomputing site was formed to continue the efforts of advocating the
development or evolution of a suitable online documentation system in the supercomputing environment
and to enhance opportunities for collaboration among the many interested sites.

EVALUATION OF THE WORKSHOP AND ITS RESULTS

Twenty-eight participants came from most of the leading supercomputing sites, including the national
laboratories, National Institute of Standards and Technology, the National Science Foundation
supercomputing centers, university and regional supercomputing centers, and Cray Research and IBM.
The participants are given in the appendix on "Participants".

These people immersed themselves in the subject for two weeks prior to the workshop, and the workshop
itself was intense. The final agenda is given in the appendix on "Final Agenda".

The approach was very effective in bringing experts from supercomputing sites together and immersing
them into analysis and understanding of problems, environments, and contexts. Many sites have small
documentation and system support efforts, and their experts are isolated from other colleagues. These
people greatly benefited by developing a broader understanding of the nature of these systems and the
problems.

Participants remarked that the integrated use of Macintoshes in support of workshop activities was very
effective in capturing ideas as they were generated.

As would be expected, we saw a dichotomy between system implementors, who had in-depth
understanding of implementation issues, and technical writers, who had keen interest in the content of
documentation. It will take close cooperation and increased understanding between these groups to
address the complexities of online documentation in the supercomputing environment; both expertises
must be brought to bear on the problems and solutions.

Participants identified a new need for and a new hope of collaboration between vendors and customers.
With the advent of UNIX-based systems on supercomputers, for the first time in recent memory, most
supercomputer sites are running or will soon all be running the same operating system. Thus, the
opportunities for collaboration have never been greater.

Cray Research's DOCVIEW product may contribute to unprecedented collaboration between vendor and
customers; customers are excited about this product, and they want to combine local databases of
documentation with vendor documentation. Since CRI's recent entry into the world of interactive
operating systems, it is rapidly understanding that online documentation is now a necessary component of
their product set.

Participants want to further contribute to the effort to have effective online documentation.

SUMMARY

The Workshop on Online Documentation in the Supercomputing Environment was effective in bringing
together people from the supercomputing sites and developing new insights into the problems and
possible solutions. A steering committee composed of a representative from each supercomputing site
has been formed to continue the efforts of advocating the development or evolution of a suitable online
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documentation system in the supercomputing environment and to enhance opportunities for collaboration
among the many interested sites.

We hope that this workshop has resulted in increased understanding and will have served as another step
toward the development of online documentation for supercomputer users.
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2. Synopsis of Site Summaries

GENERAL SITE INFORMATION

Attendees from 14 supercomputing sites (including two supercomputing vendors) filled out the
questionnaires in this Appendix prior to the workshop to provide information about online documentation
status and requirements at their sites. A representative from New Mexico State University Computer
Center also attended, although it is not a supercomputer site.

A large majority of the sites represented at the workshop have Cray computers running the UNICOS
operating system, which they cited as the main system for which they needed online documentation.
Sites running the Cray Time Sharing System (CTSS) and the Livermore Time Sharing System (LTSS) are
making the transition to UNICOS. Table 1 summarizes systems listed by participants; full site names are
given on the following pages.

Table 1. Supercomputing and Mini-supercomputing Systems
Requiring Online Documentation, by Site

Cray/UNICOS Cray/CTSS IBM 3090 Cyber 205 Convex Other

NCAR LANL CNSF (AIX) NIST NIST LANL
CRI AFSCC IBM, Inc. (AIX) UT/CHPC (Hypercube)
UT/CHPC NERSC AFSCC LLNL
PSC (NLTSS and
NCSC LTSS)
SDSC NCSA
LANL (Connection
AFSCC Machine)

No sites reported a need for online documentation for Cray/COS.

USER TERMINALS AND WORKSTATIONS

A key problem facing providers of online documentation is accommodating many access methods and
terminal types. A large majority of the sites simply checked "all" when asked what terminals and
workstations they must support. Checked most often were DEC VTs, Macintoshes, and Suns. A few
sites specifically mentioned that they do not support IBM PCs, RTs, or PS/2 systems. One site (NCSC)
mentioned it supports NeXT workstations in addition to the listed choices. One site (NIST) stated that
users only have access via dumb terminals to current online products.

VENDORS

Representatives from Cray Research, Inc. (CRI), and IBM, Inc., attended the workshop. CRI has
developed the UNICOS operating system for its supercomputers, featuring online man pages for all user
and system commands. CRI recently contracted with NCSA to develop an online documentation system
based on the DOCUMENT system, which was originally developed at the National Magnetic Fusion
Energy Computer Center (now called NERSC) at LLNL, for use on UNICOS. CRI plans to bundle the
new system, called DocView, into Version 6.0 of UNICOS when it is released in late fall 1990.- CRI is
also working on a graphical user interface for the X Window System.
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IBM, Inc., has developed the "Info Explorer" system, a hypertext interface for their new RS6000
workstation. It features full text with hypertext "buttons" for searching and is an impressive new product
for providing online UNIX documentation. Because AIX/370 (IBM's version of UNIX) had not been
released by the time of this workshop, IBM could not state a strategy for providing online
supercomputing documentation.

SPECIFIC SYSTEMS INFORMATION-CURRENT SITUATION AND STRATEGIES

All the supercomputing sites that have UNICOS operating systems on Crays said that they have online
man (reference manual) pages; UNICOS contains additional commands unique to supercomputing. Users
accustomed to UNIX will find documentation quite similar to UNIX man pages.

Several sites have no integrated online documentation system, including NCAR, UT/CHPC, and NCSC.
PSC duplicates its documentation on each of its front-end computers, accessible via a VMS-style help
facility. At many sites, rather than accessing an integrated documentation system, users must retrieve
full-text files, which they can then browse, edit, and print using their own local editor and printing
facilities. This strategy works fairly well for remote users. Several sites mentioned they were exploring
options for distributed access to online documentation, which would make it possible to store and search
for documentation elsewhere than on the supercomputer (where documentation potentially competes for
valuable CPU cycles).

Centers use their newsletters, online bulletin facilities, and training classes to advertise their online
documentation, both vendor and local. Some applications and operating systems (including CMS for
IBM) have online help packages included. Nearly all the centers have had to settle for a different format
for their online documentation (usually ASCII text arranged for the screen) than for their hardcopy
documentation, which may be of typeset quality. Three centers (LANL, LLNL, and NERSC) noted that
their documentation is stored on a central mass storage system, and some (for example, LLNL) also store
documentation on the supercomputers. Most supercomputing sites provide extensive libraries of
mathematical and statistical software to their users. Some have developed online facilities for obtaining
documentation and software from these libraries, notably LANL (CLAMDOC and SLADOC), NIST
(FETCH, GAMS), and NCAR (dsl-Distributed Software Libraries).

Individual site specifics and strategies are summarized below:

Cornell National Supercomputer Facility (CNSF): All their documentation is online. They have a
general online documentation system called CNSINFO/HELP. Non-vendor documentation includes a
catalog, tutorials, news bulletins, and task-driven procedures. Users capture full text to a file. The
interface is via the IBM CMS "HELP" command. CNSF is exploring improved interfaces for online
tutorials under UNIX.

Air Force Supercomputer Center (AFSCC): Under the CTSS operating system, the AFSCC at Kirtland
AFB use the DOCUMENT system developed by NERSC. Their online documents are called
SUMMARIES-a summary of the utilities available on the CRAY1 and CRAY2. ASCII files are
formatted using FORMAT, and DOCUMENT is used to view and print SUMMARIES. There is a FIND
utility for searching for keywords. Plans are to move to UNICOS, and so they will be using man pages
and formatting with nroff/troff.

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL): LLNL uses the DOCUMENT system developed by
NERSC. They also have VMS help. Vendor documentation includes NCARLIB and Cray man pages.
Local documentation includes quick reference, full-text documents, a catalog, and ordering information.
Documents may be printed locally or captured. LLNL has expressed an interest in dealing with multiple
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databases, formats, and output devices. They are interested in monitoring use of their documentation
system and encouraging its use instead of hardcopy.

Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL): LANL has several information databases, including a
mathematical software database (CLAMDOC, SLADOC), quick reference and news bulletins
(ICNHELP), and catalog and ordering (ECCOS). In addition to supercomputing documentation, they
provide documentation on VAXes, Suns, and Fortran. Users can do pattern matching and can capture and
print all or parts of documents.

National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR): Users can get to local documentation and software
via "anonymous FTP" (File Transfer via the Internet). They usually first retrieve a pertinent README
file that gives further instructions. Non-vendor documentation includes a local catalog and miscellaneous
full-text documents. Mathematical software and documentation are available through the dsl (Distributed
Software Libraries) facility. NCAR is collecting a database of keywords and index terms for online
searches.

National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA): NCSA has ported the DOCUMENT system
(see NERSC) to UNICOS. Called DocView, the system is now open to NCSA users, along with
UNICOS man pages. DocView will be available with UNICOS 6.0 (December 1990 release) to all Cray
sites. NCSA also provides documentation for its Connection Machine. In the long term, NCSA plans to
work on incorporating graphics into an online system. NCSA also has man pages and help files on each
of the Crays. The center hopes to integrate DocView and the man page and help file systems.

National Energy Research Supercomputer Center (NERSC, formerly MFE): NERSC originally
developed the general, integrated online documentation system called DOCUMENT, which has been
running for 13 years on supercomputers at several sites. DOCUMENT displays sections of text from
NERSC's online computer documentation at terminals in response to user requests, and makes copies of
documents on demand. DOCUMENT is interactive, featuring pattern matching for topic searches. It also
provides online catalogs of available documents that are stored on the Common File System (mass
storage system).

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST): NIST has developed three online information
systems-GAMS (the NIST Guide to Available Mathematical Software), INVOKE, and FETCH. GAMS
provides quick reference to mathematical and statistical software on their Cyber 205 supercomputer and
other NIST computers. The INVOKE command, under the NOS operating system on their Cyber 855
general-purpose computer, provides both access to and information about software on the 205. INVOKE
provides full text documentation, including vendor-supplied documentation of all locally installed
scientific and utility software, with printing and copying, as well as a catalog and news bulletins.
Currently under development, FETCH is a menu-driven user interface to the same type of information as
INVOKE provides; it allows easy printing and copying. FETCH runs on the NIST Cyber 855 under
NOS/VE; a UNIX version of FETCH, similar to VAX/VMS help, is intended to be used for
documentation on future NIST supercomputers.

North Carolina Supercomputing Center (NCSC): In addition to information on Crays, NCSC supplies
information on Convex and Sun computers. NCSC's local documentation includes full-text documents,
quick references, online news messages and an online publication list. UNICOS man pages are available
and many local man pages have been developed. Vendor reference manuals from Cray, Convex, and Sun
are also available.

Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center (PSC): PSC users presently retrieve ASCII text documents. Many
documents are online that aren't available in hardcopy. Developers at PSC are working on a program
called GDOC that will display text on a variety of output devices, will use the Standard Graphics Markup
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Language (SGML) for formatting, and will fully integrate graphics with the text via CGM metafiles.
Scheduled for release in fall 1990, GDOC is expected to simplify formatting chores compared with older
programs such as DOCUMENT.

San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC): SDSC puts as much online as possible-they have no
hardcopy at present. SDSC has an online documentation utility (DOC), implemented as a Bourne shell,
that is a user interface to the online documentation database. The database contains full text, quick
reference, tutorials, internal documentation and procedures, a catalog, and newsletters. Vendor
documentation is included whenever permissions can be obtained.

University of Texas System/Center for High Performance Computing (UT/CHPC): UT/CHPC currently
has documentation formatted for a variety of formatting options (troff, TeX, etc.) stored in an NFS
mounted directory available on all systems. In addition to documentation for Cray usage, they provide
information on Convex and Suns.
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3. Definition of the Subject

Prepared by: Ann Solem (Los Alamos National Laboratory, Chair)
Ginger Caldwell (National Center for Atmospheric Research)

ONLINE DOCUMENTATION IN THE SUPERCOMPUTING ENVIRONMENT

What is the scope of subject matter of interest to this workshop?

* The delivery of computing information that is needed by scientists and engineers in order to use the
networks, supercomputers, and workstations for doing computationally-intensive research.

* The online documentation systems that make this information available.

The hardware of a supercomputing environment includes:

* Supercomputers (for example, Cray, IBM, Cyber)
* Minisupers and massively parallel computers (for example, Alliant, Connection Machine,

Hypercube)
* Scientific workstations and high-speed graphics workstations (for example, IBM workstations,

Macintosh, Sun, NeXT, Ardent Titan, FPS, HP)
* Terminals (for example, VT-100 emulation, IBM 3260)
* Network connections

The software of a supercomputing environment includes:

* Operating systems (for example, UNIX, UNICOS)
* Fortran and C languages (compiler, loader, libraries)
* Software development tools (for example, editors, debuggers, TIDY, INDEX, UPDATE, SCCS)
* File management (for example, mass storage)
* Command languages and production/background processing
* Graphics libraries & applications, window management systems
* Mathematics (for example, libraries, Mathematica, algebraic manipulators)
* Application software (for example, technical word processors, graphics display)
* Database management systems for scientific data

The users of a supercomputing environment include:

* Scientists and engineers who use scientific applications to conduct high-level research
* Scientists and engineers who program to conduct fundamental research
* Data analysts and technicians who use scientific applications
* Application designers and programmers who develop scientific applications
* User consultants who help people understand and use supercomputing environments
* Computer network/system designers and implementers who develop and maintain supercomputing

environments.

The documentation needed in a supercomputing environment gives information about the use of
supercomputing environments and includes:

* Catalog of software and information
* Task-directed examples
* Tutorial information
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* Reference information
* News and bulletin boards
* It might also include internal implementation and maintenance information for system management

and maintenance.

Tools in support of online information in a supercomputing environment include:

* User tools to find out what information is available and where it is located (for example, catalogs,
indexes, keywords, menus)

* Tools to find out what information is needed (that is, context-sensitive)
* User tools to display information on terminal/workstation
* User tools to print-it-yourself
* User tools to annotate
* User tools to save in a file for further processing
* Author tools for maintaining the database of information and indexing
* Administration tools to obtain usage data
* Mass storage and local storage, and I/O access
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4. Characteristics of Online Documentation

A common vocabulary is necessary for communication about online documentation. In the following
sections, two groups of characteristics are defined-those relevant to users and those relevant to
implementers, authors, and technical writers.

1. Characteristics relevant to users ....................................................................................................

1.1. Types of information about the use of the supercomputing environment .................................
1.2. Audiences and their needs ..........................................................................................................
1.3. Accessing the system .................................................................................................................
1.4. Navigation aids ..........................................................................................................................
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1.6. Displaying inform ation ..............................................................................................................
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1.8. Local vs. vendor docum entation................................................................................................

2. Additional characteristics relevant to system implementers/authors/technical writers ................
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2.3. Storing and delivering inform ation ............................................................................................
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2.4.1. Docum ent description languages ............................................................................................
2.4.2. Docum ent storage and delivery languages .............................................................................
2.4.3. User interface languages .........................................................................................................
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2.6. Database vs. software: what appears in each? ..........................................................................
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1. Characteristics relevant to users

In order to provide good online documentation, consideration must be given to the user. The following
characteristics were discussed at the workshop:

* types of information
* audiences and their needs
* accessing the system
* navigation aids
* selecting information
* displaying information
* performances
* local vs. vendor documentation
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1.1. Types of information about the use of the supercomputing environment

Prepared by: Marsha Jovanovic (San Diego Supercomputing Center, Chair)
Jimmie Hutchison (General Atomics)
Mary Hoffman (National Center for Supercomputing Applications)

"Online documentation embraces a rich diversity, from one-word messages to the proposed docuverse of
project Xanadu, which would make accessible all documents ever written. Online documentation includes
the use of the computer to communicate information that might appear in print, but it does not stop with
electronic analogs of paper documents. It also includes types and organizations of documents not possible
on paper and incorporates non-paper media such as animation, music, voice, and video. Online documen-
tation uses the computer chiefly to communicate information regardless of the format or subject matter or
whether the information exists in other forms as well. It is the computer used a communication medi-
um, instead of as a number-cruncher or word processor" [1].

Online documentation is one of the current buzz words in the technical communications field. It is a
popular subject among technical communicators as witnessed by the scores of presentations made about it
and the interested audiences it attracts at professional meetings. However, online documentation in the
supercomputing environment is generally not online documentation in the classic sense-documentation
designed for viewing on a computer screen; it is more a way to quickly distribute and maintain vast
quantities of information to a widely dispersed and diverse user audience. In other words, online
documentation in the supercomputing environment is the publishing and distribution system.

Although visions of future online document systems in the supercomputing environment may more
accurately reflect William Horton's description (above), today's online systems are limited to little more
than information displayed on a computer screen. Nevertheless, such online systems are serving the
supercomputing community in spite of their unglamorous appearances.

In Horton's new book he categorizes online information into these categories: message, commands, and
menus; help facilities; online books, bulletins, and databases; and hypertext and hypermedia. These
categories are organized, for the most part, by the way the computer systems treat the text (part of a
computer program, standalone online help programs, linear text files, and nonlinear hypertext.)

In preparation for the Workshop on Online Documentation in the Supercomputing Environment, our
group came up with similar categories. However, we defined the categories in terms of the functions they
serve for the online community. Our group proposes the following basic categories:

User guides
Reference guides
Quick reference
Task-oriented procedures
Tutorials
Catalogs
Programs
News items

Such information may be organized as separate databases or as one database flagged for retrieval as text
or hypertext in various, overlapping forms. Definitions and examples of each type are provided in the
following sections.

[1] William K. Horton. Designing and Writing Online Documentation: Helpfiles to Hypertext. New York. John Wiley, 1990, p. 3.
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USER GUIDES

User guides are multipurpose documents that contain information applicable to users of a specific facility,
product, or service. They may be used first as a basic learning tool and accessed linearly or topically (for
example, by table of contents) and later as a reference source (referenced by keyword or index). Basic
user guides may contain much site-specific information.

Specialized topics guides provide extended coverage of a topic. Sometimes the topic is introduced in the
basic user guide. Guides may apply to a specific subset of the user population, for example, those who
write and run their own code. To the extent that these guides are program oriented, they are potentially
useful across sites with similar machines and operating systems.

Examples-basic: introductory user guides
Examples-specialized: guides to UNICOS, optimization guides, etc.

REFERENCE GUIDES

Full-text references are comprehensive information sources. Organization and access are often
alphabetic, like an encyclopedia, with no topical structural layer. The information may be indexed as a
library, allowing searches across documents. The full-text reference provides exhaustive information on
what is available, with descriptions, examples, cross-references, and exceptions as well as specifications.
It may include highly technical language and unfiltered information. It is for users who know what they
want, not those who are just gaining familiarity with the subject.

Examples-full-text: most CRI documentation, command guides, and summaries

QUICK REFERENCE

Quick reference material is generally organized in a manner similar to the full reference text. However,
scope is limited to the most often used items or the most useful aspects of items. The emphasis is on
speed rather than depth. The audience is typically the post-tutorial user.

Examples-quick: man pages, reference cards, online help systems

TASK-ORIENTED PROCEDURES

Task-oriented documentation is procedural "how to" information, which provides step-by-step recipes (no
explanations) and examples for performing specific tasks. It prescribes a course of action rather than
provides information for comparison shopping. It serves both as a learning tool and memory aid.

TUTORIALS

Tutorials are learning tools that provide basic instructions or procedures. They present information
topically, developing concepts through a progression from simple to complex. They are generally
interactive, response driven, and viewed linearly. Background information is excluded. Tutorials are
generally one-time stops for new users.

Examples-tutorials: UNIX tutorials, EMACS tutorial, etc.
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CATALOGS

Catalogs serve as a selection and navigation aid for users at all levels. They contain lists and occasionally
terse descriptions of available hardware, software, documentation, and courses/conferences. Ideally they
are accessible in several modes, for example, by subject, chronological, or alphabetical order.

Examples: directories, readme files, ECCOS, GAMS

PROGRAM FILES

This category includes source and compiled code and comments from code. It also includes raw data
either generated on the supercomputer or uploaded for processing by the supercomputer. These items
may be access-restricted proprietary packages or public domain products available for anonymous
transfer. It also includes the parts of computer programs that generate error messages, menus, and other
information displayed to help users with a computer program.

Examples: NCSA Telnet, microEMACS, error messages, prompts, menus, etc.

NEWS ITEMS

News items include time-sensitive and feature information. They are generally of two types: formal,
one-way communication; and informal, interactive forums.

Formal news items include edited documents that address users as well as a fairly extensive non-user
community. They include quick tips, new and modified procedures and products, user profiles, special
programs, and national science issues. Immediate information is conveyed through news bulletins or
banner messages.

Informal news items provide for a quick exchange of short pieces of information on a one-to-one or group
basis. They may be unorganized collections (electronic mail) or topics (notes). This type of information
provides user-to-user, staff-to-user, and general online communication.

Examples-formal: formally edited newsletters
Examples-informal: news, electronic mail, notes
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1.2. Audiences and their needs

Prepared by: Marion Cohen (Los Alamos National Laboratory, Chair)
Sandy Brown (North Carolina Supercomputing Center)
Jeff Paulson (Cray Research Incorporation)

One of the first questions writers must answer before starting a documentation project is who will be
reading the document. A second question is what type of information should be provided for that
audience. In this section, we will define who is reading documentation on supercomputers and what kind
of documentation they need.

AUDIENCE CLASSIFICATIONS

In the past, writers labeled the audience by user levels: novice or expert. They then offered help
information written appropriately for those levels. A problem with this type of categorization is that users
have different levels of expertise in different areas of the system. An expert in one area can be a novice
in another area. Some systems have tried to access the user level of the reader by examining the
questions they ask and then responding with the appropriate level of information.

User needs for documentation can also be addressed by classifying users according to the attitudes they
bring to computing, rather than by their computing knowledge or skill level. Attitudes are reflected in all
types of computer users: applications programmers, scientists, data administrative assistants, and
managers. Attitudes are independent of computing skill level and frequency of use; they apply equally to
new users, casual users, and expert users. The following user attitudes were identified by the Computer
Documentation Group at Los Alamos [1]:

* No time to learn-users under pressure to get the job done, for example, a chemist or physicist who
has an immediate need to use the computer for a particular application.

* Want to learn-thorough users who want and like to learn it all-why and how.

* Know what I want-users who are familiar with computing documentation. They know in general
what they are looking for before they find it, and they know where to find it.

Thus, the challenge of defining the supercomputing audience is a formidable one. We must next address
the needs of the audience.

AUDIENCE NEEDS

If a document does not meet the needs of the user, it does not matter how good the information it contains
is, the documentation may not be read or understood. We can provide useful information by creating
different types of documents for different audience needs.

All users, regardless of their attitude or skill level, need to know what computing capabilities and
information are available. A catalog, which is a directory of software (and hardware) capabilities and
their associated documentation, meets this need. It could contain quick-reference (catalog) information,
plus some general-reference information on concepts and some detailed reference information on
functionality. It should not have any specific information on usage.

[1] Computing Division Plan for User Documentation. Prepared by the Computer Documentation Group, C-2. LA-9807-MS.
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User who "know what they want" are familiar with the generic capability but want a complete description
of the capability. They need reference documentation with comprehensive descriptive information about
the software (and hardware) for a computing capability. The reference guide allows them to move
quickly to topics of interest. Information can be presented alphabetically (for example, command
reference) and include keywords on the subject. A good index and table of contents is essential to a
reference manual to make sure information can be located. Both online and hardcopy documents should
contain an overview of commands before providing details on the topic. Usability is important for these
users; therefore, information should be presented in a clear and concise manner.

Users with "no time to learn" need quick step documentation. These documents are procedural how-to
information in the form of task-oriented examples. Explanation of these examples and supplemental
information are limited or even absent. It contains cookbook information, plus some general-reference
information.

New users who have little or no experience and thorough users who "want and like to learn it all" need a
tutorial or procedures manual. This type of document provides information in a logical, step-by-step
manner, and includes detail on many different aspects/functions of the main topic. An overview is
needed to provide general guidance, followed by uses/components of the topic, plus an explanation of
each of these sub-topics. The user can then use a reference manual after gaining familiarity with the
range of commands available.

By maintaining documentation online, we can provide users with each of these levels. Beginning with a
basic command reference, users can access as much information as needed by continuing to prompt the
system for more. The information can be updated easily, and users do not have to wait for a new revision
to be published. There are no update pages or revision packets, and by prompting the system, users
receive exactly what they ask for.

In summary, writers will write better documentation if they define why people are reading the
documentation and what kind of information they need.
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1.3. Accessing the system

Prepared by: Stacy Pendell (Cornell National Supercomputer Facility, Chair)
John Burkardt (Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center)
Kathleen Nosbisch (New Mexico State University)

The three basic types of online documentation systems are the standalone system, the system that is an
integrated part of a particular applications package, and a combination of these systems.

STANDALONE DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM

An online documentation system can be a standalone utility, usually invoked by a command at the
operating system level. Vendors of subroutine libraries such as IMSL and NAG often choose the
standalone approach because their packages do not have an application interface into which to integrate a
documentation utility. DOCVIEW and IBM's BookManager are examples of standalone documentation
utilities designed to encompass a broad range of topics, not just a single applications package.

The advantage of a centralized standalone utility such as DOCVIEW is that it allows all documentation
for the entire system to be consolidated in a single place and provides a standard user interface for
displaying it. Writers at each site can add local information to the utility's database, and vendors of
different application packages can provide their online documentation in a format that is readable by the
standalone utility. A user who needs to choose among several packages, or combine several tasks, can
study detailed information on each, conveniently located in the same place.

The major drawback of standalone utilities is loss of context: A user must stop what he or she is doing,
start up the documentation utility, perhaps jot down a few notes on command syntax, then return to the
interrupted application. Standalone documentation utilities are best for users whose chosen task of the
moment is to read the instructions.

DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM INTEGRATED WITH APPLICATION PROGRAM

An online documentation utility that's set up to describe a particular application program can be an
integrated part of that program. Such a utility may be invoked by issuing a command or pressing a help
key while running the application.

An integrated documentation utility is often the best way of documenting a single application program.
The vendor can provide complete, up-to-date information arranged in the manner most suitable for the
particular application, and can make the document-displaying interface consistent with the rest of the
application's user interface. A utility invoked within the context of an application program can be more
context sensitive than a standalone utility; in advanced cases, a utility can respond to a general request for
help with specific information about what the user is trying to do, for example, an explanation of the last
error message issued or the syntax of the last command entered. In all cases, a user can ask for help
without having to exit from the application and lose track of the work in progress.

Drawbacks to the integrated documentation system arise when users employ more than one application
package. The documentation interface will vary from one application to another. Users accustomed to
looking for online information in another place, such as the "man" command, may never find out that the
integrated system exists and may choose not to use the package because they believe it to be poorly
documented.
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A COMBINATION APPROACH

The greatest ease of access is provided by a documentation system that is a combination of the previous
methods. The HELP system works both on its own and as an integrated part of every applications
package. This approach to accessing the system is illustrated by the standard "HELP" commands that
DEC and IBM provide for the VMS and CMS operating systems.

VMS HELP is a standalone utility, generally. However, DEC has made it accessible from other system
programs such as MAIL and the editors. Moreover, there are standard, documented ways for users to
access VMS HELP from within user programs. This is a significant courtesy to users and programmers
who can, if they are satisfied with the information in HELP, choose to get it in many different ways.

CMS HELP is accessible by typing the "help" command or the letter "h", or by pressing the "help" key,
no matter where you are on the system-within an applications package or without one. When accessed
as a standalone utility, HELP provides information about system commands. When invoked from within
an application program, such as mail, HELP assumes you want information about subcommands
available in that environment, though other topics are also accessible by request.

Moreover, in either VMS or CMS, it is not at all difficult to:

* Extract some or all of the information in the HELP database.

* Create and maintain one's own help files, which will be searched along with the system defined
help.

* As a system person, add help files to the default HELP system, so that users may ask about locally
installed software or policies, in exactly the same way as they ask about VMS system commands.

Neither VMS nor CMS HELP is a fully featured, state-of-the-art online documentation system, but the
ease of access they offer show that a combined approach works well for allowing access to online
information.

HOW DO USERS KNOW THIS SYSTEM EXISTS AND WHERE TO FIND IT?

Online documentation is useless if it goes unread because no one can find it or even knows it's there.
Some ideas for making online information as easy to find as possible are as follows:

* The online information system should be accessible any time a user is logged in, no matter what the
user is doing; the user should not have to exit from an editor, mailer, or interactive software package
to ask for help.

* The command to invoke the online information system should always be the same, both at operating
system command level and within every package and utility.

* The command's name should be easy to remember, easy to type, and possible for users to guess
without prompting-"help", for example. Screen interfaces that allow it could have a small "help"
button always visible in a corner of the screen.

* Commands that a user might reasonably type when trying to find online information should be
recognized. For example, a system with a "help" command might accept "man" as a synonym, or at
least respond with a message giving the correct name.
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* All information, or at the very least pointers to all sources of information, must be accessible
through a single utility. The information must be well organized and presented so that the user can
readily find out what's available. Otherwise users end up concluding that the subject they need
information about isn't documented, or they become frustrated when they want a reference manual
but only know how to find tutorials.

* In the long term, we need to consider ways users can get online information without realizing they
are accessing the online information system. For example, imagine that a program you're running
generates an error. The error message appears on your screen in a window that includes a button
you can click if you want an explanation. After clicking the button, you get a full explanation of the
error message, and another button that lets you view the document that fully explains the
application you were trying to use. From there you can move to a related topic if you choose.
You've just accessed the online information system without making a conscious decision to stop
what you were doing and go read the manual.
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1.4. Navigation aids

Prepared by: John Burkardt (Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center, Chair)
Sandy Brown (North Carolina Supercomputing Center)
Stacy Pendell (Cornell National Supercomputer Facility)

Navigation aids impose a shape on the information in a documentation system and provide tools for the
user to traverse that information.

SHAPES

Windows

Ideally, the documentation program would be started up in a separate window from other user activity.
This would allow users, for example, to compare their current activity with the documentation, rather
than having to remember what they did, or what the error message was.

Windows allow a user

* to interrupt, but not lose or obscure, current work,
* to have the documentation available for reference while carrying out a confusing operation,
* to compare two sections of a document, or
* to keep one section open while scanning others.

The information presented in the window could be

* a single linear scrolling document,
* hierarchical text chunks related by a tree structure, or
* fixed size screens or cards stored in groups and loosely related to others.

Besides the documentation, the window could include

* a label identifying this page,
* positional information about the document, chapter and section being read,
* an action menu, or
* an information menu.

Structured Information

For online documentation at supercomputing centers, there are some natural subdivisions of the material.
If users become familiar with these, then the same program could serve for quick help, full documentation
and browsing.

For a typical system command, the subdivisions might be

* a brief example of typical usage,
* a full example of usage, with all possible switches listed, or
* a full discussion of usage, with all possible switches listed and explained.
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For a typical library program, the subdivisions might be

* a brief discussion of the library, version number, and reference,
* a list of all subroutines and their purposes,
* a brief mention of its purpose for each subroutine,
* a brief example of the usage of each subroutine, or
* a full writeup of each subroutine, with all arguments explained.

For a typical executable program, the subdivisions might be

* a brief discussion of the program, version number, and reference,
* a sample input data file and job control, or
* a full writeup on the format of the input file.

The information in each subdivision should be directly addressable by the user of the documentation
program.

TOOLS

Tools to manipulate the information window:

* Move, resize, or iconify the window in which information appears.
* Scroll bars to move quickly through a large document and to show the user the current location

relative to the beginning and end of the document.
* "Hot buttons", or highlighted text, representing text that can be further explained, or related topics.

This allows users who need more help to get it, while not cluttering up the text for advanced users.

The program should be able to present a logical outline of the currently selected information. Without
having to read the whole text, the user can get an overview of what is available in the current document
and decide whether it is entirely irrelevant or whether portions of it are of interest. Other tools would
allow the user to move directly to those portions.

* Index.
* Table of contents.
* Key word searches.

Allows rapid location of a small amount of text.
* Sequential display option.

Whether or not the document was meant to be read as a whole, this option would present the entire
text.

BOOKMARKS AND ANNOTATIONS

Annotations allow a user to customize an online document in the same way that a printed book is marked
up for reference. In this case, the user would invoke an editor to write a short note which will be
associated with the given text. A small symbol should appear in the text thereafter, to mark the existence
of an annotation, which may be selected and examined. While a single copy of the document might be
kept online, there will be a separate file containing the user's markings of the document. When the user
re-examines the document, the documentation program merges the document and the user's markings,
producing a working copy that allows the user to emphasize, annotate, or delete portions.
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In a similar way, when a large document must be read over several sessions, or if several documents are
being compared or searched at one time, the user may find it extremely helpful to set up bookmarks in the
documents. Again, although the user would seem to be altering the document, the documentation
program would maintain the bookmark information separately from the document itself. During the
current examination of the document, or at any later time, the user could see a list of all bookmarks and
choose to go to the portion of the document pointed to by any one of them.

Bookmarks and annotations should be transferable to a new edition of a given document, and
transmissible to another user or the author, who might be collecting comments on a rough draft.

LOCAL CONTEXT OF INFORMATION

A context-sensitive documentation program may consider the user's current activities when responding to
a request for help. If the user was running a particular utility, the documentation program may assume
that the user wants help especially about that utility. Thus, if the user were editing, the program would
respond in a different way than if the user were sending mail.

A really clever program might even try to guess what it is the user is having trouble doing inside of the
program by seeing if the previous command was mistyped or garbled.

HISTORY OF USER NAVIGATION

The online documentation program should keep a record of its interaction with the user, which is
accessible by the user.

At the very least, the user can easily see what has already been covered if a large amount of material is to
be examined over several sessions. A clever program could recall what the user has already read from
previous sessions and start a new session by summarizing the previous session and pointing to new
topics.

The user can easily "fast rewind" through the commands to search for something.

A user who was reading a document and then became involved in a wide or deep search through
keywords and related topics can easily jump back to the base point of the search.
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1.5. Selecting information

Prepared by: Sally Howe (National Institute of Standards and Technology, Chair)
Jeanne Springmann (National Institute of Standards and Technology)
Ginger Caldwell (National Center for Atmospheric Research)
Jimmie Hutchison (General Atomics)

One of the characteristics most relevant to users is the selection method for online documentation. Our
group examined a number of methods and suggest that there are two main considerations when evaluating
them. One is the purpose of the target documentation (for example, for quick reference, message, or
news; for a tutorial; or for full text reference). The other is the experience of the target audience both
with the system and with the particular topic (for example, a new user, a novice or occasional user, or an
experienced user).

Some features of a good selection method are that it is quick and automated; it is clear, concise,
convenient, memorable; it has no dead ends; it contains navigation aids; it always provides an exit (and
preferably a way to retrace); it provides feedback/history of choices made; it provides help in making a
selection; and it allows a user to continuously narrow a search.

SUCCESSFUL SYSTEMS USUALLY COMBINE SEVERAL METHODS

Direct Command

The most common method is the direct command, such as "man" in UNIX or "help'" in VAX/VMS. The
command may have additional options and arguments (for example, naming a command, subject, or
keyword) and often abbreviations and macros may be used. The result of this command may range from
a one-word or one-sentence help message to a full reference text. For this type of selection, it is actually
better to limit the amount of output. For example, use it to document the syntax or arguments of a
command. When the result is a full text, it is often because the command is the beginning of a hybrid
command selection, that is, other selection methods may be used next to narrow the search.

The factors affecting the success of this method are the complexity of the command arguments and the
experience of the user with a particular topic (for example, whether or not he has seen this material
before.) The primary advantage of this method is its simplicity. It provides a direct and concise path to
the correct documentation and is most suitable for frequent users. However, because the user must pre-
learn and retain a specific "language," it is not useful for new users who name a nonexistent argument.
Occasional users are also at a disadvantage because this method is dependent on user initiative and
memory and actually fails for them when some topics are renamed. The syntax must be simple.

Menu Selection

Another common method is menu selection whereby choices of commands, subjects, keywords, etc., are
presented to the user. Often there is actually a sequence of menus in a hierarchical sequence which
provide some context for the user. This method is suitable for new users and novices because it prompts
and provides information to the user. Little training is needed, and it is presumably easier to use and
more memorable than direct command input because of its graphic presentation. The menus can be
structured for both new and experienced users, and the user is able to backup and go forward as he wishes
without having to start over. This method is useful for small or large collections of data but becomes less
useful for more complex subjects. Making a selection is usually nothing more than a single keystroke
(pressing a function key or mouse button), selecting an icon, touching or speaking to a screen, entering a
code, or moving the cursor and pressing ENTER.
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Poor design of menus leads to many disadvantages. Too many levels can be time consuming and may
actually lead to a dead end. As the response time increases, this method becomes less useful to a user.
Perhaps a user's choice may not be presented, or he may want to do more browsing in the text than he is
actually allowed to do. Developing menus requires considerable input from skilled writers who can look
at the system from the user's point of view.

Query a Database

Another selection method is to query a database, either through a known database (or standard) query
language or by a natural language query. Both require a great deal of effort by the system managers to
implement and a great deal of page management by the system itself. The first method (a known database
query language) is ideal for users who are knowledgeable about both the domain of the database and the
query system. For occasional users who may not remember the query language syntax, sometimes a
method to query by example is built in. Often the system confirms the query, providing some feedback to
the user. This method is common in instances where the database has been previously constructed and is
widely used.

Because of the difficulty in learning and retaining a formal query language, some documentation systems
have introduced a natural language query. Ideally, this can be used by a user at any level without any
preleaming, providing he has knowledge of the domain. This method is usually more time consuming
than a formal query language because of the efforts the system makes to clarify the user's request, and it
is very dependent on the ability of the system to successfully interpret the user's request. One example
that we found a reference to is NaturalLink, an expert system by Texas Instruments.

Access a Whole Document

A fourth type of selection method is to access a whole document, often the final step of a hybrid
command. The document may be read sequentially so that a reader can scan, browse, search for a
keyword, or otherwise explore the document, or it may be accessed non-sequentially using a hypertext
system with links built in to other documents. Once the document is brought up, a user may move
through it with normal editing commands, scroll through it if using windowing or leap from topic to topic
using hypertext commands. The primary advantage of this method is that a user can examine many
topics in one document. On the other hand, it is less direct for extensive topics. We believe that it is not
the best method for small topics. Some examples are FETCH and INVOKE at NIST, both of which are
initiated by another method, but result in the user being presented with a document to peruse with editing
commands.

Hypertext has additional features which give the user more flexibility in using the documentation. He can
annotate and rewrite for his personal use. He can create his own links and add new topics. He can find
information without knowing how the documentation is organized or what it contains. It is ideal for in-
depth learning and for exploring new domains and undefined problems.

Choose from Index, List, Directory, or Table of Contents

Another common way to select information is to make a choice from an index, list, directory, or table of
contents. This is distinguished from a menu because these lists are much more extensive than a simple
menu. Often the indexes are automatically created and easy to use for documentation purposes. The
advantages of this method are that a user can easily identify the correct topic to search for because all
possible items are listed. The disadvantage is that after choosing a topic another step is involved in
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actually locating the documentation. Some examples we found references to are Eastgate Systems [1]
and Document Examiner [2].

Context Sensitive

Another selection method is called "context sensitive," meaning documentation is automatically offered
to the user, depending on what is currently being done. For example, if an error has occurred, the system
will explain the error or will prompt the user for his next steps. This method is highly automated and
ideal for novices or occasional users of the system. The disadvantages are for the user who would like to
turn off unneeded help. This method is time consuming to develop and prone to errors in correspondence
of codes and topics. We suggest multiple levels for various users, perhaps determined by the system
according to the number and type of errors that the user makes. One example that we have heard of is
ACRONYM from Carnegie Mellon which presents two windows of help. As a user enters a command in
ACRONYM, one window specifies parameters, the other shows related commands and topics. Another
common example is LOTUS 1-2-3, which automatically provides help when the user enters a command.

SUMMARY

There are many remaining questions. Should the selection method be independent of the
hardware/software environment? Of the type and size of documentation? Of the system organization of
files? How necessary and valuable is a model using traditional paper access methods such as headings,
figures, tables of contents? Is portability to other systems desirable? What about a distributed
environment? Research on an ideal selection methodology remains wide open.

[1] Eastgate Systems. Hypertext '87 Digest, online hypertext, 1988.

[2] Walker, Janet H. "Document Examiner: Delivery Interface for Hypertext Documents." In Hypertext '87 Papers. Chapel Hill, NC:
University of North Carolina, 1987: 307-323.
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1.6. Displaying information

Prepared by: Jim Ferguson (National Center for Supercomputing Applications, Chair)
Kathleen Nosbisch (New Mexico State University)
Rita Wu (Cray Research Institute)

Methods of setting apart or emphasizing text differ between printed and on-line documents. Features
such as blinking, reverse video, and color are readily available to the online document but not as easily
used (if used at all) by the printed document. Some printed features, such as boldface, underlining, and
italics are not available to ALL computer screens. The online documenter faced with these limitations
must substitute screen capabilities for those not possessed on the video screen.

ONLINE DISPLAY FEATURES

Of course, all methods of emphasis should be kept at a minimum. Multiple blinking, reverse video, or
color passages/words will not produce the desired "emphasis" effect but will become a bother for the
reader. Perhaps blinking should not be used at all! Black on white is the most legible combination, and
any other color use should strive for good contrast with the emphasis on readability. The number of
different colors used in a document should be kept low and consistent-just as with the italics or boldface
in printed documentation.

Windowing systems allowing "pull-down" or "pop-up" menus are desirable for better usability of an
online documentation system. Such a system would ideally reside on the user's workstation. For users
with only windows running on mainframe, usability tools such as these might be painfully slow
depending on machine load. If it takes 20 seconds for a pull-down menu to appear, the system becomes a
hindrance rather than a help for users.

Visual keys to help users use the documentation system without having to "learn" a new set of commands
is desirable. These keys (icons?) would especially be helpful for navigating and searching documents.

DOCUMENTATION WINDOW-FULL SCREEN, OR POP-UP?

Ideally, an online documentation system should be available to the user without disrupting any work on
the user's workstation/terminal. A user should not have to suspend work to view an online document.

If the online documentation system resides on a user's workstation, setting up a separate document
window is easily done. If the system resides on the mainframe, some other effort is involved.

In the case of a user lacking a multiple-window display capability, this point is moot. However, since
many users have this capability it would be nice if we could utilize it. In the simplest form, a user will
have two concurrent sessions running on the same machine with one window devoted to online
documentation. This is a bit clumsy, since it requires a second "connection" by the user. A better
solution would be a "pop-up" window available to the user (perhaps through an X window type interface)
that can be used for online documents which need only one connection to the machine.

The "tricky" part of this system is the size of the pop-up window and its positioning on the user's screen.
If all users had large-screen workstations, then there would be plenty of room to provide a "full-screen" of
documentation. Failing the large screen, what would be the user's preference? A full-screen overlay of
the current (working) window would obscure the working window, so a somewhat smaller window might
be desired. Naturally, this should be user settable if possible. What changes, if any, will have to be made
to the online documentation displays if a small window is chosen?
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MANUAL FORMAT OR SPECIAL ONLINE FORMAT?

Related to the above question of window size is the question of the format for users to read. "Manual
format" is defined as the format taken directly from the printed manual of the same documentation. With
page headers and footers and large margins used, much of the documentation window could turn into
"passive" white space. There's nothing wrong with good "active" white space, but what is good for
printed manuals does not always translate into good viewing of online manuals.

If there is a "best" way to view documentation online, it is most likely documentation that has been
specifically designed to be viewed on a computer screen/window. The question we are faced with is that
of duplicate copies of the same documentation, requiring duplicate effort to maintain. If we can maintain
ONE copy of documentation that is suitable for printing as well as viewing online, we can then be happy.
Some systems such as TeXInfo using EMACS can prepare a hardcopy, typeset version, and an online,
ASCII-only version for reading on the screen.
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1.7. Performance

Prepared by: Ted Spitzmiller (Los Alamos National Laboratory, Chair)
Russell Kahn (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Richard Valent (National Center for Atmospheric Research)

There are three aspects to the desired performance characteristics of an online documentation system:
speed, reliability, and efficiency.

SPEED

1. Response time

Probably the most critical issue with respect to speed is the response time of the system in dealing with a
user request in an interactive mode. We will define response time as that period of time that begins with
the request and ends when the system has delivered the desired information.

An adequative system must insure that the user perceives the waiting time is worth the investment. A
reasonable response time has been estimated at 10 seconds based on a variety of studies [Shneiderman,
B., "Response Time and Display Rate in Human Performance with Computers," Computing Surveys 16,
3, 1984]. However, response times can be extended under certain conditions once the user has confidence
that the information being provided is consistently helpful and efficiently displayed. If response times are
to be prolonged, usability testing may be required to determine specific user attitudes.

Active indications that a "search is in progress" (no blank screens and mysterious waiting periods) is
important to letting users know that activity is taking place on their behalf.

Response time can be controlled through use of user modes. Expert user modes may be desirable
depending on the type of user interface that is employed. Expert user modes allow a user to accelerate the
request process by skipping menus or long keyboard entries through the use of "hot keys." Similarly,
performance is highly dependent on the ability to enter, use, and exit the system. The use of easy to
remember and meaningful acronyms are essential. Memory aids such as icons and menus greatly
facilitate usage of the help facility. Multiple exit commands are also suggested such as "end," "quit,""
stop," etc.

The system must be structured to ensure reasonable sequence lengths from the "start" of an inquiry to the
delivery of the requested information ("hit"). Intricate or lengthy query paths must be avoided.
Appropriate methods of user entry such as task oriented requests must be available.

Assurance that database growth does not increase time proportionally is an important aspect that the
database designers must address. Depending on how the information is organized, the system should be
able to handle approximately 100 megabytes of data contained in several thousand files. The current Los
Alamos online systems for example (C2DOC, ICNHELP and CLAMDOC) consist of about 35
megabytes across 500 files. Keyword tables must be structured to avoid large arrays.

2. Interactivity

It goes without saying that an interactive system must be the basis for any online information system.
However, batch access modes may be available which handle certain types of user requests and later
notify the user when the information packet is available.
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RELIABILITY

The discussion of reliability begins with an implication that any system must be available 99% of the
time. But reliability factors also include

a. Reliability
The ability of the online system to deliver information in a repeatable and consistent manner in
response to both a "hit" and a "miss." A miss is defined as no information available which matches
the users request profile.

b. Consistent information retrieved.
Requests for the same information using different access methods (for example, topic area vs. task
area) would result in the same deliverable. Information selection profiles must be structured and
tested to ensure that all reasonable paths can be defined and information retrieved.

c. Simple interface and access.
The technical writer must understand the information in order to evaluate the possible request paths
and provide a delivery structure that is most appropriate for the type of query. Forcing a user to
encounter 10 flags to determine the three most commonly used is not only inefficient but exhibits a
lack of knowledge of how a feature is used. Likewise, critical information presented at the very end
of the sequence may provoke a perception of an inefficient system.

d. Predictable, usable output.
The correct text must display in a usable, predictable format. This permits quick and accurate
assessment of the information by the user. Quality assurance testing must assure that similar but
different information is not presented in the same context. The response to an inquiry must be
adequate in breadth and depth to satisfy most user needs. Again, testing is important in determining
this, but of greater value is ability of the user community to feedback their result in using the
system. This feature must be an integral part of any online system. A statistics capability must also
exist which can provide periodic review of the use factors, as well as "hit" and "miss" tabulations.

e. Understandable error messages.
A "miss" response by the system must provide alternate sources-not just "no help available for...".
Even if the only response is the phone number of the consulting office. Error messages must be
clear and explicit. This is particularly true with respect to incorrect entries made by a user. Of
course the system should be so self-explanatory that the primary errors are simply a result of
keyboard entry errors by the user.

f. Easy access to the system.
No passwords should be required nor should a user need any special hardware or software. The
online system should "know" who the user is by the user identification and "know" what kind of
terminal or workstation is being used. This information is passed to the online system by the
operating system. Simple ASCII terminals should be capable of receiving text output and the user
should be made aware that the presentation is abridged as a result of their choice of terminal. In
order that this online system can be enhanced and improved over the years it should have universal
access across systems and be in the public domain. A standing committee should oversee changes
and provide a method of distribution.

g. Different levels of information.
The online system should provide users with the ability to access information from different
perspectives and levels of understanding. Adaptability to different types of information (tutorial,
reference, and etc.) is very important. Yet this information must not appear in multiple sources to
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avoid extra work in revising. Information presentation may be based on:

* Standard organization sequence (as in man pages)
* User sophistication
* Successive revelation
* Level of use
* Fuzzy matching
* Synonym checking
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1.8. Local vs. vendor documentation

Prepared by: Ann Solem (Los Alamos National Laboratory, Chair)
Gary Ciempa (IBM Corporation)
Jeff Paulson (Cray Research Incorporation)
Stephanie Sides (San Diego Supercomputing Center)

The following table gives characteristics to compare and contrast vendor and local documentation.

Vendor Documentation Local Documentation

Definition - How might we define vendor and local documentation? What documentation is included in
each?
* Documentation published commercially in * Documentation published by installations

printed or electronic form. for their own users.
* Non-profit and public domain documenta-

tion is also included because it is not con-
trolled by installations.

Timeliness - What are the time-related characteristics of the product?
* Published infrequently. * Updated or modified relatively frequently.
* Tends to be updated with each software * Updated software may be released without

release. updated documentation.

Quality - How do organizations value the quality of the product?
* Quality of documentation may be high * Quality of documentation may be secondary

because software product may be judged on to development of software.
basis of documentation.

Technical writing resources - What are the characteristics of the technical writing resources and the
project goals and processes?

High leverage (large audience relative to * Low leverage (labor intensive. relativelv
effort) limited audience)

* Large shop, interdisciplinary team to * Small shop, small team (or single pers
design/write/produce documentation. design/write/produce documentation.

* Very large software projects, many technical * Usually very small software projects, (
writers. two technical writers; programmer oft(

* Authors are closer to programmers, part of writes text that reader sees.
project, not accessible by users. * Authors are closer to users, more feedi

* Usability testing. from users.
* Planned as visible part of product. * Ad hoc documentation, not planned.
* Fancy documentation helps sell product. * Scientists would fault us for very fanc,

.-,J

on) to

one or
en

back

y
documentation.

* Double standard of users needing informa-
tion but not being willing to pay for it.
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Expenses and cost recovery - What are the characteristics of cost recovery and user demand?
* Charge for printed manuals may help offset * Printed documentation usually distributed at

development costs. no charge. No opportunity to offset
* But, sometimes charge covers only cost of development cost.

printing. * No limit on user demand for "free"
* User demand may be limited by cost of documentation.

manual. * Users have "lower" expectations.
* No opportunity to offset costs of online * You get what you pay for.

documentation.

Vendor and installation dependencies - What characteristics reflect vendor and installation dependencies?
Vendor-dependent - Installation-dependent -
* Installations have limited ability to adapt * Often of little use to other installations.

form (for example, to local standards) or * Possibility of increased sharing as
content (for example, to annotate for local technology (for example, UNIX) becomes
variations, to add local terminology to more uniform across sites.
index) to meet individual needs of
installation.

* Even if vendors authorize it, installations
are reluctant to modify vendor publications
because:
* Additional expense will be incurred to

retrofit local changes every time the
vendor publishes a new version.

* The locally-modified version may be
inconsistent with the vendor-supplied
version at other installations, and users
of both installations will suffer.

Online and electronic forms - What characteristics reflect online and electronic delivery?
* Printed vendor documentation may be * All documentation easily available in online

difficult to obtain in electronic form. and electronic forms.
* Full reference documentation may not be

published online.
* Quick reference is often online, for example,

vendor MAN pages, vendor help packages
* Internal system documentation and installa-

tion guides for system administrators may
be in printed form only.
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Customer pressure - What is the nature of pressure from customers?
* Vendor feels pressure indirectly. * Local site feels pressure first.

* But may need vendor solution.
* Pressure to modify vendor online documen-

tation makes need for online standards even
greater.

* Printed documentation does not have great
need for cooperation and standards.

Documentation types - What are the characteristics of different documentation types?
* Training documentation may be done by * Training documentation is the same as other

marketing, separate from rest of documenta- documentation.
tion. * Not enough manpower to do internal system

* Requirement to produce documentation for documentation. System administration and
system administrators and operators, as well installation documentation is a new area.
as end users.
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2. Additional characteristics relevant to system implementers/authors/technical writers

This section describes the following characteristics relevant to system implementers, authors, and
technical writers:

* maintaining databases
* maintaining software
* storing and delivering information
* standards and interfaces
* distributed options
* database vs. software: what appears in each?"
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2.1. Maintaining database

Prepared by: Marvin Harlow (Los Alamos National Laboratory, Chair)
Jean Shuler (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Luther Keeler (University of Texas/Center for High Performance Computing)

The following tools and capabilities are needed to maintain the database of information and indexes for
online information.

* Authoring tools for maintaining the database of information and indexes.
* Administrative tools to obtain usage data.
* Some type of data or document structure.
* Formatting control over the database.

The team addressed these characteristics from the perspective of the following three examples:

Supercomputer Applications

A supercomputer application is a simulation code that solves a problem, such as, long-range weather
prediction.

Digital's CDA (DEC Compound Document Architecture)

The CDA architecture is a comprehensive and open interchange standard which enables users to easily
interchange numerous types of revisable information among applications and with each other. We refer
to revisable information as "compound documents" that can encompass not only text, but graphics,
images, and numerical data, as well as table-oriented data usually associated with spreadsheets or
database queries. Moreover, CDA architecture is operating system-independent and removes the barrier
to information sharing that has limited previous document processing systems. Digital has made the
technical specifications for the CDA architecture public to further support the open interchange of
information [1].

The DOCUMENT online system

DOCUMENT is an online documentation system of software that consists of a set of software products
for document generation, updating, retrieval, and usage statistics collection. The documentation database
is a collection of over 210 writeups (25,000 pages) covering a wide range of topics and a spectrum of user
skill levels. The majority of the writeups include an extensive set of keywords, which identify the context
of passages within the document. See the appendix on "DOCUMENT - An Example" for more
information.

[1] Jeffrey Rudy, Group manager, DEC Core Applications Group, Digital Technical Journal, Winter 1990.
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AUTHOR TOOLS FOR MAINTAINING THE DATABASE OF INFORMATION AND INDEXES

* Online thesaurus of permissible keywords.

An online thesaurus of permissible keywords is necessary to help authors use consistent keywords in
different documents that relate to the same information. This standardization of keywords will in turn
help the users in their search for information. For example,

Supercomputer Not needed because the online file and also the
Applications supercomputer's FORTRAN code implicitly define the

keywords.

Digital's CDA No keywords, index items, cross-references, and other
logical references are maintained as symbolic references in
the DDIF file.

DOCUMENT The THESEUS code maintains an online thesaurus of
permissible keywords and synonyms and updates them
nightly.

* Structure editor for authors.

Authors need an editor or text formatting tool to get the information ready for the database. For example,

Supercomputer The editor of choice is a mature line editor.
Applications

Digital's CDA The DECwrite editor is employed to edit Digital Document
Interchange Format (DDIF) file content including graphics
frames.

DOCUMENT The FORMAT program is the structure editor or text
formatting tool. It runs on a CRAY.

* Style analysis/guide.

While preparing information for the information database, the author needs tools to analyze style and
grammar and a way to view the information as it will be seen by the user without actually putting the
information in the database. For example,

Online Documentation for Supercomputing

Supercomputer The online document serves as its own style guide.
Applications

Digital's CDA The DECdecision product, which conforms to the XUI style
guide and uses XUI toolkit widgets and UIL/UID, is
employed to edit DTIF file content including table, charts,
and formulas. Both are DECwindows, WYSIWYG-style
applications.

DOCUMENT Provides features for checking the formatting of new or
revised writeups without disturbing the earlier versions.
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* Tools to update/insert portions without rebuilding whole database.

Because the information database may be large and rebuilding it may be time consuming, the author
needs tools to add, update, and delete portions of the database. For example,

Supercomputer A text editor updates/inserts portions of the online file.
Applications

Digital's CDA DDIF supports revisable, compound documents, and the
Table Interchange Format (DTIF) supports revisable data
tables.

DOCUMENT DOCUMENT provides these tools.

* Database creation and update tools.

The author needs tools to create and update the database. For example,

Supercomputer The paper-based user manual generates the initial online file,
Applications which hand operations maintain.

Digital's CDA Update is primarily by means of various editors.

DOCUMENT See the appendix on "DOCUMENT - An Example" for a
discussion of FORMAT.

* Vendor or local documentation support.

Technical support of the online documentation system and the documentation database is needed by the
vendor if the system is supplied by a vendor or by local personnel if the system is supported locally. For
example,
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Supercomputer A local document-production team generates the online file
Applications and helps the code team with major changes to the file.

Digital's CDA It is reasonable to assume that Digital will support CDA as it
has supported its other products.

DOCUMENT NMFECC editors, who get input from software developers
and generate user manuals and library manuals, and also
commercial vendors, like Numerical Algorithms Group and
Cray Research, assist in the maintenance and use of the
system.
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ADMINISTRATIVE TOOLS TO OBTAIN USAGE DATA

* Usage data and online user feedback.

Tools are needed to log what the user types to identify new keywords that are needed and to find out who
is using the online documentation. Users should also be able to make comments about the utility and the
information in the database. For example,

Supercomputer The usage of the online file is implied from the use of the
Applications supercomputer code it supports.

Digital's CDA Not implemented in the current applications.

DOCUMENT Administrative tools are very useful. DOCUMENT captures
all user transactions on a disk file and with the ISPY
program prepares a monthly use report and compiles
statistics.

DATA STRUCTURES

The information database must be designed in a logical, easy-to-understand manner so the user will not
get lost. Information can be organized in a linear structure for a tutorial or any type of online information
which follows a strictly defined reading path. This structure should also permit the user to skip ahead or
go back to information. A hierarchical structure allows the user to narrow in on a topic by selecting paths
through the hierarchy of information. A hypertext structure allows the user access to the information he
needs without going through layers of other information. For example,

Supercomputer The online file uses an easily-remembered data structure.
Applications Additions to the file follow the existing structure.

Digital's CDA Document structure is maintained with nested elements,
physical adjacency, and symbolic reference.

DOCUMENT The document-text data structure is book-like. The database
contains highly structured, long documents.

FORMATTING CONTROL AND FLEXIBILITY

Programs are needed to format the information for the database. For example,
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Supercomputer A simple format controls the online file.
Applications

Digital's CDA The existence of a formatter to implement DDIF is implied.
The product would be of little value without a formatter.

DOCUMENT Full and flexible format control is provided.
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2.2. Maintaining software

Prepared by: Richard Valent (Nation Center for Atmospheric Research, Chair)
Marvin Harlow (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
Dave Thompson (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

This summary addresses the topic of maintaining software for online documentation in the
supercomputing environment. A starting point for the subcommittee included the following possible
topics under maintaining software.

* Vendor or local software support
* Implementation language
* Operating system dependencies
* Portability
* Building blocks

CHARACTERISTICS AMENDMENT

We suggest replacing the above characteristics with the following:

* Software support
* Portability
* Building blocks
* Maintenance requirements

We suggest these amendments for the following reasons: We believe that "vendor or local software
support" belongs to the larger category of "software support" and that "implementation language" is best
discussed under "portability." We do not believe in the existence of unsupported software, so we have
added characteristic "maintenance requirements," under which we discuss "operating system
dependencies."

TERMINOLOGY

In this document, we use the mnemonic ODSSE to mean an online documentation system in a
supercomputing environment. At this point, ODSSE is fictional, a system that the conference is working
to define. Our usage of the single mnemonic ODSSE does not mean that it is a single utility, but rather a
single system which is comprised of several utilities or "building blocks."

SOFTWARE SUPPORT

The software of which we are speaking is the ODSSE software, not the data on which ODSSE operates.

The strongest kind of support for ODSSE or any software product is the nuts-and-bolts support provided
by a vendor or "dedicated" programming staff. Good vendor support is preferred because external
purchasing or acquisition is now encouraged in most supercomputing centers. Local personnel must have
the ability to customize so that variation between sites can be respected.

A second kind of support is "strength in numbers", meaning that the understanding of a product is
proportional to the number of sites at which it is used. Every software maintenance person tells success
stories about sharing information on problematic software with other sites.
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PORTABILITY

There are several levels of portability, the obvious one being ODSSE's implementation language(s). The
implementation language(s) should be industry standard, and ANSI standard if ANSI has addressed the
language. Distributive usage (as in X Windows) is also a portability aspect, and emphasis should be
placed on the ODSSE being distributive. Finally, it is a fact that workstation and supercomputer vendors
are moving quickly toward the Unix operating system, and consideration should be given to supporting
products which are portable within Unix.

BUILDING BLOCKS

Any ODSSE at any supercomputing site will be expected to do many tasks, ranging from "help" activity
to search and retrieval of more complicated documents. Because of the plurality in functionality, it may
be the case that ODSSE will consist of multiple online subsystems. The subsystems will constitute the
building blocks, and these blocks need not be required to have a consistent user interface.

MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS

Minimum requirements for maintenance, independent of whether the ODSSE product is vendor or locally
supported, are:

* installation documentation
* installation procedures
* minimal tests
* consistent distribution
* upgrade pipeline
* user testing

In order to install any utility, maintenance personnel must have a procedure (for example, makefile)
complete with documentation (for example, README file) explaining the installation procedure. If
possible, the installation procedure should be automatic. If the procedure does not auto-install, system
dependencies should be documented and isolated in the code for ease of installation.

After the ODSSE utilities have been installed, the installer must be have access to minimal tests to verify
that the installation is valid.

Since ODSSE is shared between different sites, its distribution must be consistent. The same version
must be available to different sites.

By "upgrade pipeline," we mean that bugfixes and other modifications (including new versions) should be
available to all sites, preferably via FTP.

The topic of "user testing" was suggested as an addition to the first iteration of this summary. This
terminology means that the product to be supported has been field-tested by users, and is doing the job
that it has been advertised to do.
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2.3. Storing and delivering information

Prepared by: Dave Thompson (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Chair)
Juli Rew (National Center for Atmospheric Research)
Ted Spitzmiller (Los Alamos National Laboratory)

The characteristics described here have primarily the technical writers' and authors' perspective in mind.
We note, however, that although users may not care how online documents are stored, they do care that
the information is delivered to them in a timely manner and in a useful format.

The storage and delivery of online documentation involves both software and hardware considerations.

SOFTWARE CHARACTERISTICS

Major forms of storage and retrieval software are

* Database management systems (DBMSs) that provide facilities for data entry, storage, retrieval to
specification, and customized output. Usually DBMSs are programmable in a macro language.

* Information storage and retrieval systems (ISARs) that typically allow data entry, heuristic search,
and formatted output.

* Hypertext systems, the newest species, which allow data input and storage by an author for retrieval
and use by a client.

(Information from "Varieties of Retrieval Software," by Norman Howden, University of North Texas
School of Library and Information Sciences, "Benchmarks" newsletter, April/May 1990.)

Because supercomputing users may sit at a wide variety of terminals, from VT100s to Sun workstations,
the "lowest common denominator" principal data exchange code of document files is currently ASCII
(American Standard Code for Information Interchange) text. However, many sites desire the use of
additional formats, such as PostScript, TeX DVI, and nroff/troff, which are useful for high-quality
hardcopy printing (including graphics) and for online viewing with graphics terminals. An entirely new
model of retrieval software may be needed in order to accommodate a documentation database containing
all these elements.

There is some demand for enabling the user to annotate the database. However, we feel that it is most
important that documents be stored for ease of update by technical writers and/or authors. This means
that a component of the database (or a separate database) for document source files must be provided.
This database would contain "the official (site-supported) version" of the documentation.

HARDWARE CHARACTERISTICS

Documents may be stored on the user's system, remotely on another system for retrieval via networks, or
even across several systems. Speed of retrieval may depend on both the software used and the device the
information is stored on.

The information may be stored hierarchically, so that access time depends on how "popular" the
information is. A typical hierarchical arrangement of document storage might have three levels:

* Storage for rapid retrieval,
* Intermediate storage, and
* Archival storage
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Rapid retrieval of documents is especially important for online viewing and searching and for printing of
newly released documents. However, all documents for which there is any demand should be included
here. Each site may determine what goes where according to hardware capacities. The term "rapid" may
be considered to mean as quickly as possible within operating system limitations, or it may be defined in
terms of user expectations. For example, a user may expect information about a command syntax in 15
seconds or less, but be willing to wait much longer for a contextual search.

Intermediate storage may be used for documents that are less frequently accessed, and for staging
(caching and migrating) documents between the various storage media.

Archival storage is for long-term, relatively low-cost, slow access storage. This will frequently, but not
necessarily, be a tape sub-system. Access may be slow, but storage capacity is virtually infinite.
Archival storage may be used for documents that have been superseded.

The decision as to where a given document is stored at any particular time is ideally made by the system
itself, but may be over-ruled by a documentation system administrator. The parameters governing what
documents are stored at each level is site-specific. The user need not know where documents are stored.
However, an immediate courtesy notice should be given whenever retrieval of a document in intermediate
or archival storage may involve a delay.

Although portability of the online documentation system is desirable, we must assume that the storage
device itself is site-specific. Functionally, storage of the online database should be centralized. This
means that in general documents are stored all in one place. It does not necessarily mean they must be
stored all on one device, but they must reside within a single central storage system accessible by the
mainframe worker computers (Cray, IBM, etc.). The storage system will usually be separate but linked to
the mainframe worker computers. However, in the event that there is only one mainframe worker at a
site, the storage system may be a component of the operating system of the worker computer. Of course,
it is possible for users to retrieve and store documents to a workstation or server disk. However,
documents so stored are for individual users to view or print and no longer constitute part of the online
documentation system.

The storage system must have infinite capacity to accommodate existing and future documents. This
means that the database must be expandable, and the storage facility must include staging devices for
migration and caching of documents. This in effect dictates the use of mass storage or distributed access
in a supercomputing environment.
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2.4. Standards and interfaces

The following section describes standards and interfaces that are important elements for online
documentation in the supercomputing environment. Standards are necessary for sharing documents
between installations. Standards include languages that describe the format of a document, the document
storage method, and the delivery languages. Good interfaces are necessary for the user of the
documentation.
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2.4.1. Document description languages

Prepared by: Rita Wu (Cray Research Incorporation, Chair)
Marion Cohen (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
Marvin Harlow (Los Alamos National Laboratory)

Document description languages define the structure, content, and format of a document. These
languages can be a markup language that defines syntax, such as Standard Generalized Markup Language
(SGML), or a language that defines both logical and layout semantics, such as Office Document
Architecture (ODA). The following four languages are described in this section: ODA, SGML,
NROFF/TROFF, and TeX/LaTeX.

OFFICE DOCUMENT ARCHITECTURE (ODA), ISO 8613.

Purpose

ODA, an International Standard, facilitates the interchange of compound documents (those with text,
graphics, and video) between dissimilar document-processing systems.

The standard provides three levels of interchange for exchanging documents that are revisable
(processable), formatted, or formatted but still revisable.

Features

A document must have the following structure.

* Layout view and logical view

The layout view is useful for exchange of information regarding a document's appearance; the
logical view is useful for exchanging contents that may be revised.

* Existence of specific and generic structure

The generic structures are templates that may be used in a given document.

* Use of profiles

To facilitate exchange, ODA provides a means to describe a document profile and supports
document application profiles.

A document profile states the form of a document (formatted, processable, or formatted
processable), a list of the content architectures used and a list of the fonts, character sets, and
character attributes used within the entire document.

Document application profiles which specify the subset of features used in a given class of similar
documents. The ability to read any document profile requires a full implementation of ODA. This
is one reason why common subsets of the standard are begin developed.

The ODA standard permits three content types: character, raster graphics, and geometric graphics.

ODA is designed for extensions, including typographic features, color, spreadsheets, and additional types
of content, such as sound.
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Other Languages Related to ODA

Office Document Interchange Format (ODIF) is a binary representation of the document that conforms to
ISO 8824, Information Processing --Open Systems Interconnection--Specification of Abstract Syntax
Notation One. This is the preferred data format for exchanging files on OSI networks.

Office Document Language (ODL) is an SGML application for describing documents in human-readable
form. It is feasible to send an ODA document, in ODL, to an SGML parser, if you send along a
Document Type Definition (DTD). But the reverse is not necessarily true, because SGML supports all
sorts of constructs that ODA does not.

Document Style and Semantics Specification Language (DSSSL) is a new standard, being developed
under ISO. DSSSL is the complement to SGML. SGML is the means by which the logical structure of
the document is described. DSSSL is the means by which the formatting of an SGML document is
described.

STANDARD GENERALIZED MARKUP LANGUAGE (SGML), ISO 8879. [1]

Purpose

SGML provides a means of describing document content in a generalized manner. The concept of
generic markup allows reprocessing one document using different style sheets and even different
formatters.

SGML is a document representation language for describing information in a standard notation, or syntax.

Current Applications

There are two public applications of SGML in widespread use:

(1) Association of American Publishers (AAP) - books & journals
(2) U. S. Department of Defense (DoD) - technical publications

Features

SGML applications set forth the specific content objects that a conforming document may contain. They
also specify the relationships among the content objects in a hierarchy of objects. These specifics form
the Document Type Definition (DTD), which is used by the software application and the user to check
that a document indeed conforms to AAP or DoD application of SGML. The content objects of a SGML
document are defined by generic identifiers.

Comparison of ODA and SGML

ODA is an architecture that defines both the model of the document and its representation. Unlike most
SGML applications, its structural model includes its logical components and their physical layout. The
representation is the syntax used to describe a particular document in a standard notation.

[1] Mark Walter, The Seybold Report on Publishing Systems, Volume 19, Number 7, pp. 3-20.
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SGML provides only the syntax for constructing and representing an application or architecture. SGML
does not describe document models. Different models require different SGML applications, each of
which defines the type(s) of content and their structures in DTD.

NROFF/TROFF

Purpose

NROFF/TROFF is a document description language that produces letter-quality or typeset output for
document preparation on UNIX systems. They produce text with features such as like automatic page
numbering, titling, automatic hyphenation, and justified margins. NROFF will produce output on
terminals and line printers. TROFF will format text for a laser printer or phototypesetter and can print a
wide range of point sizes and fonts. To use NROFF/TROFF, a user enters a series of commands within
the document; then, one of the two programs generates a formatted version.

Features

* NROFF/TROFF share common commands. You can create a typeset version and a typewriter
version for online commands that are appropriate for printing.

* A single source file can provide many different document types. TROFF files create typesetter
(proportional spacing), and NROFF files create typewriter (mono-spacing) versions. Each one of
these can also produce different types of documents, for example, quick reference, reference, etc.

* Macro packages can be used that define a number of frequently used commands. Users can create
their own macro packages. The declarative macro is composed of a procedural language.

* NROFFed (formatted) files can be viewed online.

* Preprocessors for constructing table, equations, simple figures (PIC), and graphs (GRAP) are
available.

* Table of contents can be automatically generated.

* Device-independent TROFF can print on many different printers. It will produce PostScript that
can be printed as well as displayed on workstations that have "display PostScript," for example, a
NeXT.

* NROFF/TROFF is well known; it is used at universities and in journals.

* Batch approach is used-pages are not composed automatically as soon as they are written.

* Most formatting decisions can be automated-"intelligence" can be built into a macro package
concerning where to break pages, what text items are to be particular sizes, what items are boxed,
circled, or continued over page breaks, with appropriate messages to the reader automatically
inserted.

* Some version of the NROFF/TROFF processors is available on virtually every UNIX system,
making documentation extremely portable. NROFF/TROFF runs on a greater variety of platforms
than any other text-formatting or publishing system.
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THE TeX AND LaTeX FORMATTING LANGUAGES

Purpose

TeX is a sophisticated program designed to produce high-quality typesetting, for both administrative and
technical applications. It was designed for mathematicians and scientists and is used to format many
technical journals and proceedings. LaTeX is a macro package of TeX commands that lets the
documenter concentrate on the structure of the text rather than on formatting commands.

Features

* TeX and LaTeX are essentially computer and operating system independent.

* TeX and LaTeX process tables and equations.

* TeX and LaTeX are suitable for database-publication methods.

* TeX and LaTeX produce typeset and ASCII output.

* This software is in the public domain and is multilingual.

* TeX and LaTeX have a full range of training classes and support a number of professional
consultants. An international user group, which sells TeX and LaTeX literature and commercial
software, exists.

TeX, and especially LaTeX, are ideally suited to the rapid change and the large scale nature of most
supercomputer documents. It is the normal behavior of many supercomputer codes to change so much
that they require a complete set of new documents every few weeks. User manuals contain hundreds of
tables, figures, and formulas and have formatted output ranging from 300-800 pages, including a table of
contents and an index. The corresponding TeX and LaTeX source files range from 15,000-45,000 lines.
Online files may be 35,000 lines in length.
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2.4.2. Document storage and delivery languages

Prepared by: Luther Keeler (University of Texas/Center for High Performance Computing, Chair)
Jim Ferguson (National Center Supercomputing Applications)
Stacy Pendell (Cornell National Supercomputing Facility)

Functionally, the storage and delivery (meta-syntax) format for an online document is an encoded
representation of a document generated from the document description (markup) language that is both
device-and machine-independent. It must accurately represent the content, layout, and characteristics
(including imbedded graphics) of the markup file in a portable form. Logistically, this intermediate
format determines permanent storage requirements and optimal display performance of the document
system.

It may preserve text in a form that can be searched and manipulated by operating system utilities and yet
provide significant storage savings over a fully bitmapped representation. The representation should be a
device-independent, standard interchange format, yet subject to quick, efficient translation to the "user
interface" language for display on a specific device.

Fortunately, several international standards that address these requirements are currently implemented
and available for our use.

FORMAL AND DE FACTO STANDARDS CANDIDATES

CGM

Approved ISO and ANSI VDI standard for Common Graphics Metafile specifies a method for
representing a snapshot of the final image a program has created. The format consists of an ordered set of
elements that can be used to describe pictures and text in a completely device-independent way. Multiple
images can be stored independently in a single metafile and can be sequentially or randomly accessed.
Three encodings of metafile semantics are provided.

"Character encoding" format reduces storage requirements and is suitable for interchange, but may be
expensive to encode and decode. "Binary encoding" requires minimum effort to generate and interpret,
but is not well suited for interchange between computers with differing internal arithmetic
representations.

"Clear-text encoding" provides maximum readability, editability, and ease of use by humans and is
portable across systems, but, generally, sacrifices storage and performance. CGM also provides guideline
for specifying private encodings. Current implementations: DEC, HP, Wang, NCAR, PVI, many others
including a McDonnell-Douglas' FORTRAN implementation in public domain.

ODA/ODIF

ISO VDI standard for Office Document Architecture (ODA) defines a model for representing "compound
documents", an interchange format (ODIF) for exchange of such representations between heterogeneous
document-processing systems, and a model for editing, layout, and imaging documents. Incorporates
CGM as its base interchange technology and SGML as a possible implementation language. Proposed for
use in the X/Open consortium environment (OPEN LOOK), the Open Software Foundation (OSF)
environment (Motif), and the US Government Open Systems Architecture Interconnection Profile
(GOSIP). Current implementations: DEC CDA, IDI, others (partial).
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PostScript

De facto standard (output-only) page composition language originally developed by Adobe Systems
Incorporated to communicate high-level graphic information to digital laser printers. "Encapsulated"
format provides maximum portability, readability, editability, and ease of use by humans but, generally,
sacrifices storage and performance. Device-dependent: screen graphics require use of "preview" bit in the
PostScript program formatted for printing which imports a separately formatted "PostScript Display" file
to display bit image on-screen. Functionally overlaps with both CGI and CGM, but incorporates neither.

Window byte streams

Proposed ANSI standard specifies X Window display management protocol. Possibly, encoded byte
streams would provide optimal X Window display performance with minimal decoding overhead at the
expense of increased decoding for other display and printing formats.

RELATED STANDARDS

CGI

Proposed ISO VDI standard for Computer Graphics Interface is a standard functional and syntactic
specification for the exchange of device-independent data and associated control information between
systems with graphical capabilities. CGI defines an idealized abstract graphics device capable of
accepting input and generating, storing, and manipulating pictures at the VDI level. The current proposal
supports only 2D output and control for only one output device at a time. CGI has interfaces to GKS and
can interpret and generate CGM metafiles. CGI does not currently support window displays. Current
implementations: DRI, GSS, Microsoft, Nova Graphics (partial).

FIPS

US Federal Information Processing Standard

GKS

Approved ISO API standard for the Graphics Kernel System. GKS provides metafile format (GKSM)
that is simply an audit trail of the GKS commands that were used to generate a picture at the level of the
GKS workstation. GKS metafiles are not very compact and can contain a large quantity of superfluous
information. Current implementations: DEC, PVI, many others.

MAP/TOP

Approved ISO OSI standard for Manufacturing Automation Protocols (MAP) specifies network and file
exchange requirements for factory floors, and Technical Office Protocols (TOP) specifies methods for
integrating various technical office tasks such as word processing, presentation graphics, documentation,
illustration, and desktop publishing.- This standard mentions GKS and CGM as standards to be used in
the technical office. Current implementations: GM, Boeing, IBM, many others.

SPDL

Under development Standard Page Description Language is being defined by Adobe and Xerox. The
definition looks a lot like PostScript level 2, with a structure wrapper to describe components of the page
as pictures, text, etc. As of now, the first draft has been submitted and voted on. The first ballot passed
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with comments -- which means that it needs more work. The second ballot should be by the end of the
year, with a possible published standard by 1992.

CLASSIFICATION AND EVALUATION CRITERIA

Document portability and interchange support
Device independence
Ease of use for developers, service providers, and end-users
Efficient decoding
Layout structure support
Logical structure support
File Storage Requirements
Flexible enough for future requirements
Complies with approved international standards
Simplicity
Types of graphics supported: character, raster(bitmapped), geometric
Readable text content

ISSUES

Should an online document system be standards-based? Standards-based software promotes the
interchange of software and expertise among installations, thereby reducing the costs associated with
"reinventing." Standards encourage use of modular design which results in reduced maintenance costs for
vendors and customers. Users gain vendor independence when applications are based on standards.
Should our supercomputing services benefit from standards? -- of course!
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2.4.3. User interface languages

Prepared by: Gary Ciempa (IBM Corporation, Chair)
Dan Anderson (National Center for Atmospheric Research)
Russell Kahn (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

The following material covers different aspects of user interfaces for online documentation in the
supercomputing environment. These aspects include features, user aids, and characteristics that should be
included as part of the user interface.

USABILITY

A key element to usability is being able to access information on any given system in the same manner.
Aside from the discussion of functions in the user interface, the user interface should be able to show the
user of any system the organization of topics or subjects. Across various systems, functions should:

* Be implemented in a similar manner
* Produce the same results
* Be located in the same part of the documentation window.

The style of online documentation directly affects the usability of the user interface. The following should
be considered when designing a user interface:

Design of "page"
Use of graphics
Size of viewed text block via user-defined interface "window"

* Charts, lists, and tables in text whenever possible
* Heading and subheading system
* Meanings, usage of terms, and choice of keywords
* Type of documentation (introductory, tutorial, reference, and so on)
* Cross referencing (linking in hypertext) guidelines
* Acronyms and abbreviations

All of these areas affect the usability of the interface. For example, consider the amount of text that is
displayed at one time. The user interface should allow the documentation window to be adjusted by the
individual user. This allows users to select the correct amount of text suitable for their individual viewing.
Another example is the use of graphics. Can all the user interfaces across a variety of systems effectively
handle graphics? Or, in other words, what good are graphics to a user whose interface cannot handle
graphics?

USER INTERFACE APPLICATION

The user interface be accessible and used easily by nonprogrammers (engineers, scientists, managers) in
both a conceptual and organizational sense. The interface should not require users to enter or decipher
cryptic commands understood by only a few people.

ROOT FUNCTIONS AND WINDOW INTERFACE

The most desirable vehicle for a user interface is a window system (for example, X Window, Windows
3.0, and Macintosh). This allows users to view documentation in various windows while doing other
application work in other windows. A window system similar to X Window allows users to have a great
deal of flexibility in tailoring their system for online documentation. For example, it enables users to
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control window size; change fonts and customize colors; hide, show, move, and iconize windows; and
print.

There are currently several implementations for graphical user interface "look and feel" that run on top of
the X Window System. Two major competitors are: "Open Look" and "Motif." Variations of both of
these interfaces run on many different platforms. Until a consensus emerges among applications
developers, several graphical user interfaces for X Window will continue to exist; there is as yet no
standard.

SEARCHING AND PRINTING

The user interface should include a search facility allowing users to search for words, groups of words,
acronyms, and abbreviations. Also the search facility should provide users with logical "and" and "or"
functions. The results of the search should be presented in a logical order which denotes the most likely
order of viewing. This logical order is based on the number of occurrences of the search word in a block
of text and possibly the context of how it is used in the surrounding information. The search facility also
should be able to search exclusively on topic titles and heads.

The user interface also should have facilities that allow users to produce hardcopies of part or all of a
document. This allows users to build their own hardcopy documentation and provides a way to keep
personal notes.

HARDWARE CONSIDERATIONS

The user interface should be able to support the greatest common subset of capabilities among access
devices. While users will increasingly move up to workstations equipped with a bitmapped display and
mouse, some (particularly in the university research community) will likely continue to employ ASCII
terminals.

NAVIGATION

The user interface to online documentation should have a navigation or trail management system. These
navigation systems should include the following characteristics:

* Shows where a user can go in the documentation
* Keeps track of where the user has been

Before users even enter online documentation the navigation system should be able to show users all the
places they can go (or branches they can take) and describe the overall document structure. This can be
implemented in the following ways:

* Table of contents
* Index
* Task index
* Topic linking
* Search facility
* Flow chart

The ability to jump from topic to topic is imperative for user interfaces. This type of jumping can be
considered to be topic-linking or hypertext. Linking allows users to easily jump between topics. A
standard linking scheme should be supplied with the online documentation. However users/administrators
should be allowed by the interface to tailor the linking scheme to the needs of their site.
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Other aspects of navigation are discussed in the section on "Navigation Aids" characteristics.

SUMMARY

The online documentation supercomputing user interface should be able to present information on a
variety of systems. The interface should look and perform the same on any given system. One of the key
factors in the usability of the user interface is the style of the information being presented. To allow
maximum user versatility, the user interface should be based on some type of window system. Overall,
the user interface should provide the user with a common, easy-to-use window into online documentation
no matter what system is used at a given site.
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2.5. Distributed options

Prepared by: Dan Anderson (National Center for Atmospheric Research, Chair)
Jim Ferguson (National Center for Supercomputing Applications)
David Prigge (Cray Research Incorporation)

LOCATION OF THE DOCUMENTATION DATABASE AND THE DOCUMENTATION SERVERS

Rather than thinking of documentation as residing on a particular computer, it might be useful to view it
as residing on a "filesystem" accessible by many computers. Which computer the documentation file
system is attached to is unimportant and should be transparently changeable. The computing nodes all
should be able to "mount" the documentation file system, making it appear to reside on the same system
as the node. They in turn will run application programs (for example, for formatting and display) that
will "serve" documentation. The paradigm of documentation server applications having access to a single
documentation database has important advantages in terms of documentation maintainability and
timeliness.

LOCATION OF A DOCUMENTATION SERVER NODE

We presume that within a very few years, all the supercomputing center users will have diskless
workstations (or X terminals) on their desks. These workstations will come equipped with increasing
amounts of memory and CPU power. By contrast, the CPUs of file and compute servers are often
oversubscribed, particularly if they are being interrupted by individual keystrokes from many dumb
terminals. It seems an appropriate distribution of work to push the documentation servers out onto the
compute nodes supporting the user interface. If users have X terminals, for example, they will have
access to some local supporting workstation (rather than a mainframe). This workstation most likely will
support the documentation server. This strategy can also be effective from the point of view of network
efficiency, because documentation files transferred over the network are typically small compared with
other user files and can be organized into a few relatively large access chunks that will not tend to bog a
network down.

DOCUMENTATION SERVER APPLICATIONS AND DOCUMENTATION DATABASE
FORMATTING

Documentation servers must be written for a a wide range of devices, from dumb terminals to many
architectures of workstations with bitmapped graphic displays. For the most part, it probably is better to
build the presentation functions into the documentation server application rather than into the database.
Standards are evolving for documentation storage and formatting, and the documentation database should
be created in a "universal format" that is understood by all documentation server programs. The universal
format could be text with a simple tagging code embedded in it. Each specific server application will
have specific rules as to how to format and present the text. The organization of the documentation
database should take into account many different types of accesses-for example, man pages, question-
leading, tutorial, etc.-but the encoding of the information should be the same for all documentation
servers.

NETWORK ISSUES

There will continue to be users who do not have workstations for some time to come. As much as
possible, documentation servers for hard copy should be accessible in the conventional way on the
network, for example, via the UNIX Ipr command, or using a more sophisticated hard-copy producing
facility.
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WINDOW ISSUES

Window environments are becoming increasingly indispensable for computing displays. Popular
examples are Windows 3.0 for IBM PCs and the many graphic interfaces built upon the X Window
System for scientific workstations, including UNICOS computers. Assuming an X Window interface of
some kind gains universality in the future, we feel a programming interface to documentation servers is
needed to make it relatively easy to generate "callbacks" in the X user interface that can access the
documentation database(s). A standard set of conventions and routines are needed that call on
documentation databases, so that when a window application needs application-specific documentation, a
specific help database can be created by the X interface builder and will be available as part of the user
interface (rather than as part of the general database). This programming interface to documentation
servers would allow X interface builders to generate seamless help facilities in the X application. These
routines would call both the system documentation database and locally stored, interface-specific
documentation.
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2.6. Database vs. software: what appears in each?

Prepared by: Jean Shuler (National Energy Research Supercomputer Center, Chair)
Marilyn Foster (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
Mary Hoffman (National Center for Supercomputing Applications)

An online documentation system contains both database files and software files.

* The database files contain the information to be displayed by the online documentation system and
the tables and lists that the software uses to point to the information.

* The software programs provide functionality and access to the information contained in the
database.

The files in each of these categories serve different purposes, and their contents must be kept separate to
avoid duplication of information and effort. The files in each category are listed, and the characteristics
are described.

Database Files

* The formatted, indexed and keyworded text of a document. The database must be formatted so that
it can be viewed online or printed in hardcopy. Natural language keywords are significant indexing
terms that identify the context of passages within the document. To guide the user in searching for
information, an index of keywords is included in each document.

* Tables of keywords and synonyms that are used by the software program to locate the specified
information. Synonyms are terms related by meaning to keywords to help the users locate the
wanted information.

* Help information including directions for using the features of the system, instructions for using
associated programs such as a print utility, and messages sent by the software programs.

* Catalogs of available information listed by various categories, for example title, subject, or date of
revision.

* Statistical data about usage, which is gathered by the statistics programs.

Software Files

* Program to retrieve an entire document or a specified section of text to be viewed at a terminal or
sent to an output device for a printed copy.

* Programs to search for keywords and synonyms.
* Programs to generate and maintain documents. Tasks performed by these programs include

- format and layout text
- generate tables of keywords and synonyms used to locate information
- automatically update information located in different places

* Programs to enable teaching by
- formatting and building tutorials from information in the database
- giving users access to tutorial information

* Statistics-gathering tools that
- collect data about usage indicating who used the system, what information was accessed, and

when it occurred
- record whether the user succeeded or failed in getting the requested information, as well as

questions and comments from the users
- generate reports of the above information
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See the appendix on "DOCUMENT - An Example" for a description of database files and software files
using DOCUMENT, the NERSC online documentation system, as a model.
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5. Synopsis of Online Documentation Systems

In order to understand the state of the art of online documentation systems, we reviewed selected systems
to understand their areas of applicability and their strengths and weaknesses.

The following systems were discussed during the workshop. Some were demonstrated, some had
presentations on them, some were described through handouts, some have descriptions in the appendix on
"Online Documentation Systems".

Reference Information

* BookManager - presentation by Stacy Pendell (CNSF), description in appendix
CNSFINFO TUTOR - demonstration by Stacy Pendell (CNSF)

'DINO - handout at workshop, description in appendix
DOCVIEW - presentation by Rita Wu (CRI)

* DOCUMENT and AUTHOR and TUTOR Online Tutorials - demonstration by Jean Shuler
(NMFECC), description in appendix

* Hypertext - handout at workshop, description in appendix
* SDSC DOC Utility - demonstration by Marsha Jovanovic (SDSC), description in appendix
* SDSC Hypercard Stack - presentation by Marsha Jovanovic (SDSC)
* TOPICS - handout at workshop, description in appendix
* X Window and MOTIF Interfaces - presentation by Dan Anderson (NCAR)

Quick Reference Information

* EXPLAIN - handout at workshop, description in appendix
* FETCH: An Online System - presentation by Sally Howe (NIST)
* IBM HELP - demonstration by Stacy Pendell (CNSF)
* NoteCards - handout at workshop, description in appendix

UNIX MAN Pages - demonstration by Marsha Jovanovic (SDSC), description in appendix
* VM Help - handout at workshop, description in appendix

VMS HELP/ICNHELP/ICNNEWS Quick Reference and Online News - demonstration by Marilyn
Foster (LANL), description in appendix

Catalog Information

* GAMS Catalog of Mathematics Routines - demonstration by Sally Howe (NIST), description in
appendix

* ECCOS Catalog of Documentation and Ordering System - demonstration by Marion Cohen
(LANL), description in appendix

* DSL: Distributed Software Libraries - demonstration by Richard Valent (NCAR)
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6. Issues of Online Documentation

Chaired by: Ted Spitzmiller (Los Alamos National Laboratory)

During the workshop, we identified the following issues that must be resolved as we move forward with a
vision of online documentation system in the supercomputing environment. Each issue is related to the
primary characteristic to which it pertains. These issues need to be understood and resolved in order to
make progress on defining online documentation systems.

(1) Can all information about computing be contained in one global category, or should it be
fragmented among various categories? (Characteristic 1.1. Types of information: Information
about the use of the supercomputing environment)

(2) Should there be one common, consistent user interface to the online documentation system,
regardless of what operating system a user is coming from; or should the online documentation
system present a user interface that is native and consistent to each particular operating system?
(Characteristic 1.3. Accessing the system)

(3) From a user point of view, there are multiple ways to use a single document: for example,
sequential reading and direct access by keyword. How can the system support this? (Characteristic
1.4. Navigation aids)

(4) In regards to linear vs. nonlinear access: What is a tree-structured document reader? Which
selection methods can be combined together successfully? Which should be separate?
(Characteristic 1.5. Selecting information)

(5) What are we going to decide about the use of typographical print features (for example, boldface,
fonts, character size) on the screen? Must we go with the greatest common denominator: ASCII
only? How will we represent command syntax accurately? (Characteristic 1.6. Displaying
information)

(6) It would be nice to be able to use ICONs (visual keys) without requiring text. How shall we define
window size and layout (pop-up window management)? (Characteristic 1.6. Displaying
information)

(7) In regards to size of database vs. access speed: is it a performance issue? Will it become an issue?
(Characteristic 1.7. Performance)

(8) There is a need for collaborative work. How shall we facilitate collaborative work: for example, a
consortium of many local people at supercomputer sites and many vendors (for example, CRI, IBM,
Sun, IMSL, NAG). (Characteristic 1.8. Local vs. vendor documentation)

(9) Which formatting language shall we choose as a standard? (Characteristic 2.1. Maintaining
database)

(10) How shall the system support graphics for a variety of graphics terminals? (Characteristic 2.1.
Maintaining database)

(11) What change control procedures are required for maintaining the database? (Characteristic 2.1.
Maintaining database)
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(12) How shall we combine vendor and local support of the database, including libraries, sharing of
databases, standards & conventions? (Characteristic 2.1. Maintaining database)

(13) We need a more complete definition of "maintenance requirements" for the software. For example,
how shall database lockout, database administration, and change control be defined? (Characteristic
2.2. Maintaining software)

(14) Do subcomponents (for example, MAN, DOCVIEW, HELP) of the system use the same database?
There are pitfalls in supporting multiple databases with similar content. (Characteristic 2.2.
Maintaining software)

(15) How do we manage many different systems or subsystems? Should the software be integrated?
Should an umbrella be designed to bring the subsystems together? (Characteristic 2.2. Maintaining
software)

(16) How can we ensure that comprehensive quality assurance and usability tests are performed?
Software and documentation designers need to watch users use the online documentation system.
(Characteristic 2.2. Maintaining software)

(17) How can we resolve the split in online documentation strategies between software librarians and
documentation people? (Characteristic 2.2. Maintaining software)

(18) How shall the system be designed so that one database can support all display and printing devices,
including text and graphics? (Characteristic 2.3. Storing and delivering information)

(19) What are the strengths and weaknesses of the various document description languages? Who has
experience with them and can provide feedback? What computers are they available on?
(Characteristic 2.4.1. Document description languages)

(20) For what document description languages is the concept of a single source for online and printed
viable? For example, NROFF/TROFF. Which languages or systems support a single source for
text and graphics? (Characteristic 2.4.1. Document description languages)

(21) How can the document description language formatting tool be connected with other tools to get a
WYSIWYG previewer? (Characteristic 2.4.1. Document description languages)

(22) What document description language will facilitate the exchange of source documents? For
example, SGML? (Characteristic 2.4.1. Document description languages)

(23) Should there be one common, consistent user interface to the online documentation system,
regardless of what operating system a user is coming from; or should the online documentation
system support a native applications interface consistent with each particular operating system?
Should the system support an X window interface for all systems or a Macintosh interface for
Macintosh systems? (Characteristic 2.4.3. User interface languages)

(24) Can we define a dumb-terminal user interface that is intuitively related to an X window interface,
rather than supporting two inconsistent interfaces? (Characteristic 2.4.3. User interface languages)

(25) Which window interface is standard? What style guide i dentified and resolved?
(Characteristic 2.4.3. User interface languages)
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(26) Where shall the database be located: central, plus distributed as needed? Should the system be
designed with a distributed document server? (Characteristic 2.5. Distributed options)

(27) When is the formatting done: before the document is installed in the database, when the user
requests information? What must be formatted before the document is installed, what after? What
document standard will support this? (Characteristic 2.5. Distributed options)

(28) Where shall the "server" intelligence be located? (Characteristic 2.5. Distributed options)

(29) Where is the information on how to use the online documentation system located? Error messages?
Embedded help? In database? (Characteristic 2.5. Distributed options)

(30) What does a "document" consist of, for example, table of contents, index, text, error messages,
keyword index tables? (Characteristic 2.6. Database vs. software: what appears in each?)

(31) How can local and user annotation be supported that continues to be accurate through revisions of
the documentation? (Characteristic 2.6. Database vs. software: what appears in each?)

(32) What is the impact of an online documentation system on writing style? How can users be
presented with a common style and document structure? Can we define a style sheet to set
conventions for format, terminology, and content? (Characteristic 2.6. Database vs. software: what
appears in each?)
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7. Visions of the Future

The overall purpose of the workshop was to develop a joint vision of the online documentation system in
the supercomputing environment. Participants were divided into four working groups to brainstorm.

Chairs of the groups were:
Luther Keeler (University of Texas/Center for High Performance Computing)
Stephanie Sides (San Diego Supercomputing Center)
Ted Spitzmiller (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
Richard Valent (National Center for Atmospheric Research)

A Preliminary Vision for An Online Documentation System for the Supercomputing Environment

Prepared by: Russell Kahn (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Stephanie Sides (San Diego Supercomputing Center)
Ted Spitzmiller (Los Alamos National Laboratory)

This paper represents a preliminary vision of the organizations that participated in the workshop. It
describes the capabilities an online documentation system in the supercomputing environment should
provide to the user community. This vision was put together from the visions that were developed during
the workshop. It is a precursor to the hybrid vision that is necessary before a system specification can be
fully developed. We expect to refine it with more detail until it represents a specification. No detailed
"how it will be implemented" type of information is presented.

At the workshop there was not time to get into the specifics of how to refine this preliminary vision or
how a more refined vision would be implemented. A steering committee has been formed (as discussed
in the section on "Future Work") to guide the efforts to develop and encourage the development of an
improved online documentation system for the supercomputing environment.

ASSUMPTIONS

This vision makes the following assumptions:

* The system will be designed to take maximum advantage of an X Window type of interface running
on a Sun-3 type workstation.

* The basic text output will be capable of being routed to any ASCII-type terminal, but the design of
the system will not be limited for this type of output device.

* Either a centralized or distributed file system may be employed, at the option of the using
organization.

* Either a centralized or distributed query parsing system may be employed, at the option of the using
organization.

THE VISION

The online system for a supercomputing environment will be an interactive online documentation system
that permits a user to query for information in a variety of ways. Batch mode operation, where practical,
may also be incorporated.
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The presentation of the information may depend on how the user asks the question. For example, if the
user asks for information about a command, the system would present the equivalent of a man page. If
the user asks how to route a file to a printer, the system provides one or more commands with typical
examples, or asks the user some questions about the source and destination of the data before selecting
the specific command to present to the user.

The system must have the ability to "simulate" a traditional publication. Many users are reluctant to use
online systems because they are dissimilar to the familiar hardcopy publication. The psychological need
to hold the information-be able to "thumb through," "dog ear" pages, make notes in the margins, scan the
table of contents, or just "rummage through" looking for something that catches the eye may play a
valuable role in gaining the confidence of users. The key to acceptance of an online system may lie in the
ability of the system to provide these apparent capabilities while introducing the user to better ways of
finding information.

Should the user not know where to begin, the system should provide simple questions to get the user
moving toward finding the desired information. Menus and icons should play an important role.

SYSTEM CONCEPTS

The system should be built with a standard software interface that provides portability to many systems.
UNIX may provide the most universal basis, but the language and design structure should not preclude
adaptability to other operating systems and should facilitate document exchange among sites running the
system. The system design should conform to established international standards where applicable.

Templates could be used by system implementors to permit inclusion of site-specific information and
options, including information about system-level hardware and software as well as the topography of
LAN or WAN connections. The system must be able to quiz the operating system to determine the type
of terminals and the available features of each.

User Interface

Each user must be "known" to the system in terms of use and expertise level. This may be accomplished
in part by a user profile that can be completed by the user and may be updated by the system as the user
interacts with it over a period of time.

With the workstation/terminal configuration and the user "known" to the system, the appropriate delivery
capability (including graphics) will be executed by the system. In effect, the system will deliver the
information in a manner compatible with whatever device is being used to access the system. Likewise, a
request for hardcopy will result in the information being routed to the most convenient printer, or to one
the user specifies. The user should have control over the level of detail and amount of information
presented.

Update Capability

The system should have the ability to notify the user when changes are made to online information that
the user has referenced recently and should present that information on demand.

Feedback

The ability of the system to elicit user feedback is important. This feedback may take the form of
comments as to how effective the system is in meeting the user's needs and the submission of questions
to the traditional consulting office.
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Because many users may want to continue to use elements of existing operating system or software
application help facilities, consideration should be given to having the system intercept all other calls for
HELP-type facilities. This intercept would then either "pass through" the request or prompt for queries to
the system.

Tracking Usage

A statistical package must be included in the system to help the information specialist examine use
patterns and determine the type and presentation of data that are most useful and efficient for most users.
The ability to remember search paths may be an important future enhancement.

The system must be fast enough to satisfy a high percentage of requests. This implies that the developers
must be sensitive to the response time and delay in presentation of information on the screen. Current
algorithms for knowledge-based system or artificial intelligence techniques must be analyzed carefully to
avoid a slow-paced presentation.

IMPLEMENTOR TOOLS AND STANDARDS

Updating the Database

A standardized storage and delivery language will be defined to permit the technical writer to "map"
documentation into deliverable segments. These segments will be accessed by the system retrieval
mechanism based on a user query. Each segment will be related to a variety of search schemes in terms
of keywords, subject areas, task definitions, utility names, error messages, commands, and other query
methods.

Document Categorization

Documents will need to be categorized in a manner similar to that used in the GAMS system.

A centralized glossary will be available to provide not only a definition of terms, but the ability to redirect
the user to additional information based on a system or utility for which that term has been defined. This
is similar to, but not the same as, a keyword search.

Search Mechanisms

Each search scheme will be defined with a set of "rules" that the system will follow to ensure that the user
query is reasonably precise. These rules can be based on the current constructs of knowledge-based
systems. For example, a user might request information through "keyword" access for "files." Since
"files" is too broad a topic to go into the keyword index (it would list far too many sources), the system
must understand this problem and ask the user for more definition in a controlled and directed manner.
The response might be a menu that says the following:

What type of file activity are you interested in? (enter the number)
1. File management
2. File conversion
3. File transmission
4. File output
5. Files, system
6. Files, ....
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If the user selects "4" (File output), the system might then respond with the following:

Where is the file located? (enter the number)
1. Common File System
2. Worker file
3. Workstation file
4. Remote location

If the user selects "2" (Worker file), the system might then represent a selection of output commands and
examples rather than continuing the dialog, as follows:

Use the FOUT command for output from Machine 2

FOUT -D filename

Use the HSPRINT command for output from Machine 3

HSPRINT filename

"Click" on the command name to receive a complete list of options for that
command.

Technical Writers' Job Description

Technical writers may continue to produce "publications" in the traditional form, but "specialists" must
be developed who have an expertise in mapping techniques, query parsing, workstation displays. These
specialists must understand how various computing resources are used.

Software Interface

The system functions in many respects like a "desk" accessory.

Features include:

* scrollbars
icons

* soft keys (also called "hot keys")
* user-defined macros
* methods to solicit and obtain user feedback
* automatic indexing

Features that expedite heavily used queries, such as command syntax, task functions, and associated
examples, should provide very fast access as well as efficient presentation of the data.
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8. Future Work

Participants were asked to make a commitment to collaborate on defining our vision, find a way of
getting our ideal system funded and implemented, and spread the word on what we're doing. This
working paper is the first step. It captures the ideas that were generated during the workshop.

(1) Collaborate on defining our vision.

The process of establishing a common vision began in earnest at the workshop. Further
understanding of essential concepts is necessary in order to elaborate and combine our respective
visions and then define and specify a documentation system within this vision. Some areas where
we need additional knowledge and insight include: standards, distributed computing, and the future
of dumb terminals.

Participants raised many questions, including:

* What time frame shall we address in our vision?
* What is the role for vendor involvement in establishing a common documentation system: Cray

Research, IMSL, SLATEC, GAMS, IBM, Sun, etc.?

Participants identified sub-tasks:

* Learn about existing applicable standards.
* Learn more about various influential documentation systems.
*Define hybrids of our visions.
* Involve the vendors.
* Address the issue of terminal types.
* Establish a requirements sub-group.
* Establish a standard for exchange of source documentation files.
*Establish a classification scheme to facilitate access to the library of documentation.

To tackle these questions and problems we might create sub-groups of interested participants and
recruit others who have diverse specialties to contribute.

Participants discussed the need to obtain commitments from interested sites to collaborate on and
implement plans. Initial expressions of interest included:

AFWL Interested.
CNSF Need Cornell management support, get DOCVIEW for workstation.
LANL Yes, collaboration if portable to other UNIX-based systems.
LLNL Yes, initial list of DOCVEW documents.
MFE Yes, maybe programmer support.
NCAR Yes, test and assist with adding modules; need to go across operating

systems, get funding.
NCSA Yes, documents to exchange; DOCVIEW development.
NIST GAMS.
SDSC Yes, help write a proposal.

(2) Find a way of getting our ideal system funded and implemented.

Once we have a clearer vision of the nature of online documentation in the supercomputing
environment and of an appropriate online documentation system, it will be a challenge to get a good
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system implemented, and we must consider diverse implementation strategies and choose one that
will be effective in accomplishing the goal.

Participants from many sites expressed interest in applying their individual expertise to the problem
of understanding, design, and implementation. People also expressed the possibility of pursuing
government or commercial funding for detailed design and implementation. A third avenue might
be to work on influencing vendors to develop the systems we envision.

(3) Spread the word on what we're doing.

Participants can spread the word particularly at their own sites, but also in the international
community.

* User newsletters are a good mechanism for keeping users informed and raising interest about
online documentation.

* Electronic mail news groups make it easy to keep up with current thinking on this subject.
* The working paper can be disseminated to any interested people.

Numerous conferences are coming up at which online documentation will continue to be a topic of
discussion. Papers can be presented, panel discussions organized, and bird-of-a-feather sessions
conducted. These include:

June DOE Consultants meeting in Brookhaven
September ACM SIGUCCS
September EP'90 in Gaithersburg, Maryland
September IEEE International Professional Communication Conference
October DOE Forum on Computer Systems for Documentation in Albuquerque
October ACM SIGDOC '90 Conference in Arkansas
October CRI Cray Users Group in Austin
November Supercomputing '90 in New York City
April ACM SIGCHI
April Super! in Salt Lake City
April CRI Cray Users Group
May STC ITCC conference

CONTINUING ACTIVITIES

Participants discussed many ways of continuing the discussions that were furthered by this workshop,
including additional workshops and working groups.

A steering committee composed of a representative from each supercomputing site was formed to
continue the efforts of advocating the development or evolution of a suitable online documentation
system in the supercomputing environment. The steering committee was asked to propose ways to carry
these tasks forward and to enhance opportunities for collaboration among the many interested sites.
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APPENDIX B. Final Agenda

Tuesday, April 3, 1990

5:30 p.m. Registration.

6:00 p.m. Tutorial on Macintosh network and MORE software.

7:00 p.m. Reception and Registration and
CHARACTERISTICS OF ONLINE DOCUMENTATION: A poster session.

Examine and discuss characteristics and terminology. This will give us a common
vocabulary for communication.

9:30 p.m. Reception and Registration ends.

Wednesday, April 4, 1990

7:00 a.m. Breakfast.

7:30 a.m. Registration.

8:00 a.m. INTRODUCTIONS: Presentations and discussions.
What is the purpose of this workshop, and what do we hope to accomplish?

Briefly define the subject of interest -- Online Documentation in the Supercomputing
Environment -- so that we know what we want to include (e.g., scientific
workstations) and what we are willing to exclude (e.g., administrative applications).

Why do we need better online documentation? People who are interested in online
documentation have different areas of concern.

8:30 a.m. SITE STRATEGIES: Presentations and discussions. Briefly review selected site
strategies for online user documentation to introduce some approaches towards
dealing with the problems of online documentation in the supercomputing
environment.

10:25 a.m. EXISTING SYSTEMS: Demonstrations, presentations, and discussions.
Compare and contrast selected existing systems and systems under development to
understand their areas of applicability and their strengths and weaknesses. These
demonstrations will give everyone insight into where we are today in online
documentation.

12:00 noon Lunch. Documentation from sites will be on display throughout the workshop.

2:30 p.m. Continue with EXISTING SYSTEMS.

4:20 p.m. CHARACTERISTICS: Break out into groups to discuss and enhance.

4:30 p.m. CHARACTERISTICS: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.7, 2.1, and 2.5.
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5:30 p.m. CHARACTERISTICS: 2.3, 2.4.1, 2.4.2, 2.4.3.

6:30 p.m. Announcements.

7:30 p.m. Dinner.

Thursday, April 5, 1990

7:00 a.m. Breakfast.

8:15 a.m. ISSUES OF ONLINE DOCUMENTATION: Discussions.
Briefly summarize the issues that need to be addressed and the problems that we
don't understand how to solve.

8:45 a.m. CHARACTERISTICS: 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.8, 2.2, 2.6.

10:20 a.m. VISIONS OF THE FUTURE
Develop some visions of the future. What might systems for providing online user
documentation for supercomputers look like?

This will be accomplished through discussion and development within several
breakout groups. Each group will collaborate on its own vision. These visions will
be examined by the whole group to understand their strengths and weaknesses.

12:00 noon Lunch.

2:30 p.m. Breakout groups continue. Discuss, write, and develop viewgraphs for presentation to
the whole group.

5:30 p.m. Adjourn.

6:30 p.m. Reception.

7:30 p.m. Great Southwestern Cookout.

Friday, April 6, 1990

7:00 a.m. Breakfast.

8:20 a.m. VISIONS: Presentations and discussions.
Compare and contrast Visions.

10:40 a.m. WRAP-UP: Discussions.
Assess the results of this workshop, and discuss action items. The working paper that
compiles the results of this workshop will be finalized by electronic mail following
the workshop.

12:30 p.m. Lunch.
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Workshop on Online Documentation in the
Supercomputing Environment

Site Summary

The purpose of this site summary is to collect data on online documentation in the
supercomputing environment. The results will be distributed to all contributors.

Organization: Cornell National Supercomputer Facility (CNSF)

Name: Stacy Jackson Pendell Phone: (607)-255-6836
Address: Central Road & Campus Avenue E-Mail: smj@cornellf.tn.cornell.edu

Ithaca, NY 14853 Fax:

General Site Summary Information

(1) For what supercomputers do your users need online documentation?

[X] IBM 3090 (specify OS) AIX/370

(2) From what terminals/workstations do users need access to online documentation?

[X] DEC VT-xxx [X] IBM PC
[X] IBM RT [X] Macintosh
[X] Sun [X] Tektronix

(3) In a few sentences, please give your site's current strategy for online documentation.
Comment briefly on short- and/or long-term plans.

Online documentation and newsletters are our primary means of disseminating
information. We make all of our own documentation available online, and also provide as
much online vendor documentation as we can acquire. We are very interested in online
tutorials and in creating improved interfaces for online tutorials under UNIX.

(4) Is all online documentation in the supercomputing environment available via a single
documentation system? Which of your online documentation systems are integrated
around a single database?

We have 3 databases: tutorials (with example files), "help" information for commands, and
general reference documentation. We have recently created a front-end interface to unite
the three databases in our current operating system (CMS), and hope to do the same in our
future operating system (UNIX). We also have proprietary documentation databases
supplied by several vendors (IMSL, NAG, and others). There are references to these in our
primary documentation database, but no direct connection.
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Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

What are the primary online documentation systems that you support/use now?
(Complete one form for each system; please copy this page for additional systems.)

(1) Name of online documentation system: CNSFINFO/HELP

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[X] IBM (specify) VM/XA CMS

(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[X] IBM (specify) CMS

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[X] DEC VT-xxx or emulation [X] IBM 3260 or emulation
[X] IBM PC [X] Macintosh
[X] Tektronix [X] Other: any terminal or emulation

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[X] Standalone utility.

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

[X] Quick Reference Help [X] Full Text Reference

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[X] Full Text Reference [X] Task-Driven Procedures
[X] Tutorials [X] Software Catalog
[X] Document Catalog [X] Newsletters
[X] Edited News Bulletins

(8) How can users select information?

[X] Direct Command giving Name of Computer Command
[X] Direct Command giving Subject
[X] Menu of Subjects
[X] Menu of Names of Computer Commands

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

[X] Print on central printers.
[X] Capture in a file for further processing.
[X] Full document.
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(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

[X] Yes.

(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

[X] No, same information, but different page layout and pagination.

(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

We tell them at every opportunity. They see a message about it when they log on.

(13) Other comments:

The software that displays our online documentation is the "HELP" command that comes
with IBM VM/CMS. We're looking for something better and more portable in UNIX!
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Site Summary

Organization: Cray Research, Inc.

Rita Wu
1345 Northland Drive
Mendota Heights, MN 55120

Phone
E-Mail:
Fax:

(612) 681-5612
rwu@cray.com
(612) 681-5602

General Site Summary Information

(1) For what supercomputers do your users need online documentation?

[X] Cray/UNICOS

(2) From what terminals/workstations do users need access to online documentation?

[X] DEC VT-xxx
[X] IBM RT
[X] Sun

[X] IBM PC
[X] Macintosh

(3) In a few sentences, please give your site's current strategy for online documentation.
Comment briefly on short- and/or long-term plans.

CRI has had the principle that online documentation tool must work with 'dumb'
terminals. We have developed other types of user tools based on this strategy which we
later enhance with more advanced X interface. I believe that we would take similar strategy
in developing online documentation tools.

(4) Is all online documentation in the supercomputing environment available via a single
documentation system? Which of your online documentation systems are integrated
around a single database?

With the development of DocView and the existing man pages, we have two online
documentation systems. They are not integrated.

Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

What are the primary online documentation systems that you support/use now?
(Complete one form for each system; please copy this page for additional systems.)

(1) Name of online documentation system: man pages, DocView

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[X] Cray/UNICOS
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(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[X] Cray/UNICOS

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[X] DEC VT-xxx or emulation [X] UNIX-based workstations
[X] IBM PC [X] Macintosh

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[X] Other: via access to the Cray's

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[X] Other: part of UNICOS operating system

8) How can users select information?

[X] Direct Command giving Name of Computer Command
[X] Other: doview has menu interface

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

[X] Print on local printers.
[X] Capture in a file for further processing.

(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

[X] Yes-man pages
[X] Other: For the documents already included in DocView, they are the same.

(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

[X] Yes, exact duplicate.

(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

By reading man pages or other release notices.

(13) Other comments:
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Site Summary

Organization: Cray Research, Inc.

David Prigge
1345 Northland Drive
Mendota Heights, MN 55120

Phone:
E-Mail:
Fax:

(612) 681-5761
dep@prolix.cray.com
(612) 681-5602

General Site Summary Information

(1) For what supercomputers do your users need online documentation?

[X] Cray/UNICOS

(2) From what terminals/workstations do users need access to online documentation?

[X] DEC VT-xxx
[X] IBM PC
[X] Macintosh
[X] Tektronix

[X] DEC MicroVAX
[X] IBMRT
[X] Sun

(3) In a few sentences, please give your site's current strategy for online documentation.
Comment briefly on short- and/or long-term plans:

We currently support man pages under UNICOS, and we will be supporting DOCVIEW and
an online error message expansion system with UNICOS 6.0. Beyond that, we are currently
working on developing a strategy.

(4) Is all online documentation in the supercomputing environment available via a single
documentation system? Which of your online documentation systems are integrated
around a single database?

No. We would like to integrate the databases for man and DOCVIEW; plus we would like to
integrate any future documentation, if possible, into the same database.

Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

What are the primary online documentation systems that you support/use now?
(Complete one form for each system; please copy this page for additional systems.)

(1) Name of online documentation system: UNICOS man pages

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[X] Cray/UNICOS
[X] Sun

[X] VAX/UNIX
[X] Other: Any Unix machine
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(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[X] Cray/UNICOS [X] IBM (specify): VM, MVS
[X] Sun [X] VAX/VMS
[X] VAX/UNIX [X] Other: Any machine with a connection

to UNICOS

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[X] DEC VT-xxx or emulation [X] UNIX-based workstations
[? ] IBM 3260 or emulation [X] DEC MicroVAX
[X] IBM PC [X] Macintosh
[?] Tektronix

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[X] Standalone utility.

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

[X] Quick Reference Help

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[X] Quick Reference Help [X] Other: In theory, any file; in practice,
large files are unwieldly

(8) How can users select information?

[X] Direct Command giving Name of Computer Command
[X] Direct Command giving Subject

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

[X] Capture in a file for further processing.

(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

[X] Yes.
[X] Other: Plus much more
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(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

[X] No, same information, but different page layout and pagination.

(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

Unix people expect it, plus it is referenced throughout our printed documentation.

(13) Other comments:
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Site Summary

Organization: General Atomics AFSCC-K

Jimmie Hutchison Phone:
Air Force Supercomputer Center/SCI E-Mail:
Kirtland AFB, NM 87117-6008 Fax:

(505) 844-0485
hutchison@afwl.af.mil
(505) 844-3888

General Site Summary Information

(1) For what supercomputers do your users need online documentation?

[X] Cray/UNICOS
[X] IBM 3090 (specify OS):

[X] Cray/CTSS

(2) From what terminals/workstations do users need access to online documentation?

[X] DEC VT-xxx
[X] IBM PC
[X] Macintosh

[X] DEC MicroVAX
[X] Sun
[X] Tektronix

(3) In a few sentences, please give your site's current strategy for online documentation.
Comment briefly on short- and/or long-term plans:

Our online documents are called SUMMARIES a summary of the utilities available on
the CRAY1 and CRAY2. We format the ASCII files using FORMAT, and use DOCUMENT
to view and print SUMMARIES. We also have a FIND utility to search for keywords. We
are going to migrate from CTSS to UNICOS so will be using NROFF/TROFF and manpages.

(4) Is all online documentation in the supercomputing environment available via a single
documentation system? Which of your online documentation systems are integrated
around a single database?

Yes.

Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

What are the primary online documentation systems that you support/use now?
(Complete one form for each system; please copy this page for additional systems.)

(1) Name of online documentation system: DOCUMENT

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[X] Cray/CTSS
[X] VAX/VMS
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(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[X] Cray/UNICOS [X] Cray/CTSS
[X] IBM 3090 [X] Sun
[X] VAX/VMS

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[X] UNIX-based workstations [X] DEC MicroVAX
[X] Macintosh [X] Tektronix

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[X] Standalone utility.

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

(8) How can users select information?

[X] Direct Command giving Name of Computer Command
[X] Direct Command giving Subject
[X] Menu of Subjects
[X] Menu of Names of Computer Commands

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

[X] Print on local printers. [X] Print on central printers.
[X] Full document.

(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

[X] Yes.

(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

[X] No, same information, but different page layout and pagination.
[X] Other: Some of both.

(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

We have monthly printed newsletter that mentions it. Our printed documentation also
tells how to use the online system.

(13) Other comments:
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Site Summary

Organization: IBM

Name:: Gary Ciempa Phone:: (203) 731-5086
Address: 36 Apple Ridge Road E-Mail:

Danbury, CT 06810 Fax: (203) 731-5306

General Site Summary Information

(1) For what supercomputers do your users need online documentation?

[X] IBM 3090 (specify OS) AIX/370

(2) From what terminals/workstations do users need access to online documentation?

[X] IBM RT [X] Other: IBM PS/2

(3) In a few sentences, please give your site's current strategy for online documentation.
Comment briefly on short- and/or long-term plans.

N/A

(4) Is all online documentation in the supercomputing environment available via a single
documentation system? Which of your online documentation systems are integrated
around a single database?

N/A

Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

What are the primary online documentation systems that you support/use now?
(Complete one form for each system; please copy this page for additional systems.)

(1) Name of online documentation system: Info Explorer

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[X] IBM (specify) RS 6000

(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[X] IBM (specify) RS 6000

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?
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(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[ ] Embedded, integrated with application program.
[X] Standalone utility.
[ ] Other:

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

[X] Full Text Reference

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

(8) How can users select information?

[X] Hypertext

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

[X] No.

(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

(13) Other comments:
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Site Summary

Lawrence Livermore National Lab

Name: David W. Thompson
Address: Lawrence Livermore Nat'l Lab

Mail Stop L-73; PO Box 808
Livermore, CA 94550

Name: Russell L. Kahn
Address: Lawrence Livermore Nat'l Lab

Mail Stop L-301; PO Box 808
Livermore, CA 94550

Phone:
E-Mail:
Fax:

Phone:
E-Mail:
Fax:

(415) 422-3777
thompson@ocfmail.ocf. llnl.gov
N/A

(415) 423-1938
kahn#russell%e.mfenet@nersc.gov
N/A

General Site Summary Information

(1) For what supercomputers do your users need online documentation?

[X] Cray/UNICOS [X] Other: Cray/NLTSS Cray/LTSS

(2) From what terminals/workstations do users need access to online documentation?

[X] DEC VT-xxx
[X] IBM PC
[X] Sun

[X] DEC MicroVAX
[X] Macintosh
[X] Tektronix

(3) In a few sentences, please give your site's current strategy for online documentation.
Comment briefly on short- and/or long-term plans:

Our current goals for an online documentation system include the following:

1. Documents in the system may be created using a variety of formatting tools
(FORMAT, TEX, WORD, etc.).

2. The system may contain multiple databases, some of which may written to directly by
users.

3. Documents in the system contain information on non-computer subjects as well as
computer subjects. (e.g. scientific reports).

4. The documentation system will have a comprehensive database of files in various
formats (plain text, PostScript, etc.).

5. The documentation system integrates the functionality of several online
documentation retrieval tools (man pages, DOCUMENT, VMS-HELP like utility, NMG,
etc.) into a single retrieval system.
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6. Output will be available to a variety of devices (dumb terminal, X-windows, dumb
printer, laser printer, etc.).

7. Output will be available in a variety of formats (plain text, text and graphics,
PostScript, etc.). Currently we are using DOCUMENT. We plan to acquire and
implement DOCVIEW when the product is ready for release and when we have
UNICOS operating.

(4) Is all online documentation in the supercomputing environment available via a single
documentation system? Which of your online documentation systems are integrated
around a single database?

No. "DOCUMENT"

Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

What are the primary online documentation systems that you support/use now?
(Complete one form for each system; please copy this page for additional systems.)

(1) Name of online documentation system: DOCUMENT

Note: We also have an online HELP package available on the NLTSS Crays, which is
similar to VMS-HELP, for which there is minimal support.

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[X] Cray/UNICOS [X] VAX/UNIX
[X] Sun [X] Other: Cray/LTSS; Cray/NLTSS; Mac

(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[X] Other: Cray/LTSS; Cray/NLTSS

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[X] DEC VT-xxx or emulation
[X] UNIX-based workstations
[X] DEC MicroVAX
[XI IBM PC
[X] Macintosh
[X] Tektronix

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[X] Standalone utility.

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

[X] Other: NCARLIB; Cray
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(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[X] Quick Reference Help
[X] Full Text Reference
[X] Tutorials
[X] Software Catalog
[X] Document Catalog
[X] Document Ordering

(8) How can users select information?

[X] Direct Command giving Name of Computer Command
[X] Direct Command giving Subject
[X] Other: "Fuzzy" (inexact) matching

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

[X] Print on local printers.
[X] Print on central printers.
[X] Capture in a file for further processing.
[X] Full document.
[X] Selected passages.

(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

[X] Other: Some documents are the same; some are not.

(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

[X] No, same information, but different page layout and pagination.
[X] Other: Sometimes it is the same.

(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

Summary Sheets (Catalog of software with brief descriptions); mail; Directory online; news
articles; online bulletin board; meetings with users. Online system had an extensive
writeup in the intro guide, which is distributed to all users when they get a password. Also,
it is discussed in introductory classes for the center.

(13) Other comments:

We are also interested in how sites monitor use of online system and how user
comments/reactions are solicited. Also, how is an online system's success/value conveyed
to management as its use is much less visible than with printed material, which is obtained
from a library. Finally, we are interested in discussing strategies for encouraging users to use
an online documentation system as opposed to getting hardcopy documents from a central
library.
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Site Summary

Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory

Name: Ann Solem, Marion Cohen, Phone: (505) 667-5460
and Marilyn Foster

Address: Computer Documentation Group
MS B253 E-Mail: avs@lanl.gov
Los Alamos, NM 87545 Fax:

General Site Summary Information

(1) For what supercomputers do your users need online documentation?

vP Cray/UNICOS
IX] Cray/CTSS
X] Other: Hypercube

(2) From what terminals/workstations do users need access to online documentation?

[XI DEC VT-xxx
[XI IBM PC
[X] Macintosh
PIX Sun
IX] Tektronix

(3) In a few sentences, please give your site's current strategy for online documentation.
Comment briefly on short- and/or long-term plans.

(4) Is all online documentation in the supercomputing environment available via a single
documentation system? Which of your online documentation systems are integrated
around a single database?

Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

What are the primary online documentation systems that you
support/use now? (Complete one form for each system; please copy
this page for additional systems.)

(1) Name of online documentation system: CLAMDOC/SLADOC

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[X] Cray/UNICOS [X] Cray/CTSS
[X] VAX/VMS [X] VAX/UNIX
[X] Sun [X] Other: Portable Fortran
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(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[X] Cray/UNICOS [X] Cray/CTSS
[X] Sun [X] VAX/VMS
[X] VAX/UNIX

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[X] DEC VT-xxx or emulation [X] UNIX-based workstations

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[X] Standalone utility.

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

[X] Quick Reference Help [X] Full Text Reference

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[X] Quick Reference Help [X] Full Text Reference
[X] Software Catalog

(8) How can users select information?

[X] Direct Command giving Name of Computer Command
[X] Direct Command giving Subject
[X] Pattern Match

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

[X] Print on local printers. [X] Capture in a file for further
processing.

[X] Full document. [X] Selected passages.
[X] Other: Browse documentation

(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

[X] Yes.

(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

[X] No, same information, but different page layout and pagination.

(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

By reading ICN Change Bulletin, C-Division News CLAMS Compendium or CALMATH
Reference or from a Consulting Office contact.
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(13) Other comments:

Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

What are the primary online documentation systems that you support/use now?
(Complete one form for each system; please copy this page for additional systems.)

(1) Name of online documentation system: ECCOS catalog of documentation

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[X] Cray/UNICOS [X] Cray/CTSS
[X] Connection Machine [X] VAX/VMS
[X] VAX/UNIX [X] Sun
[X] Other: VAX

(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[X] Sun [X] VAX/VMS

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[X] DEC VT-xxx or emulation

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[X] Standalone utility.

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

[X] Quick Reference Help [X] Other: catalog of most vendor doc.

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[X] Full Text Reference [X] Document Catalog
[X] Document Ordering

(8) How can users select information?

[X] Pattern Match

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

[X] Other: catalog is not available in printed form
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(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

Publicized in every document, plus monthly News and monthly change bulletin

(13) Other comments:
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Site Summary

Organization: Los Alamos National Laboratory

Theodore H. Spitzmiller
MS B296 PO Box 1663
Los Alamos, NM 87545

Phone: (505) 667-7298
E-Mail: ths@lanl.gov
Fax:

General Site Summary Information

(1) For what supercomputers do your users need online documentation?

[X] Cray/UNICOS
[?] Connection Machine

[X] Cray/CTSS
[?] Other:

(2) From what terminals/workstations do users need access to online documentation?

[X] DEC VT-xxx
[X] IBM PC
[X] Sun

[X] DEC MicroVAX
[X] Macintosh
[X] Tektronix

(3) In a few sentences, please give your site's current strategy for online documentation.
Comment briefly on short- and/or long-term plans.

Provide full text on Common File System that can be retrieved and read with an editor.
Provide quick reference using the VMS HELP facility that is accessable from all
supercomputers. Currently using MAN pages on UNICOS as well.

(4) Is all online documentation in the supercomputing environment available via a single
documentation system? Which of your online documentation systems are integrated
around a single database?

No. Only the VMS facility is a single integrated system. The full text retrieval capability is
simply a flat file access.

Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

What are the primary online documentation systems that you support/use now?
(Complete one form for each system; please copy this page for additional systems.)

(1) Name of online documentation system: ICNHELP

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[X] Cray/CTSS
[X] VAX/UNIX

[X] VAX/VMS
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(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[X] Cray/CTSS [X] Sun
[X] VAX/VMS [X] VAX/UNIX
[X] Other: IBM PC

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[X] DEC VT-xxx or emulation [X] UNIX-based workstations
[X] DEC MicroVAX [X] IBM PC
[X] Macintosh [X] Tektronix

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[X] Standalone utility.

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

[X] Other: NONE

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[X] Quick Reference Help [X] Edited News Bulletins

(8) How can users select information?

[X] Direct Command giving Name of Computer Command

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

[X] Print on local printers. [X] Full document.

(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

[X] Yes.

(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

[X] Yes, exact duplicate.

(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

Publicized in every document including the monthly news and change bulletin.

(13) Other comments:
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Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

(1) Name of online documentation system: C2DOC

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[X] Cray/CTSS [X] VAX/VMS
[X] VAX/UNIX

(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[X] Cray/UNICOS [X] Cray/CTSS
[X] Sun [X] VAX/VMS
[X] VAX/UNIX

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[X] Other: Common File System

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

[X] Other: NONE

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[X] Quick Reference Help [X] Full Text Reference
[X] Tutorials [X] Document Catalog
[X] Course Catalog [X] Newsletters

(8) How can users select information?

[X] Other: Online Indexes

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

[X] Other: Users must route raw files to their local printer or to the central facility for
hardcopy.

(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

[X] Yes.

(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

[X] No, same information, but different page layout and pagination.
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(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

Information is published in each hardcopy document as well as in the monthly news.

(13) Other comments:

Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

(1) Name of online documentation system: UNIX MAN Pages

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[X] Cray/UNICOS [X] VAX/UNIX

(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[X] Cray/UNICOS [X] Sun

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[X] DEC VT-xxx or emulation [X] UNIX-based workstations
[X] DEC MicroVAX [X] IBM PC
[X] Macintosh [X] Tektronix

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[X] Standalone utility.

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

[X] Quick Reference Help

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[X] Quick Reference Help

(8) How can users select information?

[X] Direct Command giving Name of Computer Command

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

[X] Print on local printers.

(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

[X] Yes.
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(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

[X] No, same information, but different page layout and pagination.

(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

Publicized in local documentation as well as vendor documentation.

(13) Other comments:
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Site Summary

NCAR Scientific Computing Division

Name: Dan Anderson, Ginger Caldwell,
Nancy Dawson, Juli Rew, Dick Valent

Address: P.O. Box 3000
Boulder, CO 80307-3000

Phone: (303) 497-1830

E-Mail: juliana@ncar.ucar.edu
Fax (303) 497-1137

General Site Summary Information

(1) For what supercomputers do your users need online documentation?

[X] Cray/UNICOS
[X] Other: Eventually for UNIX front ends too

(2) From what terminals/workstations do users need access to online documentation?

[X] DEC VT-xxx
[X] IBM PC
[X] Macintosh
[X] Tektronix

[X] DEC MicroVAX
[X] IBM RT
[X] Sun
[X] Other: Maybe could exclude DECs

someday.

(3) In a few sentences, please give your site's
Comment briefly on short- and/or long-term

current strategy for online documentation.
plans.

Anonymous FTP
Existing delivery methods

Distributed Software Libraries (DSL)
Daily Bulletin
local man pages
Xman pages (X Window)

Our goal is to make useful, online documentation available to all users, but we have been
hampered by the diversity of access methods and equipment in use. We are currently trying
some of the following strategies:

1) implementing where possible the recommendations of a user commitee, which
conducted a survey of users and made recommendations about what is wanted in
online documentation. This has helped us to set priorities, and as a result, we are not
pursuing online documentation at the expense of hardcopy.

2) writing online man pages and help files for the UNICOS Cray computer.
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3) examining the "online component" of each hardcopy document as it gets updated to
determine whether a man page or help file on a given topic needs to be written or
updated for online use and writing it then. Whenever the text of a hardcopy document
is to be made available via "anonymous ftp," we consider its on-screen readability at the
time of writing the hardcopy document.

4) identifying "key words" in each of our documents and manuals so that when/if we
decide on a comprehensive online documentation system we will have ready a database
of terms users can search for.

5) consolidating the documentation now available through anonymous ftp accounts.
We would like to publish a hardcopy guide to all online documentation.

6) continuing to provide a daily online news bulletin. We place documentation
announcements there frequently.

We would like to explore providing a database capability for searching.

(4) Is all online documentation in the supercomputing environment available via a single
documentation system? Which of your online documentation systems are integrated
around a single database?

No. DSL.

Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

What are the primary online documentation systems that you support/use now?
(Complete one form for each system; please copy this page for additional systems.)

(1) Name of online documentation system: Anonymous FTP (SCD UserDocs only)

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[X] Cray/UNICOS [X] Other: Miscellaneous subjects

(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[X] Other: Anything linked to Internet

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[X] Other: Any that can be linked to Internet

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[X] Standalone utility. - TCP/IP/FTP
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(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

[X] Other: None

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[X] Document Catalog [X] Other: Full documents

(8) How can users select information?

[X] Other: Readme file listing documents

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

[X] Capture in a file for further processing. [X] Full document.

(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

[X] Yes.

(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

[X] No, same information, but different page layout and pagination.

(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

Advertise in newsletter and Daily Bulletin.

(13) Other: comments: Collection small and expanding.

Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

(1) Name of online documentation system: Local man pages and help

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[X] Cray/UNICOS

(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[X] Cray/UNICOS

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[X] Other: Anything, including dumb terminals
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(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[X] Standalone utility.

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

[X] Other: None

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[X] Quick Reference Help [X] Other: get whole man page

(8) How can users select information?

[X] Direct Command giving Name of [X] Direct Command giving Subject
Computer Command

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

[X] Capture in a file for further processing. [X] Other: screen display

(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

[X] No.

(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

[X] No, same information, but different page layout and pagination.

(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

They type man plus subject or command name.

(13) Other comments: We need some way of cataloguing for users.

Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

(1) Name of online documentation system: DSL (Distributed Software Libraries)

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[X] Cray/UNICOS [X] Other: portable software

(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[X] VAX/UNIX
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(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[X] UNIX-based workstations

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[X] Standalone utility.

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[X] Quick Reference Help [X] Full Text Reference
[X] Other: readme documents for

individual libraries

(8) How can users select information?

[X] Direct Command giving Subject [X] Other: Browsing readme files and
filenames.

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

[X] Print on local printers. [X] Capture in a file for further processing.
[X] Other: E-mail back to self or list on

terminal.

(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

[X] Yes.

(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

[X] No, same information, but different page layout and pagination.

(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

UserDoc, Newsletter announcements

(13) Other comments: This system is new and still under development.
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Site Summary

Organization: NCSA

Melissa Johnson
605 East Springfield
University of Illinois
Champaign, IL 61820

Phone:
E-Mail:
Fax:

majohnson@ncsa.uiuc.edu
(217) 244-1987

General Site Summary Information

(1) For what supercomputers do your users need online documentation?

[X] Cray/UNICOS
[X] Other: VAX

[X] Connection Machine

(2) From what terminals/workstations do users need access to online documentation?

[X] DEC VT-xxx
[X] Macintosh

[X] DEC MicroVAX
[X] Tektronix

(3) In a few sentences, please give your site's current strategy for online documentation.
Comment briefly on short- and/or long-term plans:

Will be offering DocView to users in April 1990. In long-term, plan to work on
invorporating graphics into an online system, perhaps using X-Windows.

(4) Is all online documentation in the supercomputing environment available via a single
documentation system? Which of your online documentation systems are integrated
around a single database?

None.

Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

What are the primary online documentation systems that you support/use now?
(Complete one form for each system; please copy this page for additional systems.)

(1) Name of online documentation system: help, man pages (current DocView (April 1990)

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[X] Cray/UNICOS
[X] VAX/UNIX

[X] Connection Machine
[D] Other: connection machine
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(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[X] Cray/UNICOS [X] Connection Machine
[X] VAX/UNIX

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[X] DEC VT-xxx or emulation [X] UNIX-based workstations
[X] IBM PC [X] Macintosh

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[X] Standalone utility.

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

[X] Quick Reference Help [X] Other: man pages

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[X] Full Text Reference

(8) How can users select information?

[X] Direct Command giving Name of Computer Command

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

[X] Capture in a file for further processing. [X] Full document.

(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

[X] No.

(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

[X] No, same information, but different page layout and pagination.

(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

newsletter

(13) Other comments:
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Site Summary

Organization: NMFECC (New name: National Energy Research Supercomputer Center)

Name: Jean Shuler Phone: 415-423-1909
Address: PO Box 5509 L-561 LLNL E-Mail: shuler#jean%mfe.mfenet@ccc.nersc.gov

Livermore Ca. 94550 Fax: 415-422-0435

General Site Summary Information

(1) For what supercomputers do your users need online documentation?

[x] Cray/CTSS

(2) From what terminals/workstations do users need access to online documentation?

[x] DEC VT-xxx [x] IBM PC
[x] IBM RT [x] Macintosh
[x] Sun [x] Tektronix

(3) In a few sentences, please give your site's current strategy for online documentation.
Comment briefly on short- and/or long-term plans.

NMFECC has developed the DOCUMENT system which has been running for 13 years on
our Supercomputers. DOCUMENT displays sections of text from NMFECC's online
computer documentation at terminals in response to user requests, and makes copies of
documents on demand. Document is very interactive and also provides online alphabetical,
subject, and chronological catalogs of available documents which are stored in CFS

(4) Is all online documentation in the supercomputing environment available via a single
documentation system? Which of your online documentation systems are integrated
around a single database?

DOCUMENT

Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

What are the primary online documentation systems that you
support/use now? (Complete one form for each system; please copy
this page for additional systems.)

(1) Name of online documentation system: DOCUMENT

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[x] Cray/CTSS
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(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[x] Cray/CTSS

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[x] DEC VT-xxx or emulation [x] UNIX-based workstations
[x] DEC MicroVAX [x] IBM PC
[x] Macintosh [x] Tektronix

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[x] Standalone utility.

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

[x] Other: - Math libraries (NAG, IMSL, SLATEC) Graphics libraries (NCARGKS, GKS),
CRAY compiler manuals, autotasking manuals.

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[x] Quick Reference Help [x] Full Text Reference
[x] Tutorials [x] Newsletters
[x] Edited News Bulletins

(8) How can users select information?

[x] Direct Command giving Name of Computer Command
[x] Direct Command giving Subject
[x] Menu of Subjects
[x] Pattern Match
[x] Context-Dependent

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

[x] Print on local printers. [x] Print on central printers.
[x] Capture in a file for further [x] Full document.

processing.
[x] Selected passages.

(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

[x] Other: - We don't have a library of printed docs.

(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

[x] Yes, exact duplicate.
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(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

Advertised in Newsletter, Brochures

(13) Other comments:
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Site Summary

Organization: National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

Name: Sally E. Howe Phone: 301-975-3807
Address: B146 Technology Building E-Mail howe@cam.nist.gov

NIST Fax: 301-990-4127
Gaithersburg, MD 20899

General Site Summary Information

(1) For what supercomputers do your users need online documentation?

[X] Cyber 205
[X] Convex

(2) From what terminals/workstations do users need access to online documentation?

[X] Other: all dumb terminals

(3) NIST has developed three online information systems -- GAMS (the NIST Guide to
Available Mathematical Software), INVOKE, and FETCH.

GAMS provides quick reference to mathematical and statistical software on the NIST Cyber
205 supercomputer and other NIST computers.

The INVOKE command, under the NOS operating system on the NIST Cyber 855 general-
purpose computer, provides both access to and information about software on the 855 and
205. INVOKE provides full text documentation, including vendor-supplied documentation
of all locally-installed scientific and utility software, with printing and copying, as well as a
catalog and news bulletins.

Currently under development,. FETCH is a menu-driven user interface to the same type of
information as INVOKE provides; it allows easy printing and copying. FETCH runs on the
NIST Cyber 855 under NOS/VE; a Unix version of FETCH, similar to VAX/VMS help, is
intended to be used for documentation on future NIST supercomputers.

(4) Is all online documentation in the supercomputing environment available via a single
documentation system? Which of your online documentation systems are integrated
around a single database?

No - there are two systems, CAMS and FETCH, each of which uses its own data base.

Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems
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(1) Name of online documentation system: GAMS

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[X] Cyber 205
[X] VAX/VMS
[X] IBM PCs
[X] Other: Cyber 855 under NOS and NOS/VE, Cyber 840 under NOS, Sun workstations

(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[X] Sun,
[X] VAX/VMS, Cyber 855 under NOS and NOS/VE

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[X] Other: all dumb terminals

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[X] Standalone utility

(6) Brief descriptions of modules (e.g., subroutines, programs, commands) are either
extracted or written at NIST from documentation supplied by vendors.

None

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[X] Quick Reference Help
[X] Software Catalog

(8) How can users select information?

[X] Menu of Subjects

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

No - GAMS gives commands which do allow printing and copying.

(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

[X] Yes.

(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

[X] No, same information, but different page layout and pagination.
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(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

Login messages, online news, newsletters, consulting offices.

(13) Other comments:

GAMS is designed to be portable to any system. It requires a proprietary database system,
RIM.

Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

(1) Name of online documentation system: FETCH

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[X] Cyber 205, Cyber 855 under NOS/VE

(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

Cyber 855 under NOS/VE

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[X] Other: all dumb terminals

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[X] Standalone utility

(6) All online documentation supplied in machine-readable form from the vendors,
including descriptive comments in source code for Fortran subroutine libraries.

None

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[X] Quick Reference Help [X] Full Text Reference
[X] Software Catalog [X] Document Catalog

(8) How can users select information?

[X] Direct Command giving Name of Computer Command
[X] Direct Command giving Subject
[X] Menu of Subjects
[X] Menu of Names of Computer Commands
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(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

[X] Print on local printers. [X] Print on central printers.
[X] Capture in a file for further [X] Full document.

processing.

(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

[X] No.

(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

Not applicable, given answer to (10).

(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

Login messages, online news, newsletters, consulting offices and hardcopy user guides.

(13) Other comments:

A version of the FETCH program written in C, has been developed and installed on a
Convex and Suns. The documentation itself has not yet been fully installed.
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Site Summary

Organization: New Mexico State University Computer Center

Kathleen Nosbisch
1804 Wyoming, #18
Las Cruces, NM 88001

Phone
E-Mail
Fax:

(505) 521-4587
knosbisc@nmsu.edu

General Site Summary Information

(1) For what supercomputers do your users need online documentation?

[X] IBM 3090 (specify OS) 3081D/CMS

(2) From what terminals/workstations do users need access to online documentation?

[X] DEC VT-xxx
[X] IBM RT
[X] Sun

[X] IBM PC
[X] Macintosh

(3) In a few sentences, please give your site's current strategy for online documentation.
Comment briefly on short- and/or long-term plans.

Current strategy uses on-line documentation duplicates of hard-copy user reference sheets.
Also available are help menus and screens for our application programs and our operating
system.

(4) Is all online documentation in the supercomputing environment available via a single
documentation system? Which of your online documentation systems are integrated
around a single database?

The documentation menu, duplicates of our hard-copy user reference sheets.

Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

What are the primary online documentation systems that you support/use now?
(Complete one form for each system; please copy this page for additional systems.)

(1) Name of online documentation system:

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[X] IBM (specify) 3081D
[X] VAX/UNIX

[X] VAX/VMS
[X] Sun
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(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[X] IBM (specify) [X] Sun
[X] VAX/VMS [X] VAX/UNIX

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[X] DEC VT-100 or emulation [X] UNIX-based workstations
[X] DEC MicroVAX [X] IBM PC
[X] Macintosh

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[X] Embedded, integrated with application program.
[X] Standalone utility.

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

[X] Quick Reference Help [X] Full Text Reference
[X] Tutorials

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[X] Quick Reference Help [X] Full Text Reference
[X] Task-Driven Procedures [X] Tutorials
[X] Document Catalog [X] Document Ordering
[X] Edited News Bulletins [X] Unedited Bulletin Board
[X] Other: Campus Information &

Placement Information

(8) How can users select information?

[X] Direct Command giving Name of Computer Command
[X] Direct Command giving Subject
[X] Menu of Subjects
[X] Context-Dependent

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

[X] Print on central printers. [X] Capture in a file for further
processing.

[X] Full document.

(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

[X] Other: Just the user reference sheets
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(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

[X] Other: same as above

(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

A sign on door to lab; documentation in hard-copy about the on-line documentation
available.

(13) Other comments:
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Site Summary

Organization: North Carolina Supercomputing Center

Name: Sandra Brown Phone: (919) 248-1127
Address: P.O. Box 12889 E-Mail: sandyb@ncsc.org

Research Triangle Park, N.C. 27709 Fax: 919-248-1101

General Site Summary Information

(1) For what supercomputers do your users need online documentation?

[X] Cray/UNICOS [X] IBM 3090/AIX 370
[X] CONVEX

(2) From what terminals/workstations do users need access to
online documentation?

[X] DEC VT-xxx [X] IBM PC
[X] Macintosh [X] Sun
[X] Other: Next Computer [X] IBM 3090

(3) In a few sentences, please give your site's current strategy for online documentation.
Comment briefly on short- and/or long-term plans.

We currently use news, message of the day and man pages online. Most of the man pages
are packages available with the software, however we are in the process of developing our
own man pages to guide users to the docs. In the future I want to develop general online
documentation which will include commands, accessing our news, who to call, etc. Because
our site is fairly new, much of our online documentation is in the process of being
developed.

(4) Is all online documentation in the supercomputing environment available via a single
documentation system? Which of your online documentation systems are integrated
around a single database?

No, we have a separate database for the posted news, the operator posted news and the man
pages.

Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

What are the primary online documentation systems that you support/use now?
(Complete one form for each system; please copy this page for additional systems.)

(1) Name of online documentation system: Unix man pages
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(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[X] Cray/UNICOS [X] Convex
[X] Sun [X] Other: Vendor Software running on

the Cray.

(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[X] Cray/UNICOS [X] IBM (specify): 3090
[X] Sun [X] Convex
[X] VAX/VMS [X] VAX/UNIX

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[X] DEC VT-xxx or emulation [X] UNIX-based workstations
[X] IBM PC [X] Macintosh

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[X] Standalone utility.

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

[X] Full Text Reference

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[X] Quick Reference Help [X] Full Text Reference
[X] Document Catalog [X] Document Ordering
[X] Newsletters [X] Edited News Bulletins
[X] Unedited Bulletin Board

(8) How can users select information?

[X] Direct Command giving Name of Computer Command
[X] Direct Command giving Subject
[X] Pattern Match

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

[X] Capture in a file for further processing.
[X] Full document.
[X] Selected passages.

(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same
documents as those that are available online?

[X] Other: We have most in hardcopy. Some in hardcopy are referenced online and a few
vendor docs are online with no hardcopy.
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(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

[X] No, same information, but different page layout and pagination.

(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

Directions for accessing/obtaining online/hardcopy doc are provide in the User Guide
(hardcopy). I am working on an online general information section to guide them to
applications, documentation, staff, etc.

(13) Other comments:

My experience in online documentation is somewhat limited, however I see a need in our
center for more general types of documents for 1st time users. I hope to gain information at
this conference to help me design these documents.
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Site Summary

Organization: Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center

John Burkardt
4400 Fifth Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA, 15213

Phone: 412-268-6485
E-Mail: burkardt@a.psc.edu
Fax: 412-268-5832

General Site Summary Information

(1) For what supercomputers do your users need online documentation?

Cray/UNICOS

(2) From what terminals/workstations do users need access to online documentation?

[x] DEC VT-xxx'
[x] IBM PC
[x] Sun
[x] Other: X-window machines

[x] DEC MicroVAX
[x] Macintosh
[x] Tektronix

(3) In a few sentences, please give your site's current strategy for online documentation.
Comment briefly on short- and/or long-term plans.

1) Complete duplication of system on VMS front ends and on Cray disk or CFS disk;

2) Brief, interactive help via a VMS-style help program;

3) Every software program documented in an online, plain ASCII text document;

4) Examples or test cases, plus job control and output, for all programs available online;

5) Standard preamble for documents, some standardization for locally written
documents about software libraries;

6) Miscellaneous: VMS BULLETIN and UNICOS NEWS programs are used to make the
same information available on both systems. PSC Newsletters available online. IMSL,
SLATEC, NAG interactive documentation programs also available;

7) Long term: Rewrite documents using SGML standard. Tag document with keywords
and cross references. Allow incorporation of CGM metafiles and TEX formulas. Create
program which can display the document on any terminal, adjusting the output as
necessary.

(4) Is all online documentation in the supercomputing environment available via a single
documentation system? Which of your online documentation systems are integrated
around a single database?
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1) The VMS-style help program is the only all-encompassing program we have.

2) Disk restrictions on UNICOS mean that all documents are sitting in CFS rather than
online. On VMS, all documents are in a single logical directory, and may be typed, listed,
or searched easily (but not by any locally written program).

Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

What are the primary online documentation systems that you support/use now?
(Complete one form for each system; please copy this page for additional systems.)

Answers 10, 11 and 12 are not specific to a single documentation program!

(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

Many of our printed documents are available online. We have many Cray Research
manuals available online. We have hundreds of online documents not available in printed
form.

(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

Online documentation is plain ASCII text. Those documents that we distribute in printed
form are heavily formatted, but all of that is stripped out when copies are placed online.

(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

All documentation points to other documentation. The online help, for example, lists the
location of the documents, the examples, the source code, any reference works, and related
topics.

In our newsletters, workshops, user guides, and bulletin messages, we remind users of these
documentation programs.

(13) Other Comments: Our users are primarily remote. Name any network, and any kind of
terminal program, and any kind of terminal, and some user of ours is using it. We have
concentrated on making plain, unformatted documentation available online. We do some
limited amount of printed documentation, but this is generally for such things as
introductory handbooks and so on. We expect our users to retrieve and print for
themselves any other documentation they are interested.
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Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

(1) Name of online documentation system:

pschelp (VMS-style help program for all PSC software)

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[x] Cray/UNICOS, VAX/VMS

(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[x] Cray/UNICOS, VAX/VMS

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[x] Other: any terminal

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[x] Standalone utility.

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

[x] Quick Reference Help

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[x] Quick Reference Help [x] Software Catalog
[x] Edited News Bulletins

(8) How can users select information?

[x] Direct Command giving Name of [x] Direct Command giving Subject
Computer Command

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

Nope, but all such information is available in documents.

(13) Other comments:

The C code for the emulation of VMS HELP that we use on the Cray is not satisfactory. If
anyone has a VMS HELP emulator written in C, I would like to compare it with what we've
got.
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(1) Name of online documentation system:

man (Standard UNIX utility, we have emulation on VMS as well)

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[x] Cray/UNICOS

(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[x] Cray/UNICOS, VAX/VMS

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[x] Other: any terminal

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[x] Standalone utility.

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

[x] Quick Reference Help

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[x] Other: none

(8) How can users select information?

[x] Direct Command giving Name of Computer Command

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

[x] Capture in a file for further processing via standard UNIX redirection.

(13) Other comments:

What a miserable program MAN is!

(1) Name of online documentation system:

Online documents (Extensive set of documents, organized by software name or topic,
available online on VMS, and in CFS for UNICOS)

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[x] Cray/UNICOS, VAX/VMS
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(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[x] Cray/UNICOS, VAX/VMS

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[x] Other: any terminal

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

On VMS, users can TYPE/PAGE, SEARCH, or EDIT/READ. On UNICOS, users must first
extract the document from CFS. Then they can MORE, SGREP or VI it. Non PSC users can
access the documents via anonymous FTP.

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

Extensive documentation, including names of subroutines, purposes, lists of arguments,
description of arguments.

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

Same as (6) for non-vendor software, locally produced user guide, catalogs of software,
documents, examples, source code, descriptions of local policy.

(8) How can users select information?

User must know file name. Editor can be used to search for key words or to scan file.

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

Users can copy documents to home directory, or over FTP to home system.

(13) Other comments:

Anyone who wants to use our online documentation system should FTP to a.psc.edu, login
as anonymous, give their name as the password, and issue the command "get
pscdoc:documents.doc documents.doc". This document has a list of all the other documents
available. You're on your own from there!
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Site Summary

Organization: San Diego Supercomputer Center

Name: Marsha Jovanovic Phone: (619)534-5134
Address: PO Box 85608 E-mail: jovanovicm@sds.sdsc.edu

San Diego, CA 92186 Fax: (619)534-5152

General Site Summary Information

(1) For what supercomputers do your users need online documentation?

[x] Cray/UNICOS

(2) From what terminals/workstations do users need access to online documentation?

[x] Other: All terminal types

(3) In a few sentences, please give your site's current strategy for online documentation.
Comment briefly on short- and/or long-term plans.

We put online as much documentation as we are able-given the limitations of a very
small staff. We do it as quickly and accurately as we can. This documentation includes user
information, workshop documents (quasi-tutorial), vendor-supplied reference manuals
(when possible), and whatever else we can. Our online system is our document distribution
system. We are most concerned with making information available quickly and accurately
to our diverse user audience.

(4) Is all online documentation in the supercomputing environment available via a single
documentation system? Which of your online documentation systems are integrated
around a single database?

We use our own online document utility (doc), which is a UNICOSl hell script written by
an SDSC programmer, John Moreland. Doc is a set of UNICOS utilities that acts upon a
database of text files that exist in the same directory or are linked to this directory. We also
write UNIX-style man pages for quick reference and general information. These pages reside
in a single directory and are accessed via the man utility.

Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

What are the primary online documentation systems that you support/use now?
(Complete one form for each system; please copy this page for additional systems.)

(1) Name of online documentation system: doc
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(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[x] Cray/UNICOS

(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[x] Cray/UNICOS

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[x] Other: all terminals

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[x] Other: UNICOS shell script

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

[x] Full Text Reference [x] Other: whatever we can get
permission to put into it.

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[x] Quick Reference Help [x] Full Text Reference
[x] Task-Driven Procedures [xl Tutorials
[x] Software Catalog [x] Document Catalog
[x] Course Catalog [x] Newsletters
[x] Other: internal documentation and

procedures

(8) How can users select information?

[x] Direct Command giving Name of Computer Command
[x] Direct Command giving Subject
[x] Menu of Subjects
[x] Menu of Names of Computer Commands
[x] Pattern Match

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

[x] Print on local printers. [x] Print on central printers.
[x] Capture in a file for further [x] Full document.

processing.

(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

[x] Other: currently do not have any printed docs
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(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

[x] Other: at this time we are not printing any documentation. When we will print again,
the format for the printed document will be typeset.

(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

It was announced in our newsletter and local bulletin board as well as being in our intro to
UNICOS.

(13) Other comments:
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Site Summary

Organization: The University of Texas System CHPC

Luther R. Keeler
BRC, Commons
10100 N. Burnet Rd.
Austin, TX 78758-4497

Phone:
E-Mail:
Fax:

(512) 471-2472
xxag057@hermes.chpc.utexas.edu
(512) 471-2449

General Site Summary Information

(1) For what supercomputers do your users need online documentation?

[X] Cray/UNICOS [X] Convex

(2) From what terminals/workstations do users need access to online documentation?

[X] DEC VT-xxx
[X] Macintosh
[X] Tektronix

[X] DEC MicroVAX
[X] Sun

(3) In a few sentences, please give your site's current strategy for online documentation.
Comment briefly on short- and/or long-term plans.

CHPC's current strategy is to provide text as supplied in simple ascii text files. Our long-
term goal is to use the capabilities of bitmapped, windowed workstation to quickly display
multiple full pages of formatted documents, possibly containing simple graphics. Device
independent meta-files and appropriate display drivers would support both terminal and
hard-copy renderings.

(4) Is all online documentation in the supercomputing environment available via a single
documentation system? Which of your online documentation systems are integrated
around a single database?

We currently employ neither.

Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

What are the primary online documentation systems that you support/use now?
(Complete one form for each system; please copy this page for additional systems.)

(1) Name of online documentation system:

ASCII text files formatted by nroff, troff, TeX, DCF, and Interleaf.
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(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

[X] Cray/UNICOS [X] Convex
[X] VAX/VMS [XI Sun

(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

[X] Cray/UNICOS [X] Sun
[X] Convex [X] VAX/VMS

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

[X] DEC VT-xxx or emulation [X] UNIX-based workstations
[X] IBM 3260 or emulation [X DEC MicroVAX
[X] IBM PC [X] Macintosh
[X] Tektronix [X] Other all

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[X] Standalone utility.
[X] Other: simple file access methods

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

[X] Quick Reference Help [X] Full Text Reference

(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[X] Quick Reference Help [X] Full Text Reference
[X] Task-Driven Procedures [X] Tutorials
[X] Software Catalog [X] Document Catalog
[X] Document Ordering [X] Newsletters
[X] Edited News Bulletins [X] Unedited Bulletin Board

(8) How can users select information?

[X] Direct Command giving Name of Computer Command
[X] Direct Command giving Subject
[X] Menu of Subjects
[X] Menu of Names of Computer Commands
[X] Pattern Match

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

[X] Print on central printers. [X] Capture in a file for further
processing.

[XI Full document.
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(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

[XI Yes.

(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

[X] Yes, exact duplicate.

(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

Access methods are described in printed documents, on-line help facilities, and often in
Newsletter.

(13) Other comments:
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The blank Site Summary form that each site completed follows.

Workshop on Online Documentation in the
Supercomputing Environment

Site Summary

The purpose of this site summary is to collect data on online documentation in the
supercomputing environment. The results will be distributed to all contributors.

Organization:

Name: Phone:
Address:

Fax:

General Site Summary Information

(1) For what supercomputers do your users need online documentation?

[ ] Cray/UNICOS
[ ] Cray/CTSS
[ ] Cray/COS
[ ] IBM 3090 (specify OS) AIX/370
[ ] Cyber 205
[ ] Convex
[ ] Connection Machine
[ ] Other:

(2) From what terminals/workstations do users need access to online documentation?

[ ] DEC VT-xxx [ ] DEC MicroVAX
[ ]IBMPC [ ] IBMRT
[ ] Macintosh [ ] Sun
[ ] Tektronix [ ] Other:

(3) In a few sentences, please give your site's current strategy for online documentation.
Comment briefly on short- and/or long-term plans.

(4) Is all online documentation in the supercomputing environment available via a single
documentation system? Which of your online documentation systems are integrated
around a single database?
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Summary Information for Specific Online Documentation Systems

What are the primary online documentation systems that you support/use now?
(Complete one form for each system; please copy this page for additional systems.)

(1) Name of online documentation system:

(2) For what computer systems is documentation available?

] Cray/UNICOS
] Cray/COS
] IBM (specify) VM/XA CMS
] Convex
] VAX/UNIX
] Other:

[ ] Cray/CTSS
[ ] Cyber 205
[ ] Connection Machine
[ ] VAX/VMS
[ ] Sun

(3) From what computer systems can users access it?

] Cray/UNICOS
] Cray/COS
] IBM (specify) CMS
] Sun
] VAX/VMS
] Other:

[
[I
[
[
[

] Cray/CTSS
] Cyber 205
] Connection Machine
I Convex
I VAX/UNIX

(4) From what terminals/workstations can users access it?

] DEC VT-xxx or emulation
] IBM 3260 or emulation
] IBMPC
] Tektronix

[
[
[
[

] UNIX-based workstations
] DEC MicroVAX
] Macintosh
] Other: any terminal or emulation

(5) How do users access the documentation system?

[ ] Embedded, integrated with application program.
[ ] Standalone utility.
[ ] Other:

(6) What vendor user documentation is available through this system?

] Quick Reference Help
] Full Text Reference
] Other:

[ ] Edited News
[ ] Tutorials
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(7) What non-vendor user documentation/service is available through this system?

[ ] Quick Reference Help [ ] FullText Reference
[ ] Task-Driven Procedures [ ] Tutorials
[ ] Software Catalog [ ] Document Catalog
[ ] Document Ordering [ ] Course Catalog
[ ] Newsletters [ ] Edited News Bulletins
[ ] Unedited Bulletin Board [ ] Other:

(8) How can users select information?

[ ] Direct Command giving Name of Computer Command
[ ] Direct Command giving Subject
[ ] Menu of Subjects
[ ] Menu of Names of Computer Commands
[ ] Pattern Match
[ ] Boolean Constructs
[ ] Hypertext
[ ] Context-Dependent
[ ] Natural Language Query
[ ] Other:

(9) Does this system support a mechanism for users to print or capture information?

] Print on local printers.
] Print on central printers.

[ ] Capture in a file for further processing.
] Full document.
] Selected passages.

[ ] Other:

(10) Does your library of printed documentation contain the same documents as those that
are available online?

[ No.
[ ]Yes.
[ ] Other:

(11) Is printed documentation an exact duplicate of online?

[ ] No, same information, but different page layout and pagination.
[ ] Yes, exact duplicate.
[ ] Other:

(12) How do users know this documentation system exists and how to access it?

(13) Other comments:
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APPENDIX D. Online Documentation Systems

The following systems are described in this appendix.

BookM anager (reference) ........................................... ...................................................... 136

DINO (reference) ............................................................................................................................... 137

DOC (reference) ................................................................................................................................. 138

DOCUMENT, AUTHOR, and TUTOR (reference) ........................................ 139
Docum ent Exam iner (reference) ........................................................................................................ 140

DSL (catalog) .......................................................... 141
ECCOS (catalog of docum entation and ordering system ) ................................................................. 142
EXPLAIN (quick reference) ........................................................................................................... 143

GAM S (catalog of m athem atics routines) ......................................................................................... 144
Hypertext (reference) ......................................................................................................................... 145

ICNHELP/ICNN EW S (quick reference and online news) ................................................................ 146

M an pages (quick reference) .............................................................................................................. 147
NoteCards (quick reference) .............................................................................................................. 148
TOPICS (reference) ........................................................................................................................... 149
VM Help (quick reference) ................................................................................................................ 150

VM S Help (quick reference) .............................................................................................................. 151
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Prepared by: David Prigge (Cray Research Incorporation, Chair)
Stephanie Sides (San Diego Supercomputing Center)

BookManager is a system for displaying online "books." A book is defined broadly
as almost any type and size of documentation, from a traditional book to an office
memo deemed suitable for inclusion in the system.

What it runs on

Status

Advantages

Disadvantages

Scope

It runs on only larger IBM systems (30xx series, 4300s, and 9360s). At present it runs
only under VM but will probably run under other operating systems in the future.

It's a mature product, released approximately one year ago, and appears "bug-free."

It supports all navigational aids you might want to use, such as book marks, user
annotations, table of contents, index, and keyword searching. It's easy to learn. Its
proponents say it's one of the best systems available on a mainframe because of the
nice interface it has and the variety of options it offers.

It can run slowly. In addition, it can have an excessive number of menus, such that
you think you've indicated what you want to the system and it prompts you with yet
another menu to finalize the decision.

This system can handle large documents (several hundred pages).
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Dino MSC

Prepared by: David Prigge (Cray Research Incorporation, Chair)
Stephanie Sides (San Diego Supercomputing Center)

What it is Dino is an interactive program designed to locate information in the Minnesota
Supercomputer Center's (MSC's) library of over 5,000 online documents. Access to
online documentation is provided via an interactive keyword index. The index
currently lists everything in both sc:/m/lib/lman and sc:/usr/man, which accounts for
virtually all online documentation. Convenient paging and printing options are also
available. Dino reads a master index from disk into a working index in memory.
You can then constrain the index by entering keywords of interest, and access files
referenced by the index, either viewing them through a pager, saving them to a file,
or sending them to a printer.

What it runs on

Status

Dino runs on the Minnesota Supercomputer Center network.

Dino, in its current implementation, is less than a year old.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Scope

It is a menu-driven system that is able to print either an index or a document, and it
uses the less program as a pager. It contains its own documentation, which is
available when you type "help." Perhaps its biggest advantage is allowing users
access to a large body of online documentation.

The user may be hampered by the keywords selected by the documentation authors.
Thinking differently than those people may make the documentation you want
difficult to find. To quote one user, "I think that in order to use Dino efficiently, a
person must be well versed in logic in terms of constraining and unconstraining to
narrow down the scope. When I tried it, it did not seem automatic to me."

Dino handles large documents, and a large number of documents, conveniently.
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DOC

Prepared by: David Prigge (Cray Research Incorporation, Chair)
Stephanie Sides (San Diego Supercomputing Center)

What it is DOC lets you list all installed documents, view individual documents, make disk
files of the documents for personalized editing, and print out individual documents.
Documents are not keyworded, however free-form text searching alleviates this need.

What it runs on

Status

UNIX. It is implemented as a Bourne shell.

This interface was developed by SDSC consultant John Moreland. Marsha
Jovanovic demonstrated this package at the workshop, and SDSC has permission to
release the software to any requestors.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Scope

This interface is simple to use and menu-driven (for beginners) and command-line
driven (for advanced use), which therefore obviates the need for lots of
documentation to explain it to users (a nice feature that is certainly appreciated).
DOC permits you to do arbitrary text string searching within a single document or
across all available documents.

The current version of DOC does not support categorized listing of available
documents.

DOC is designed to accept documents of any size.
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DOCUMENT NERSC

Prepared by: David Prigge (Cray Research Incorporation, Chair)
Stephanie Sides (San Diego Supercomputing Center)

What it is DOCUMENT lets you view individual documents by keyworded sections, make disk
files of the documents for further, personalized editing (shortening), and print out
individual documents.

What it runs on

Status

Computers running the CTSS operating system.

DOCUMENT is a mature online documentation system that has undergone
continuous development for a number of years. DOCUMENT under CTSS is being
"re-tooled" (ported and renamed) as DOCVIEW to run on X-MP and Y-MP hardware
under UNICOS. It should offer similar (if not improved) functionality. A Beta
version should be available soon, and the first official release will be part of the
UNICOS 6.0 release from CRI (due out end of 1990). Rita Wu at CRI and Jim
Ferguson at NCSA are collaborating on DOCVIEW development.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Scope

One nice feature is that it has "graduated" error messages. Each time you enter an
incorrect command, DOCUMENT increases the detail of its response to help correct
your entries. It also comes with a nice statistical package, so you can monitor usage
(that is, how many references are made to what documents and what sections in those
documents over a given period of time), which, in turn, can help you determine
priorities in documentation development and updating.

It does not let you search the text by arbitrary text strings (as is popular in UNIX
online documentation, for example) nor does it let you print out individual
keyworded sections.

DOCUMENT is designed to accept documents of any size. Since individual sections
of manuals are accessed through keywords, the system is quite usable with long files.
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Document Examiner Symbolics

Prepared by: David Prigge (Cray Research Incorporation, Chair)
Stephanie Sides (San Diego Supercomputing Center)

Document Examiner is a hypertext system that provides the documentation for
Symbolics products.

What it runs on

Status

Advantages

Disadvantages

Scope

Symbolics hardware.

Document Examiner is a commercially available product.

It provides flexible access to a wide range of documentation (8,000 pages divided
into 10,000 nodes, 23,000 links between related pieces, and maps that help users find
related passages. The interface has "specialized adaptations to mimic the sections,
headers, and bookmarks of traditional manuals" (Girill, Griffin, and Jones in a paper
yet to be published). All of this can be maintained by a small group of writers.

Not known at this time.

It is designed to handle a large amount of documentation: enough to describe an
entire software system.
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NCARDSL

Prepared by: Juli Rew (National Center for Atmospheric Research)

The Distributed Software Libraries (DSL) utility is designed to enable users to access
NCAR's public domain software libraries, search for subprograms to solve
mathematical problems, and return the appropriate software or documentation to their
home computer anywhere on the Internet via File Transfer Protocol or e-mail.

What it runs on

Status

The DSL database currently resides on a UNIX front-end server that is accessible via
the Internet or via the NCAR local network.

Still under development. Released to users at NCAR.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Has a menu-driven interactive user interface, designed to be user friendly. Has an
online documentation file giving full instructions. Has a "find" command for
searching by keywords, software category, or routine names.

It is a machine interface, and cannot embody the experience of a software librarian
about which routine or routines would work best for a given application. Since it's
interactive and menu-driven, it makes requesting a large number of source programs
or documents awkward. Proprietary library source code cannot be maintained under
DSL, which offers no restrictions on who can access it. For proprietary libraries,
only documentation files are maintained under DSL.
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ECCOS LANL

Prepared by: Marion Cohen (Los Alamos National Laboratory)

What it is ECCOS (Electronic Card Catalog and Ordering System) is a menu-driven catalog for
selecting and ordering documentation at Los Alamos National Laboratory.

What it runs on

Status

ECCOS is a VMS INGRES database application that runs on a VAX/VMS 8600.

ECCOS has been in use for two years. Capability to display full text before ordering
is under consideration.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Scope

ECCOS allows users to search by catalog number or subject. They can then order the
document they want from their terminal.

ECCOS requires a screen-oriented terminal or workstation; it doesn't work on a
line-oriented terminal. It is INGRES dependent. The subject-keyword search is slow
and documents found in the search are displayed in a six-line window.

ECCOS has 760 documents.
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EXPLAIN Control Data

Prepared by: David Prigge (Cray Research Incorporation, Chair)
Stephanie Sides (San Diego Supercomputing Center)

What it is The EXPLAIN system is a topic-oriented online documentation system that offers
quick-reference information on the operating system and other subjects. Control
Data itself also put newsletters into the system, and customers were able to add their
own documentation as well. Typically the system is used to refer to the syntax of a
command.

What it runs on

Status

EXPLAIN runs on Control Data computers running the NOS and NOS/VE operating
systems.

It is frozen on NOS and is being phased out on NOS/VE in favor of TOPICS.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Scope

A major advantage is the fact that it is topic-oriented rather than command-oriented.
If you wanted to know how to delete a file, for instance, you would get the correct
command if you asked for information on "delete," "remove," or "purge." The
display included information for the name of the topic, the date it was last revised,
the number of the current screen, and the total number of screens. The system also
came with an online tutorial.

The main disadvantage is from the writer's point of view. Creating a new topic is
time-consuming for various reasons. For one thing, the text used in EXPLAIN is
written specifically for EXPLAIN; this is not a case of the text being taken directly
from a reference manual. The documentation is written with fairly inflexible screen
characteristics in mind, and the process is slow.

The system is most usable with short documents, such as command descriptions.
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GAMS NIST

Prepared by: David Prigge (Cray Research Incorporation, Chair)
Stephanie Sides (San Diego Supercomputing Center)

What it is GAMS is the Guide to Available Mathematical Software at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology, formerly the National Bureau of Standards. It's a
classification scheme and database for high<#le>quality mathematical and statistical
software. GAMS is both an interactive system (which contains the most current
information) and a printed catalog. Generally, NIST recommends that users use the
two together to locate the information they seek.

What it runs on

Status

It is available on VAX/VMS machines, CDC Cyber 855s running NOS and NOS/VE,
Sun workstations, and Cray supercomputers running CTSS.

GAMS is a mature system. Development' began over 10 years ago. The first edition
was made available internally at NIST in 1981, and it was made available to the
public in 1984. The second edition was made available in March 1990.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Scope

One of the few systems available for finding this type of information.

Two disadvantages of the current system (that will be eliminated in the edition under
development) are that it doesn't allow keyword searching such as is found in most
other online documentation systems, and, because it's a Fortran program, it doesn't
allow you to call up documentation within it. Rather, you need to locate the
document name in GAMS, exit GAMS, then call up the document separately.

It consists of 50 packages comprising 5,000 "modules." A module can be a user-
callable subroutine, a program, or a command in interactive software.
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Hypertext Apple, et. al.

Prepared by: David Prigge (Cray Research Incorporation, Chair)
Stephanie Sides (San Diego Supercomputing Center)

What it is Hypertext is non-sequential writing: a directed graph, where each node contains
some amount of text or other information. The nodes are connected by directed
links. In most hypertext systems, a node may have several out-going links, each of
which is then associated with some smaller part of the node called an "anchor".
When users activate an anchor, they follow the associated link to its destination node,
thus "navigating" the hypertext network. Users backtrack by following the links they
have used in navigation in the reverse direction. "Landmarks" are nodes which are
especially prominent in the network, for example by being directly accessible from
many (or all) other nodes. Many other computer techniques may match this
definition at least partly, but true hypertext should also make users "feel" that they
can move freely through the information according to their own needs. This feeling
is hard to define precisely but certainly implies short response times and low
cognitive load when navigating." -- Jakob Nielsen, in "Communications of the
ACM," March, 1990.

What it runs on HyperCard on Apple Macintosh is the best known of several implementations.

Status Hypertext is still a new concept that might be said to be in an experimental phase.

Advantages The Hypertext approach permits individual users to pursue their own learning styles.
The structure is looser than more traditional systems, and the program is often seen
as fun to use.

Disadvantages Users can get lost in the structure if the design is not intuitive. Thus, preparing a
good hypertext system is demanding.

Scope A fairly large document database makes sense with hypertext systems. If the database
is only a few pages, the linked structure is less necessary.
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ICHLPINNW LANL ·

Prepared by: Marion Cohen (Los Alamos National Laboratory)

What it is ICNHELP and ICNNEWS are two VMS HELP-based retrieval systems that provide
quick-reference and change control information. See VMS HELP in this section for
more information.

What it runs on The database and software reside on a central VMS computer that is accessible from
all computers and workstations at the Laboratory.

Status As Los Alamos migrates to UNICOS, ICNHELP will be replaced by DOCVIEW.
ICNNEWS will still be available.

Advantages The topic level provides a table of contents to help users who do not know the
information they want. Users do not have to go through an entire document to access
the information they want.

Disadvantages Users get lost in the hierarchy of information. No keywording capability is available.

Scope This system is most useful for quick-reference information or short information, such
as change control.
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Man pages

Prepared by: David Prigge (Cray Research Incorporation, Chair)
Stephanie Sides (San Diego Supercomputing Center)

The man page system provides a file of documentation for each command, library
routine, and system call in the UNIX system. (UNIX is a trademark of AT&T.)
Users access information by typing the man command followed by the name of the
command or other entity. They are presented with the syntax and a description of the
options. Often man pages contain more than just brief reference information. Some,
especially those covering complex subjects such as a shell, contain usage
information, and they may cover 10 pages or more. Ideally a man page is one page
or less. The pages are available in both online and printed form.

What it runs on

Status

The man page system runs on virtually any UNIX system.

Man pages have been around almost as long has UNIX. It is a stable and relatively
static system. Changes have mostly been in the area of the paging mechanisms. The
older versions of man, for instance, did not permit users to scroll backwards, while
many of the newer versions do.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Scope

Since man page information is updated whenever the system is updated, current
information is always available online. Also, the man system offers a great deal of
information. Accessing the pages is quick and easy as long as the user knows the
name of the command, etc., that he or she is interested in.

The technology in use with man pages is far from state of the art. Many versions of
the system still cannot scroll backwards or search for a string. Finding information
within long man pages is difficult, as a result. If you do not know the name of the
command, etc., in which the information you need resides, finding it is probably
easier in a printed manual.

While in theory the man system can accept large documents, the primitive scrolling
capabilities make accessing information in large documents very difficult.
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NoteCards Xerox

Prepared by: David Prigge (Cray Research Incorporation, Chair)
Stephanie Sides (San Diego Supercomputing Center)

What it is "NoteCards ... is 'a general purpose idea processing environment' (Halasz, Moran,
and Trigg, 1987, p. 45) developed at Xerox PARC. Intended primarily as an
exploratory testbed, NoteCards has seen service mostly on isolated, academic
projects. Although it internally organizes small text blocks in a formal tree, its
interface presents users with what appears to be an unconstrained web or network of
text modules, suggestively called 'cards' or 'file boxes.' In a typical application
(Halasz, et. al.), NoteCards handled the equivalent of a 25-page paper divided into
268 cards and 40 file boxes accessed by 70 users (25 frequent users)." -- Girill,
Griffin, and Jones in an as yet unpublished paper.

What it runs on

Status

Advantages

Disadvantages

Scope

NoteCards is implemented in the Xerox Lisp programming environment, so it
probably just runs on Xerox equipment.

NoteCards is a commercial product being used both internally by Xerox and by
customers.

NoteCards has the virtues of hypertext systems. It permits the user to navigate
through a subject in a manner suited to his or her learning style and learning needs.
Having the information in small pieces makes linking each piece to another piece
easier. The user can tailor the cards, and the tools for doing so include both a
graphics package and the many functions available through Lisp.

Unfortunately, many users have found the task of structuring and processing their
ideas in NoteCards to be relatively difficult (Halasz, et. al.)." The size of a node of
information is restricted; the size can only be small (note-card size). If a subject is
large, a way must be found to logically divide it up. In fact, covering a large subject
in depth is not practical.

NoteCards is not designed for large documents. It is best at organizing working
notes or information that would otherwise be kept in one or more files.
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Topics
Prepared by: David Prigge (Cray Research Incorporation, Chair)~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Prepared by: David Prigge (Cray Research Incorporation, Chair)
Stephanie Sides (San Diego Supercomputing Center)

What it is Topics is software for writing and reading online manuals.

What it runs on

Status

Advantages

Disadvantages

Scope

Topics is available on Control Data Corporation's Network Operating System/Virtual
Environment (NOS/VE).

Topics is the newest Control Data online documentation offering and is available to
customers.

To the reader, Topics is similar to microcomputer outlining programs. The initial
screen of a manual is an outline comparable to a book's table of contents. The
manual's text is sequentially arranged and may be read from beginning to end.
However, readers typically page through the outline, expanding topics of interest to
see underlying subtopics, and opting to read the text associated with specific topics or
subtopics. Other Topics features allow index search, single keystroke copying, and
built-in help. To the manual writer Topics is well suited for converting an existing
text file into an online manual. Important features for the writer include automatic
page break and outline generation, index generation, pop<#le>up window displays,
and the ability to embed reader<#le>executed commands in the text.

Topics operates in screen mode only, and it is a proprietary product.

Topics is well suited to handling complete manuals.
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VM Help

Prepared by: David Prigge (Cray Research Incorporation, Chair)
Stephanie Sides (San Diego Supercomputing Center)

VM Help is an online quick-reference system that gives you information on
commands. The documentation contains the syntax of a command, descriptions of
all parameters, and usually an example of its usage. Along with each screen of
documentation, the system provides a list of function keys and what they do
(typically scrolling, etc.).

What it runs on

Status

VM Help runs on any machine executing IBM's VM operating system.

VM Help is a mature online documentation system.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Scope

Command syntax and related information is available quickly by simply entering
"HELP command." It is an easy system to use; you have information on the
workings of your function keys on the screen at all times. Sites can add local
documentation quite easily. Two or three simple formatting codes inserted into the
text are all that is required.

While this is a useful help system, it is pretty much limited to a help system. Putting
long documents into the system is not practical. While scrolling is easy, the screen
sometimes breaks the documentation at annoying places.

While adding long documents to the system is physically possible, doing so is not
practical from a usability point of view.
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Prepared by: David Prigge (Cray Research Incorporation, Chair)
Stephanie Sides (San Diego Supercomputing Center)

VMS Help is a hierarchical quick-reference system that gives you information on
commands and other areas of the VAX VMS system. The documentation for a
command contains the syntax of the command on the first screen (level 1) and
descriptions of each parameter at lower levels (one entry in level 2 for each
parameter). One or more of the parameters may be broken down into subcategories
themselves, in which case there could be a level 3 for the command.

What it runs on

Status

Advantages

Disadvantages

Scope

VMS Help runs on any DEC machine executing the VMS operating system.

VMS Help is a mature online documentation system.

VMS Help is a very intuitive system to use. The logic of moving between levels of
the hierarchy is immediately apparent to most users. Sites can add local
documentation quite easily. The text for a command and its parameters, for example,
can all be in the same file, which is the common case for reference manuals. The
technical writer marks pieces of the text to designate the level at which each should
appear by putting a single number in the first column at the beginning of the passage.
Some text may have to be moved, although most reference manuals organize
command descriptions in much the same way that VMS Help wants to see it.

While VMS Help is excellent for command descriptions and other information that
falls naturally into a hierarchical structure, it is not as well suited for information that
does not fit the structure.

While adding long documents to the system is physically possible, doing so is not
practical from a usability point of view.
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APPENDIX E. DOCUMENT - An Example

Prepared by: Jean Shuler (National Energy Research Supercomputer Center, Chair)
Marilyn Foster (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
Mary Hoffman (National Center for Supercomputing Applications)

In this appendix DOCUMENT, the NERSC online documentation system, is used as a model to show
examples of what is in the database and what is in the software for an online documentation system.

DOCUMENT is the means by which all NERSC online documentation is published, that is, made
available for users of the system. The documentation group publishes a writeup by placing a copy of its
final, edited file (generated by any text editor, with page layout and formatting instructions inserted by the
FORMAT program) in a special CFS (mass storage) directory to which DOCUMENT has access. Then,
with DOCUMENT's help, any user can locate and read this material directly from his or her terminal. In
March 1990, for example, DOCUMENT provided users with over 210 different writeups totaling over
22,100 pages.

1. Software

The software for DOCUMENT provides functionality and access to the information stored in the
database. The software provides the functionality independent of the information that it accesses. It
consists of a set of products for generating documents, updating documents, retrieving information,
teaching, and collecting statistics about usage.

SOFTWARE
DOCUMENT
THESEUS
FIND

FORMAT
DOCTABLE
LIBRIS

TUTOR
ISPY
MONTHLY
AUTHOR

FUNCTIONALITY
Retrieval program for viewing or printing documents and passages
Program to add synonyms and manage keyword public file updates.
Program to search the DOCIF database using fuzzy matching to locate
documents that contain requested keywords or synonyms.
Program to perform page layout of ASCII text based on markup commands.
Program to generate tables---adds directories to formatted document.
Program to collect user supplied abstracts for application codes to be added to
the DOCUMENT database.
Program to enhance user knowledge by utilizing information in the database.
Program to collect user logs and interaction audits
Program to generate monthly reports based on user interaction and access.
Program to build and format tutorials.

DOCUMENT and FIND are the primary utilities for accessing information. DOCUMENT lets you print
an entire manual at your choice of output devices or view its passages directly at your terminal. FIND
lets you search the entire documentation set by topic (accessing the public disk file DOCIF), then runs
DOCUMENT for you to display relevant passages. The following chart compares the DOCUMENT and
FIND programs.
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DOCUMENT:
23,000 pages; 223 separate manuals;
12,000 keywords on all software topics.

Library of books, searched in
hierarchical steps. DOCUMENT looks
within one document for the passage
whose keyword you specify.

To see all document names, type
DOCUMENT DOCLIST. To see a
document's keywords, type
DOCUMENT VIEW docname INDEX

FIND
The same documentation database as
DOCUMENT, but searched in a
different way.

A matrix of independent text passages,
searched by query. FIND looks across
document boundaries at all keywords,
then runs DOCUMENT to retrieve the
one you pick.

To search for any topic, type FIND
searchterm. Substring matching and
fuzzy (approximate) matching are
automatic with FIND.

DOCUMENT VIEW COSMOS INDEX
DOCUMENT VIEW EZCONVERT I/O

FIND QUADRATURE
FIND TASK COMMON

1.1. DOCUMENT

DOCUMENT displays sections of text from NERSC's online computer documentation in response to
user requests and makes paper and microfiche copies of documents on demand. DOCUMENT is very
interactive and also provides online alphabetical, subject, and chronological catalogs of available
documents. This information (database) is located in the DOCDRVR public disk file.

DOCUMENT is not only very interactive, but also adjusts the level of its responses to suit the user's
experience. It sends copies of writeups to user-selected output devices (PRINT mode) or displays
sections of text, by topic, directly at the user's own terminal (VIEW mode). USING FIND TO
SUPPLEMENT DOCUMENT

1.2. FIND

FIND is a separate utility that helps locate explanatory passages in DOCUMENT's database, even when
you do not know which document to consult or exactly which keyword to use. FIND offers these special
features:
* Global Search. While DOCUMENT lets you retrieve and read one writeup at a time, FIND checks

the global DOCIF file of all keywords from all online documents.
* Truncation. FIND automatically detects every documentation keyword that contains your search

term as a substring (for example, COMPIL retrieves COMPILER, COMPILING, and many longer
keywords). Hence, if you shorten your search term, you will usually increase your set of hits.

* Fuzzy Matching. FIND uses a position-weighted algorithm that detects keywords with as few as 75%
of the same characters as any search term over four characters (for example, DEBUG, DEBUB, and
DEBIG all retrieve the same passages, although DEGUB does not).

To run FIND, type:

FIND searchterm

Where searchterm is the string about which you want to read documentation. FIND reports all keywords
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in all documents that match or approximately match your searchterm, as a numbered menu of choices
usually sorted from most- to least-accurate match.

Choose by number the item(s) that seem relevant, and FIND will run DOCUMENT as a controllee to
retrieve and display at your terminal the corresponding documentation passages. As long as
DOCUMENT is running, you have access to all its usual commands for VIEWing, PRINTing, checking
catalogs, or requesting help.

1.3. THESEUS

THESEUS is a keyword- and synonym-management program for use by NERSC's consulting and
documentation group members. THESEUS updates and queries DOCIF, an inverted file of keywords,
synonyms, and document names for all online writeups available through DOCUMENT or FIND.

THESEUS builds and queries an inverted file that contains three tables (see Fig. 1): (1) A small
Information table, (2) a Keyword-Synonym table, and (3) a Document-Pointer table. Knowledge of the
structure of these three tables is vital for understanding how THESEUS works, but is unnecessary for
ordinary use of THESEUS itself. The inverted file containing these tables is called DOCIF.

I Information Table

Keyword-Synonym
Table

Document-Pointer
Table

Fig. 1. THESEUS's inverted file contains three separate tables.

All characters in DOCIF are ASCII. All file entries are 80 characters long. No line separators appear in
the inverted file, however, so it is not a text file.

The Information table falls at the start of THESEUS's inverted file. It contains only these lines:

* Created on mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss m
* Last modified mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss m
*

*

00000500 info table size in octal
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*

*

01200360 keyword-synonym table size in octal
*

*

*

01251320 document-pointer table size in octal
*

4099 hashmod
8 pailsize
17570 document-pointer table free-space pointer
*

221 document count at time of rebuild

The dates and size values above change each time the inverted file is updated. The Document-Pointer
table free-space pointer indexes the beginning of the linked list of empty spaces in that table. The
hashmod and pailsize entries are used only for rebuilding DOCIF. Because of the way the adding and
deleting of keywords is handled, empty spaces can occur within the Document-Pointer table. When this
happens, THESEUS adds them to the linked list to save time in locating empty spots.

2. Databases Accessed by Document

The information accessed by the DOCUMENT system is contained in a number of databases.
DOCUMENT's online writeups vary from a few paragraphs to over 1000 pages, and include:
* Software instructions. Most NERSC utility programs have a corresponding document that explains

and illustrates their options. Other writeups offer introductory comparisons of several related
programs.

* Subroutine library catalogs. Online documents describe each subroutine in the mathematical,
graphics, and other subroutine libraries a NERSC.

* Hardware descriptions. Technical information on the machines and network devices unique to
NERSC is available through DOCUMENT.

* Policy and service guides. Network access, software standards, and consultant services are among
the administrative details covered in online writeups.

2.1. DOCIF

DOCIF is the public, inverted file of keywords, their synonyms, and the documents to which they point
that THESEUS maintains. Adding, deleting, and replacing documents with DOCUMENT's EXEC mode
indirectly cause all the keyword changes in DOCIF.

2.2. DOCDRVR

The DOCDRVR data file is a public file which is accessed by the DOCUMENT system. It provides users
with three complete online catalogs of available documentation, arranged by subject (DOCLIST), by title
(DOCALPHA), and by revision date (DOCDATES). Whenever a new or revised writeup enters the
online collection, DOCUMENT automatically updates these catalogs.
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2.3. DOCHELP

The DOCHELP datafile contains five rather elaborate HELP packages tailored to give details about the
PRINT and VIEW modes (including available output devices), finding relevant passages and about other
special features, and an ingenious three-track scheme for interacting with users.

2.4. Keyword-Synonym Table

In the Keyword-Synonym table one item appears for every unique keyword known to DOCUMENT,
regardless of how often it is used (for example, IF appears here just once, even though it occurs as a
keyword in several writeups). Each synonym entry represents a unique "synonym occurrence" or
keyword-synonym pair, but NOT necessarily a unique synonym per se. All of the synonyms under a
certain keyword point to each other in a circular list. The first one points to the second one, the second
one points to the third one, etc. The last item in the list points back to the first item in the list. Each item
in the list points to the keyword. The entries in the Document-Pointer table follow exactly the same
principles. The Document Pointer table associates documents with the keywords they contain. Each
entry in this table represents one "keyword occurrence," but NOT necessarily a unique keyword. For
example, if FILE-TRANSFER is a keyword in five documents, it will generate five separate entries in this
table, and each will reveal the size of the passage associated with that occurrence of FILE-TRANSFER.

Comparative studies of retrieval techniques in hypertext databases show that the most efficient way to
find the passage you need is to look in the index. Every online manual available through DOCUMENT
contains a list of all its keywords with a brief description of the passage that corresponds to each (and
usually an indication of how they are nested), in the order in which they occur in the text. Consulting the
keyword index is a simple and effective way to locate relevant parts of a document. Typing INDEX is
invariably a much better strategy than just guessing keywords.

2.5. Using Synonyms to Supplement Keywords

Sometimes the syntactic techniques built into FIND are insufficient to bridge the gap between your search
term and the real name of a sought feature, option, or routine (for example, MOVIE and ANIMATION).
Sometimes you need to search by task or function rather than by name (for example, using WRITE
ABSOLUTE instead of WRABS). Sometimes you need to survey the set of routines that perform a task,
regardless of how many libraries contain those routines (for example, QUADRATURE).

To help meet all these semantic needs, the NERSC documentation staff posts "synonyms" on the
keywords that FIND searches. These are terms related by meaning but (usually) not close enough in
spelling for FIND to detect without extra pointers. The presence of synonyms (especially thousands of
mathematical terms drawn from the National Bureau of Standards Guide to Available Mathematical
Software) greatly increases the situations in which FIND can detect relevant passages when you use it to
search across documents.

Synonym searching is automatic. No extra commands or special syntax is needed. However, only FIND
recognizes synonyms; DOCUMENT does not. This is another reason why checking each document's
INDEX is so important when you run DOCUMENT directly.
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APPENDIX F. Glossary

API standards

Applications Programmer Interface standards specify methods for creating graphical output and accepting
graphical input via high-level programming languages. The primary purpose of API standards is to
provide portability for an application program across operating systems, programming languages, and
interactive graphics devices. Existing API standards are GKS, GKS-3D, and PHIGS. API standards are
not directly suitable for picture exchange. However, each has an associated storage mechanism (an
archive file or graphical metafile) that can be used to exchange graphical information between systems
using the same standard.

ANSI

American National Standards Institute

ASCII

Approved ANSI Standard Code for Information Interchange specifies a set of displayable symbols
mapped to individual character codes in a text string. Character sets are independent of font or typeface.

Bitmap

Pixel representation of text, images, and graphics generated for a specific hardware or virtual device. A
bitmapped file can be many times larger than the source file, and its contents can no longer be
manipulated or recovered as the original text, images, and graphics.

Compound document

A structured, electronic document that may contain a mixture of pure text, graphics pictures, and
facsimile images, ordered in groups of objects for editing and presentation purposes.

Device-independent

Describes a system or part of a system that contains logic, algorithms, or data that do not require nor
represent knowledge about the behavior of a specific hardware device.

Interchange format

A data format supported by multiple applications as opposed to a private (proprietary) format supported
by only one.

ISO

International Standards Organization

Metafile

A mechanism (for example, a disk or tape file) for retaining and transporting graphical data and control
information. The metafile contains a device-independent description of one or more pictures that can be
translated by a process or device (a metafile interpreter) to produce the pictures represented in the metafile
on a specific graphics device. Because metafiles store pictures and text in a resolution-independent
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manner, these pictures can be previewed on low-cost PC displays, and still be viewed on high-
performance workstations or recorded by high-resolution video systems. Metafiles can even be stored for
use on devices with new capabilities and resolutions not imagined when the metafile was created.

OSI

Open Systems Interconnection Reference Model

Pixel (picture element)

The smallest element of a display surface that can be independently assigned attributes such as color and
intensity. An example is a point of light that makes up the image of a picture on a CRT.

Query language

An English-like language that permits nonprogrammers to inquire about the contents of a database and
receive fast responses.

Query parsing system

A system that analyzes a query statement and creates its syntactic tree structure based on the specified
syntax of the programming language.

VDI standards

Virtual Device Interface standards specify system-internal methods for creating graphical output and
concern system developers, software vendors, and device manufacturers interested in supporting device
independence without sacrificing performance.

Window system

A display management system which provides a hierarchy of resizable windows and supports high-
performance, device-independent graphics as a user interface. Based on the client-server model,
communication is encoded in byte streams.

Virtual device

An idealized graphics device that presents a set of graphics capabilities to graphics software or systems.
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APPENDIX G. Bibliography

Online Documentation in the Supercomputing Environment
A Selected Bibliography

Prepared by: Nancy Dawson (National Center for Atmospheric Research, Chair)
Marion Cohen (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
Marilyn Foster (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
Kathleen Nosbisch (New Mexico State University)

Note from the subcommittee: From the many articles and books available, the Online Bibliography
Subcommittee and conference participants selected the items listed here as of particular relevance to the
online documentation issues we face in the supercomputing environment. This is by no means an
exhaustive list; rather it is a compilation of what the subcommittee judged as most relevant. Pointers to
additional sources of information are listed at the end of this bibliography.

Brockman, R. John. Writing Better Computer User Documentation: From Paper to Online. New York:
John Wiley & Sons, 1986. Presents a systematic approach to writing manuals, online documents,
system messages, menus, and online tutorials and covers the process of creating materials from the
inception of the documentation project to updating after publication. Gives excellent suggestions for
designing online documentation regarding the audience, style, and format.

Carey, Tom. "User Differences in Interface Design," COMPUTER, November 1982. pp. 14-19.
Evaluates user characteristics as they relate to interface design. The author suggests a number of
areas that system designers must analyze and recommends positive steps to improve each area.

Cohill, Andrew M. and Willeges, Robert C. "Computer Augmented Retrieval of Help Information for
Novice Users," Proceedings of the Human Factors Society, 1982. pp. 79-82. Describes a study
investigating the retrieval of HELP information by novice users. The study considers who should
initiate and control the HELP system (the user or the computer) and what type of format the HELP
information should have.

Dorazio, Patricia A. "Helping Out Help," Proceedings of the 33rd International Technical
Communication Conference. Detroit, MI, May 1986. pp. 72-75. Recommends a set of guidelines
for effective HELP screen design, based on research in several disciplines.

Girill, T.R., and Luk, Clement K. "Document: An Interactive Online Solution to Four Documentation
Problems," Communications of the ACM, 26, 5 1983. pp. 328-337. Discusses how the
DOCUMENT online program works and analyzes problems that any online system must address.

Hofmeister, Marie L. "Designing Screens to Help Users Retrieve and Comprehend Online Information,"
Proceedings from the 36th International Technical Communication Conference. Chicago, Illinois,
May 1989. pp. RT-56-58. Explores research to determine whether design guidelines established for
printed documentation can be applied to the design of screen displays.

Horton, William. Designing and Writing Online Documentation: Help Files to Hypertext. New York:
John Wiley & Sons, 1990. Covers designing human-computer dialogues, ways of accessing online
information, what works best online and what works better as hardcopy, appropriate screen displays,
organizational strategies, and more. An excellent book, with an extensive bibliography. (If
unavailable in your area, copies can be ordered from the publishers at 201-469-4400 or the author at
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205-536-8207.)

Horton, William. "Myths of Online Documentation," Proceedings of the 35th International Technical
Communication Conference. Philadelphia, PA, May 1988. pp. ATA-43-46. Lists, discusses, and
dispels 10 myths about online documentation.

Houghton, Raymond C. "Online Help Systems: A Conspectus," Communications of the ACM, 27 (2)
February 1984. pp. 126-133. Examines the different types of help systems available and addresses
the design issues involved in development and implementation. Outlines some remaining areas
where more research is clearly needed.

Kahn, Russell. "Getting an Online Documentation Project Up and Running: Building from the Ground
Up," Proceedings of the 37th International Technical Communication Conference. Santa Clara, CA,
May 1990. Discusses the management techniques used to develop and implement an online state-
of-the-art document delivery system.

Kahn, Russell. "Making the Transition from Print Copy to On Line: Screenplay to Screen Play,"
Proceedings of the 35th International Technical Communication Conference. Philadelphia, PA,
May 1988. pp. WE-126-129. Addresses the transition from writing material for printed output to
writing copy that will appear on the computer screen. Discusses the need for an answer-based
organization of material, limited assumptions, natural language keywords, and simple screen-
oriented, user-access strategies.

Norman, Donald A. The Psychology of Everyday Things. New York: Basic Books, 1988. Presents an
entertaining account of common problems with everyday things, from software user interfaces to
microwave ovens. Provides online documentation system designers with a nonacademic
introduction to human factors.

Norman, Donald A. "Design Principles for Human-Computer Interfaces," CHI'83 Proceedings, pp. 1-10.
Discusses design principles that apply across a wide range of technologies. Tradeoff analysis is used
to assess the tradeoffs of information versus time and editor workspace versus menu size. Tradeoffs
involving command languages versus menu-based systems, choices of names, and hand-held
computer versus workstations are examined briefly.

Relles, N., Sondheimer, N. and Ingargiola, G. "A Unified Approach to Online Assistance," National
Computer Conference, 1981. pp. 383-388. Discusses the characteristics of online assistance and
describes a framework for a system consisting of a database and a processor to interpret queries to
the database.

Ridgeway, Lenore S. "Read My Mind: What Users Want from Online Information,"IEEE Transactions
on Professional Communication, Vol. PC-30, No. 2, June 1987. pp. 87-90. Discusses computer
users' expectations of the help function and users' adverse reactions when those expectations are not
met. A user-friendly, conversation-type model is postulated as the bridge between expectation and
reality.

Shneiderman, Ben. Designing the User Interface: Strategies for Effective Human-Computer Interaction.
Reading, PA: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1987. Presents a comprehensive survey of the
human factors that need to be considered in designing interactive computer systems.

Waite, Bob. "What to Put Online, What to Print, and Why," Proceedings of the 35th International
Technical Communication Conference., Philadelphia, PA, May 1988. pp. WE-1-2. Gives simple
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guidelines that provide a framework for determining the appropriate medium for presenting
information.

Wilson, Paul. "FIND Fingers Online Faces Anywhere in DOCUMENT," Vector View, Newsletter of the
Air Force SuperComputer Center, Kirtland AFB, NM, Vol. 2, No. 2, March 1989. Highlights two
new capabilities of the DOCUMENT online program: fuzzy matching and keyword searching across
all documents in the database.

Documentation Standards References

SGML Information Processing-Text and Office Systems-Standard Generalized
Markup Language (SGML), ISO 8879 (October 1986)

CGM Computer Graphics Metafile for the Storage and Transfer of Picture Description
Information (CGM), ISO 8632 (1987)

GKS Graphical Kernel System (GKS), ISO 7942 (August 1985)

ODA/ODIF Information Processing-Text and Office Systems-Office Document
Architecture and Interchange Format, ISO 8613 (July 1988)

Order from American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 1430 Broadway, New York, NY 10018, (212)
642-4900.

Sources of Additional Information

For more information about online documentation, design of help screens and user interfaces, and human
learning styles, consult the sources listed below.

* Bibliographies at the end of the books and articles listed above.
* Articles in Technical Communication, Journal of the Society for Technical Communication.

Published quarterly. (815 15th St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20005.)
* The yearly proceedings of the International Technical Communications Conference. (Available

from the Society for Technical Communication.)
* Articles in Human Factors.
* The yearly proceedings of Proceedings of the Human Factors Society.
* Articles in IEEE Transactions on Professional Communications.
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National Center for Supercomputing Applications,

9, 105
National Energy Research Supercomputer Center,

9, 107
National Institute of Standards and Technology, 9,

110
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New Mexico State University Computer Center,

114
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